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Abstract

ln order to fol「nalize certain relationships between syntax and the lexicon,the

necessity is found for the existence of general linking rLlleS to capmre a systematic

coHlespondence between the lncaning and follll of lexical itellnso ln this dissertation,I

develop a generative model of the lexicon in terlns of qualia strLICmre Of predicates in

order to investigate interface conditions between syntax and lexical semanticso ln

particulatt l demonstrate that lexical constraints such as event― headedness not only

provide a indamental framework to understand how our lexical knowledge of

predicates is organized in the lexicon, but also establish a mechanism of argument

linking that detelHnines the mapping pattems of semantic arguments froln qualia

StrLICture to their appropriate syntactic positions.In doing so,I clailn that any lexical

theory that is notionally dependent on naive theta― role labels of arguments should be

demolished,but the relativized hierarchy based on cognitive prolninence of arguments

needs to be taken into account for the smdy Of argument realization.I also argue that in

a generative model of the lexicon, instead of silnple expansion or augmentation of

lexical semantic representations,argument altemations should be capmred by altemate

modes of argument realization and generative devices to affect those pattemso The

flndings in this inquiry clninently illustrate that the lexical semantic knowledge of the

speaker that is acquired based on his own linguistic experience lnust be richer and lnore

complex than the syntactic knowledge that is considered to be innate in a language

faculty9 and that the corespondence between these槙 〃o components,therefore,naturally

has a fom of an optilnal``approxilnation"from the follller to the latten



要旨

統語部門 と語彙部門との一定の関係 を形式化する研究において、語彙項 目の

意味 と形式の対応関係 を記述する一般連結規則の存在が不可欠 となつている。

本論文は、統語論 と語彙意味論 との接点を考察するため、クオ リア構造を用い

て述語の生成的な レキシコンの原型を示す ことを試みた。特に、事象の主辞性

などの語彙的な制約が、我々の語彙的な知識が語彙部門でどのように組織化 さ

れているのかを理解す るための基本的な枠組みを提供するだけでなく、述語が

持つ意味項を適切な統語位置に写像するための連結の仕組みを確立するもので

あることを議論 した。その過程で、項の単純な意味役割に依拠 したいかなる言

語理論 も放棄 されるべきであ り、代わ りに認知的な卓立性に基づ く相対的な項

の階層関係 こそが、項の具現化に関する理論的考察に取 り入れ られるべきであ

ることを示 した。また、生成的なレキシコンの研究においては、項の具現化の

交替は、語彙意味表示の単純な拡張あるいは増設によつて捉えられるべきもの

ではなく、語彙意味表示から統語構造への連結様式の変化によつて捉えられる

べきであ り、そのような変化をもたらす生成的な方策こそが正 しく記述 される

べきであると主張 した。本研究で得 られる知見は、話者の経験によつて後天的

に獲得 される語彙部門が、言語能力によつて生得的に与えられる統語部門より

もより豊かで複雑であることを示唆 してお り、 したがつて、両者の対応関係は

前者から後者への最適な接近 として形式化 されるものであることを端的に表 し

ている。
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Chapter l:Introduction

This chapter ailns to raise issues that will be dealt with in this thesiso ln particulaち I

investigate one iniuential view as to the architecl比 lre of gral■ lnar in order to illulninate

the discussion conceming the argument realization in syntaxo The prilnary concem on

this topic will be the stams of the interface between syntax and semantics of particular

lexical items.To this end,I introduce a generative approach to the semantic description

of language which tries to capture the problem of lexical polysemy in terlns of richer

semantic blending and fewer redundancies。

1.1。 Parallel Architecture of Grammar

lt is no doubt that a central concem for any model of generative smdy is the

relation among components of gramlnan The lnost classical view in generative gralnlnar

partitioned granllnatical knowledge into three basic components: the lexicon,phrase

StrLICmre「ules and transfollllational」 ules(ChomSky 1965).The fOCus of the study in

those days was clearly on the mystery of phrase strLICmre rLlleS and the secrets of

transfo■ 11lational rules,while the lexicon was though as being outside ofthose lソ
“
″ε′Jθ

components(ChomSky 1970).SinCe then,accompanied by many hndamental debates

(eog。 ,ChOmsky 1972, 1975, 1981, 1993),the theOretical framework of generat市 e

gralnlnar has been repeatedly reforlned with new proposals and modiflcations. Yet,

there scems to be still no consensus about the division oflabor between processes in the

lexicon and those in syntax.One of the reasons for this situation may be that lnost

researchers devote their energies to consider prilnitives and constraints in syntax,but

very few spend thelnselves in revealing how the lexical knowledge affects theme ln fact,

the trickiest question facing those who rescarch at the interface between syntax and the

lexicon is to alswer where one component ends and田lother component begins(ci

Jackendoff 1997, Culicover and Jackendoff 2005).Although the entire discussion on

this topic is far beyond the scope ofthis present thesis,it should be usenll to present one

prolnising view for the architecmre Of graⅡ IInaち before we start our investigation into

the interface between syntax and the lexicon.



The division of gralmlnatical components is particularly important in the recent

inquiry to understand the namre Oflanguage.In the generative research,for example,it

is usually assumed that there are flve basic components that organize what we naively

call ``gralnlnar": the lexicon, syntax, phonology, morphology and semanticso AInong

those components,the lexicon is thought as an autonomous component that provides a

complex ofidiosyncratic sounds and lneanings of lexical items.Itelns in the lexicon are

assumed to ′raJθθ′ in syntax, building up a sentence in accordance with certain

syntactic principles.Therefore,it l■ ust be the case that there is some interface between

syntax and the lexicon in this lnodel of the gral■ lnan The sentence composed in syntax

willthen be wθ ′′θ′θν′by a sequencc of phonemes.In this vicw,there lnust also be an

interface between syntax and phonology9 since phonology is also a highly autonomous

component in that it rarely affects the organization of other components。
1

The place of lnorphology in a model of the gralnlnar varies froln researcher to

researchen Some arguc thatlnorphology is essentially a subcomponent of other rnodules,

such as the lexicon(Lieber 1980, Selkirk 1982)and phOn01ogy(SprOat 1985), but

others clailn that it is an autonomous component to connect with other modules by

means of richer interfaces(Beard 1988,Zwicky 1990).Anderson(1982)regardS

morphology as split between the le対con(ioC.,der市ational morphology)and the

phonology(iec.,inflectional lnorphology),With the syntax inteⅣ ening between the●Ⅳo。

Conversely9 Di Sciullo and Williams(1987)drawS a clear― cut distinction between

syntax and morphology,clailning that these components are entirely separate domains

of inquiryo For thenl, lexicalisnl is not lnerely a hypothesis about the way language

lnight be organized,but it is the only logically possible way in which language cθ ν′グbe

organized.

Still other facilities of the brain are clailned to be crLICial for various linguistic

phenomena.For example,it has been argued that cognitive faculty is essential to the

interpretation of spatial strtlcmre(JaCkendoff 1983),whiCh iS now assumed to be a

indamental to concepmalization ofthe outer worldo Cognition,in general,cnables us to

perceive an entity and an event in the world,which directly reflects in actual linguistic

expressions(Langacker 1990)。 TO put it strongl勇 any gralnmatical strllcture cannot be



understood or revealingly described independently of semantic considerations。  Of

course,it is not a speciflc process to language,butl■ ust be relevant to it by providing us

with a symbolic relationship for concepmal cOnflgurations(see Section 2。 2。 3)。

To lilnit our interest on the interface between syntax and the lexicon,it has been

traditionally assumed,underthe name of``Lexicalist Hypothesis"(ChomSky 1970),that

syntax and the lexicon are separate gralnlnatical components, where the lexical

inforlnation is J4sθ r′θグinto the syntactic strLICture.In this view,any syntactic operation

is ilnpenetrable to intemal info]Hnation of the lexicon,and vice versac Previous smdies

that reach a conclusion on this linc are too numerous to lnention,though there are some

rescarchers who clailn that the lexicon can be elinlinated as a module with its own

special primitives and modes of combination(Hale and Keyser 1993,Ramchand 2008).

Despite those counterarguments,it has been often suggested that word forlnation in the

syntax is different in many respects from that in the lexicon (ci Shibatani and

Kageyama 1988,Borer 1988).Furthermore,Jackendoff(1983,1990b,1997,2002)

consistently proposes that syntactic stmcture(i.e.,Syntax)and COncepmal strllcmre(iee.,

semantics)are different levels in the grammat since principles,representations,and

well―forlned conditions for these domains should be independent.According to hiln,

``suttect"and``o切 ect"are syntactic notions that tte deined in the syntactic strLICmre,

while``Agent"and``Theme"are semantic notions,deflned in the conceptual strtlcture.

These two notions are connected with each other by``correspondence rLlleS",thanks to a

natural homo― morphic relationship between the two representationso Perhaps,the spirit

bchind this idea is consistent with the recent cottecture in the Minimalist Program

(ChOmSky 1995).

Here,a question arises as to the namre Of interface conditionso Speciflcally,more

interesting ttd more importlmt question(at leaSt fOr me)than the organization of

grammar is(i)hOW COmponents of grammar are related to cach othet and(五 )What

constraints are imposed on those interface conditions.These particular questions have

been overlooked and unanswered for a long tilnc in thc history oflinguisticse The focus

of this thesis will be exactly On this point,lnaking a prelilninary step to the study of the

interface between syntax and the lexicon.



Jackendoff(1997)expliCitly argues that syntactic stnlcmre and cOncepmal

stnlcmre(of a sentencc)are built up in a′ αrα J′θJ mannen Thus,lc対 cal items are

combined in the syntax with their semantics being elaborated in accordance with the

Fregean principle of compositionalityD Following this idea,it is this system that l will

refer to``coHiespondence"or``interface"in this thesis.In particular,I will assume that a

syntactic unit becomes larger along with its semantic content,although principles and

constraints for these two domains still diffen Then, the indamental task for us to

consider is how we foHnalize the coHiespondence between these two levels of

representations. To be speciflc, the goal of this thesis can be to study a systematic

connection between syntax and lexical semantics in terlns of an extensive and

comprchensive way of linking between the twoe ln doing so, I will accept a tacit

assumption that semantic representations are much richer and more complex than

syntactic representations(Ci Dowty 1991,Baker 1997).It iS SO presumあ ly becιЩse

semantic stlutcmre must be a direct reflection of our cognitive faculty that connects

many abilities of human beings,whereas syntactic stlu[cmre is assumed to be innate and

specialized only in language.In other words,cvery recognition of an entity or an event,

whether conscious or noti should be flrst interpreted in terlns ofconcepmal nOtiOns,and

then will be represented in a syntactic frame in order to be expressed verbally(Pinker

1989).TherefOre,the corespondence between the two representations must look like an

“approximation"of a semantic strLICture,which isノ αJb′θ(ioe。 ,less constrained),to a

syntactic stmcmre,which is/レ θグ(ioe。 ,highly constrained).

One more remark as for the domain of the smdy is necessary.In the generative

research of the gralnlnar,there is a well-1■ otivated distinction between``competence"

and``perforlnance"(ChOInsky 1965).Roughly speaking,col■ petence is speaker―hearer's

knowledge of their language, while perforlnance is acmal use Of the language in

concrete situations.Most generative smdies have been done under the strict convention

that a linguistic theory should face the competence of the gralnlnar in an explicitly

mentalistic framework.Those smdies tend to avoid analyzing any pragmatic factors in a

sentence,including lnemory lilnitations,attention and processing,since this attitude can

be reasonable for those linguists who attempt to reveal a universal system of the



gralnlnar independently of the physical world.Howevet it is fairly clear that our

knowledgc of language includes not only syntax but also other components.

Furtherlnore, it now seems unqucstionable that the encyclopedic knowledge of the

speaker and particular pragmatic contexts may affect acmal linguistic expressions and

their semantic interpretationo Therefore,we still need to keep in inind,especially in the

smdy Of interface conditions,what factors,which are associated with performance,are

involved in the deteⅡ nination of syntactic conflgurations of lexical itelnso This point

will be crLICial in chapter 4, in terlns of the selection of appropriate mappings of

grammatical arguments。

1。2.Verb Classes and Argument Alternations

At the interface between syntax and the lexicon,one ofthe most widely debated

topics in modeHl linguistics is the relationship between verbs and their arguments。

Many theories of generative gralnlnar have been built on the assumption that the

manner of syntactic realization of arguments is predictable froln the meaning of thcir

predicateso ln fact,it is generally accepted that the morphosyntactic beha宙 or(or

``linking'')of arguments is mot市 ated by the meaning of verbs that fall into some sets of

identiittle semantic classes(Lc宙n1993).

For example,the verbs cν ′,bκαた, ′θνθtt and ttJ′ are all transitive verbs,taking

two arguments expressed as the sutteCt and the ottect,as in(1。 1).

(1。 1)ao Margaret cut the bread。

b.  Janet broke the vase.

co Te]ry touched the cat.

d. Carla hit the doo■   (Levin 1993:6)

However,they have

can be found in the

and Keyser 1986).

little else in conllnon in

inchoative constrLICtiOn

their syntactic behaviorso First,only bκ αた

(Fillmore 1967,Guerssel et al.1985,Hale



(1。 2)a.*The bread cut.

bo The vase broke.

c.*The cattouched.

d.*The door hit.     (Levin 1993:9)

Second, bκαたand c笏′appear in the lniddle constrllction, but ′θνεtt and ttj′ do not

(Keyser ttld Roeper 1984,Hale and Keyser 1987,Zubizarreta 1987).

(1。 3)ao The bread cuts casily.

be  C)rystal vases break easily。

c。
*Cats touch easily。

d.*Door frames hit easily.    (Levin 1993:6)

Third, θν′ and ttJち  but nOt bκ αた and ′θγθ乃, are found in the conative constrLICtiOn

(Guerssel et al.1985).

(1。 4)a. Margaret cut at the bread.

b.*Janet broke atthe vasc。

c。
*Tcry touches atthe cat.

do Carla hit at the door。       (Lcvin 1993:6)

Finally,the body― part possessor ascension constrLICtiOn also distinguishes b″ αたfrom

the other three.

(1.5)ao Margaret cut Bill on the arme     (cl Margaret cut Bill's allll.)

b.*Janet broke Bill on the flnge■        (cl Janet broke Bill's flnge■ )

c. Terry touched Bill on the shoulde■    (ci TeⅡy tOuched Bill's shoulde■ )

do Carla hit Bill on the back.     (Ci Carla hit Bill's back。 )

(Levin 1993:7)



Therefore,wc obtain four different pattems of verbal behavior here.Each verb shows a

distinct pattenl ofbehavior with respect to these constrllctions.

The four pattems ofbehavior are linked to distinct semantic classes ofthese verbse

lmportantly,other verbs corresponding to cach class show the same pattenl ofbehavion

(1.6)a.Cut Verbs:cut,hack,saw9 scratch,slash,…

b. BIreak Verbs:break,crack,rip,shattet sna/p,。 .̈

co  Touch Verbs:pat,stroke,tickle,touch,¨ .

do Hit Verbs:bash,hit,kick,pound,ta.p,whack,¨ . (Levin 1993:7)

It has thus long been argued that verbs that have a silnilar rneaning behave silnilarly in

the syntaxo ln the recent lexical semantic research,the factor which decides the syntactic

behavior of verb arguments is certifled as verb ineaning itselt and the way of syntactic

realization of verb arguments must be felicitously predictablc,in large part,fronl the

lexical semantic representation of their verbs. In other words,lnembers of each verb

class share certain aspects ofrneaning as well as syntactic properties.

One important task for the interface conditions,therefore,is to reveal what factors

that verbs have in common is relevant to their linguistic explanationso There must be

some ``prilnitive" semantic factors that affect those pattems of argument realizatione

Another important task is to clarify how those factors re■ ect actual linguistic

expressions.In other words, a systematic way of reflecting the semantic differences

among verbs in their syntactic differences needs to be explainedo Previous studies,under

any theory of the lexicon,have some difflculties when a single verb appears in some

different syntactic frames(Or``constnlctions''),becttse,for them,the different syntactic

realization of verb arguments re■ ects in some ways different pattems of linking

processes of the lexicono The present thesis will attempt to discuss general ways of

argument realization from a viewpoint of a particular lexical semantic theory called

``Generative Lexicon"(PuSt可 OVSky 1995),where argulnent realization is essentially

treated as a problenl ofverbal polysemy.

The puzzle here is saddled with two mttor questions:(i)hOW arguments of



predicates are realized to their appropriate syntactic positions,and(五 )hOW the rnanner

of argument realization is iniuenced when a predicate occurs in different syntactic

frameso The flrst question can be restated as what types of lexical inforlnation in

prcdicatcs are relevant for the mapping of their arguments,while the second question

constitutes the so― called``linking problenl",where some factors in the gramlnar lnake

gramlnatical arguments of a predicate realize in different sentence pattems that are

related semantically by paraphrases or subsumption.

The linking problenl is grasped easily in a set of phenomena called``argument

altemations".Lc宙 n(1993)listS Cases of argument altemations in English almost

exhaustively.Perhaps,the most previously― debaited examples of argument altemations

are causative transitive altemations,such as the causative/inchoative altemation in(1。 7)

and the induced action altemation in(1。 8).

(1.7) Cανsα′Jソι/多zεttθα′Jソθ∠ルθrκα′Jθ
“

a. Janet broke the cup.

b. The cup broke.          (Levin 1993:29)

(1.8)ルカ θθグИθ′Jθ″∠Jた

“
α′Jθκ

a.The horsejumped over the fence.

b. Sylviajumped thc horse over the fence. (Levin 1993:31)

At flrst blush,these altemations share certain syntactic conflgurationso ln fact,transitive

variants of both altemations have a colnlnon semantic feamre in that they express some

kinds of causative events.Howevet their intransitive variants contrast strikingly: In

intransitive variants of the causative/inchoative altemation,the suttect iS the entity that

undergoes a change of state or location。 On the other hand,the suttect in intransitive

variants ofthe induced action altemation is a causee that is induced to act by the causen

This semantic difference implies that the l■ echanislns for the two argument altemations

sharply diffen l will discuss the mechanisln of argument realization in the

causative/inchoative altemation in section 3。 2 and that in the induced action altemation

in section 6.1。 3。



The next large set of argument altemations is VP― intemal argulnent altemations,

where the syntactic realization of two intemal arguments ofthree― place verbs altematese

The most typical examples of this type of altemations are the locative altemation in

(1.9)and the dative altemation in(1.10)。

(1。 9)二θεα′Jソθ∠ルθrηα′Jθ
“

ao  Jack sprayed paint on the wall。

b. Jack sprayed the wall with painte    (Levin 1993:51)

(1.10) Dα′′νθ∠Jたr4α′Jθη

a. Bill sold a carto Tom。

bo Billsold Tom a can (Levin 1993:46)

In these altemations,the possible expressions of two intemal arguments are involved。

Speciflcall光 one of the intemal arguments is expressed as the direct ottect ofthe verb,

while the other as the ottect of an appropriate preposition or as the indirect oulect.The

locative altemation and the dative altemation have been both extensively smdied in the

literal比lre,but rnuch ofthe previous discussions have only focused on the constraints on

the altemations,including a characterization ofverbs that take part in these altemationse

Crucially;the exact semantic characterization pertaining to these altemations has been

overlooked.In chapter 4,I will extensively smdy the mechanisnl ofaltemative lnodes of

argument realization that aptly capmres the semantics ofthese altemations.

hportantly9 by means of our linking strategy that accounts for VP― intemal

argument altemations,the benefact市 c altemation in(1。 H)Can be treated as an

extensive version ofthe dative altematione

(1。 11)3θ 4(≠76′ Jソθ ИJたr4α′Jθη

ao Martha caⅣ ed a toy forthe baby.

bo Martha caⅣ ed the baby a toy。 (Levin 1993:49)

The benefactive altemation is different from the dative altemation in that it involves the



benefactive prepositionノbr rather than the goal preposition ′θ in the prepositional

variant in(1.Ha).ThiS difference essentially comes from the fact that while verbs that

participate in the dative altemation are lnost typically exemplifled by three― place verbs,

verbs that appear in the benefactive altemation are two―place verbs with the beneflciary

argument added as an attunct phrasc.Despite these differences,I will arguc in section

4。 3 that the mechanism of der市ing double otteCt Variants ofthe benefact市 e altemation

in (1.1lb)iS just the same as that of deriving double ottect Variants of the dative

altemation in(1。 10b).2

Threc are still other types of argulnent altemations in Englishe For example,some

argument altemations in English make signiflcant semantic changes beh〃 een variantse

ln this sense,the l■ iddle altemation in(1.12)and the characteristic property of agent

altemation in(1。 13)constitute a namral class.

(1。 12)И ddle∠ ルθr4α′Jθ
“

a. The butcher cuts the lneat.

b. Thel■eat cuts easily。      (Levin 1993:26)

(1。 13) Cttα′ηεたrお′Jc Pκフθrヶ ゞAgθ
“
′Иルθrκα′Jθη

a.  That dog bites people.

b.  That dog bites. (Levin 1993:39)

Thesc altemations are seemingly similar to the c〔 msat市e transitive altemations in(1。 7)

and(1。 8),but are indeed different from them in that there is a s絶 興iflCant semantic

change through the altemationso Speciflcally9 transitive variants of thesc altemations can

be θソθ″′Jソθ,giving a picttre of a speciflc event that is taken place at a given tilne and

place, while their intransitive variants must be s′α′jソθ, describing a characteristic

property of the suttect.Following Carlson's(1977)terln,the follller clearly shows a

property of``stage― level"predication,while the lattet a property of``individual― level"

predication.The secret of evenmality altemation of this sort needs to be revealed along

with the proper treatlnent of argument realization in these altemations.I will tackle this

issuc in section 6.1.l in teⅡ 田Is of a particular lexical rtlle on semantic ttguments of
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causative transitive verbs。

Attunct arguments also participate in argument altemations,as excmplifled by

the instrLlment sutteCt altemation in(1.14)and the raw material suttect altemation in

(1。 15).

(1.14)ルs′rν

“
θ″助りθε′∠Jたr4α′Jο

“
a.  David broke the window with thc halnlnen

b.The hammer broke the window.   (Levin 1993:80)

(1。 15) Rαw九物たrjα J Sνりθθ′∠ルθr4α′Jθκ

ao She baked wonderill bread from that whole wheat floun

be That whole wheat■ our bakes wonderil bread.   (Levin 1993:82)

These oblique suttect altemations are very peⅣ as市e in the context of argument

altemations, yet receive surprisingly few cominents in previous studies. h thesc

altemations,cntities such as instrtlment ald material are realized as the suttect With the

absence ofthe agent argument.Interestingly9 these sutteCtS Can be considered as a causc

of the event in a broad sensee l will take up these altemations in section 6。 1。 2 with

special reference to a lexical rule that induces demotion of agent argulnents.

The next threc oblique suttect altemations are semantically more remarkあ le.

(1.16) Cttα rαε′θrお′Jε PT"θrヶ げIns′ rγ

“
θ″′И′た″″α′Jθ″

a.  I cut the bread with this knife.

be This knife doesn't cut.     (Levin 1993:39)

(1.17)二θεα′Jθη S笏″θε′/Jた rηα′Jθ″

a.  We sleep flve people in each room.

b. Each room sleeps flve people.      (Lcvin 1993:82)

(1。 18)助
“
げ拗 ηり助りθε′ИJ′θr4α′Jθ

“
a.  I bought a ticket for S5.

b. $5 will buy a ticket.       (Levin 1993:83)



As well as the middle constrllction in(1。 12b),(b)― Sentences of these altemations are all

instances of individual― level predication,where the sentence describes the capacity of

the suttect With respect to the action named by the verb.Howevet the suttect iS nOt a

truc argument of the verb but an attunCt in the original(a)― Sentences.The exceptional

mechanism for thesc argument altemations will be discussed in section 6。 2。 2 in telllls of

the lexical semantic representation ofthe suttect NR

The so― called possessor altemations also constitute a theoretically important set

of arl罫llnent altemations.

(1。 19)Bθ″ノーPα r′ Pθss(男sθr/sθθ
“
sJθη∠ルθr4α′Jθη

ao Selina touched the horse's back.

be  Selina touched the horse on the back. (Levin 1993:71)

(1。20)PθsSωSθ r―/′′rJb″θ Лαε′θrJ4g/Jた rκα′Jθη

a.  They praised the volunteer's dedication.

b. They praised the volunteers ttor their dedication.      (Levin 1993:73)

In thesc altemations,what is composed of a NP argument in(a)― Sentences can be

realized separately as a combination ofa NP argulnent and a PP attunCtin(b)― sentences.

Thus,the verbal valency seelns to be changed through the altemations.This way of

argument realization is,in fact,widely distributed among languageso Therefore,there

must be some general lnechanisn■ in the interface condition that lnakes it possible to

give rise to these argument altemations.I will proposc a speciflc lexical rule in section

6.2。 l that not only explains these altemations but also applies to the general distribution

ofsyntactic attunCtS.

The flnal group of argument altemations that will be discussed in this thesis

involves an addition of semantic arguments that are not subcategorized by the verb.

(1。21)Cοgηα′θθ″θθ′∠J′θr4α′Jθ4

a.  Sarah slniled.

b.  Sarah slniled a chaming snlile.

12
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(1.22)χζ ttИ′′θr“α′Jθ4

a. They shopped around New York.

b. They shopped their way around New York.

(1.23)RωνJ′α′Jソθ∠J′θr“α″Jθ4

(Levin 1993:99)

a. Paulinc hal■ lnered the lnetal.

b. Paulinc halnlnered the lnetal flat。 (Levin 1993:100)

In the(b)― sentences of(1。 21)and(1。 22),a certain flxed expression is a1lowed to appear

as the direct otteCt Ofthe verb that is originally used as unergativeso ln(1.23),the flnal

state of the action can be added as a resultative AP.Verbs that appear in the``strong"

resultative constrtlction are also unergatives that do not lexically specify a result state of

the action(Washio 1997)。
3 TheSe alterllations will be discussed in section 6。 2e3from the

viewpoint of compositionality of semantic components。

h this thesis,a unifled strategy of argument linking froln the lexicon to syntax

will be presented to explain these altemations.Although the explanatory adequacy of

my proposal is far frOIn being sufflcient,the prilnary purpose of this thesis is to reveal

the pattems of argument realization in terlns of proper lexical semantic representations

in a rough― and―ready watt and to clarify practical mechanisms that affect the pattems of

surface ttgument realization.For that purpose,we irst need to begin by certifying the

necessity of a generative lnodel ofthe lexicon.

1。 3。 A Generative Model ofthe Lexicon

As reviewed in the previous sections, it is now standardly assumed by most

linguistic frameworks that lnuch of strLICtural inforlnation of a sentence is best encoded

from a lexicalized perspective. Hence, there must be a well― designed model of the

lexicon that is bearable to argument altemations discussed aboveo The most

conventional approaches to the lexicon design are to exhaust the list of lexical items to

the extent that each item does not show semantic ambiguity any longer(JaCkendoff

1975)。 ThiS Strategy9 called“ sensc enumeration lexicon",appears,at flrst sight,to be

successill in handling the sense differentiation of ambiguityo ln fact,many syntactic

13



studies that do not feel involved in lexical lnodels tacitly assume that there are as lnany

lexical entries of a predicate as the syntactic stlutctures that the item appears ino A

seminal research by Jackendoff(1990b)iS a typical example ofthis approach.

Howevet PustaOVSky(1995)argueS that there are three basic characteristics

semantic description of language,and none of thenl could be adequately accounted

in the sensc enumerative lnodels ofthe lexicon.

The creative use ofwords:Words assume new senses in novel contexts。

The pelllleability of word senses: Word senses are not atonlic deflnition

but overlap and lnake reference to other senses ofthe word.

The expression of multiple syntactic foHns:A single word sense can have

ｆ

　

　

ｒ

Ｏ
　
ｂ

(1。 24) ａ
　
　
ｂ

C。

multiple syntactic realization. (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:39)

It is ilnportant that a theory of lexical lneaning of words will affect the general strLICture

of semantic theory in several ways,and it is necessary that our view oflexical semantics

can acmally fOrce us to reevaluate the namre Of semantic composition in language.

The flrst argument against the sensc enumerative lnodels of the lexicon concems

the creat市 e use of words in(1。 24a).It iS Certainly tme that many words in a language

have more than one lexicall■ eaning to show what is called``lexical polysemy",but the

ways in which words catt multiple rneanings lnust vary from items to itemso Weinreich

(1964),for eXample,distinguishes semantic ambiguity ofwords into two types.The irst

type,which he calls``contrastive ambiguity",is seen where a lexical iteln accidentally

carries two distinct and ul■ related rneanings ofwords.

(1。 25)a.  Mary Walked along the bank ofthe rive■

b. Harbor Bank is the richest batt in the city。    (PuSt可OVSky 1995:27)

(1.26)ao  Thejudge asked the defendantto approach the Lar.

b. The defendant was in the pub atthe har.     (Pust可 OVSky 1995:27)

In these examples,the pair of underlined words shows the so― called``homonymy''。 It is
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therefore irelevant for the puttose Of COnstrllction of the lexicon and the synchronic

smdy Of wOrd lneanings whether these senses of words arc historically related or lnere

accidents of orthographic and phonological blending.The disambiguation processes of

this sort ofitems are in large part pragmatically constrained(ci Hirst 1987).

The second tンpe of semantic ambiguit"which Weinreich(1964)referS tO as

``complementary polyselnies",involves lexical senses which are manifestations of the

same basic lneaning ofthe word as it occurs in different contexts。

(1.27) a.

b.

(1.28)a.

b.

The bank raised its interest rates yesterday。

The store is next to the newly constructed bank.  (Pust可 OVSky 1995:28)

John crawled through the window.

The window is closed。 (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:28)

In(1.27)the wOrd fOr bα″たcan refer to both an instinltiOn and a building,and in(1。 28)

the word for wJκ あ w can refer to both an aperture and a physical o可 ecto This sort of

category preserving ambiguities is especially called``logical polysemy", in order to

distinguish them froln category changing complementary polysen■
1‰

such as the case in

which words like ttα
““

;θr can be used both as a noun(e.geヵ 乃″笏sθグ′乃θ ttα
““

θr′θ ttJ′

励θ wJηあ″)and as a verb(eog.Johη ttα

““
θκグルθ wJ″あ w).

It is now obvious that sense enumerative rnodels cannot assign a correct semantic

interpretation to the second type of sensc ambiguittt since,unlike contrastive ambiguity,

complementary polysemy seclns to entail a very different type of relation between word

senses.For example,we can straightfo]Rvardly represent two contrastive senses of the

word bα刀たin(1。 25),using its fundalnental category type and a basic speciflcation of a

genus teⅡn,as in(1。 29)and(1。 30)be10W.

(1。 29) bankl

CATEGORY=count noun

GENUS=shore
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(1。 30) bank2

CATEGORY=count noun

GENUS=flnancial instimte

However,it is absurdly incorrect to apply the

since two senses of bα
“
たin(1。 27)is clearly

(1。 30).

The creativity of word sense can also be scen in the ambiguity of the atteCtiVe

gθοグin(1.31)and the verb wα
“
′in(1.32).

same lnethod to

a subtype ofthe

complementary polysemy9

maln ineanlng of bα
“
たin

(1。
31) a.

b.

C。

(1。 32)a.

b.

C。

Mary flnally bought a ttod ulnbrella.

Aftertwo wecks on the road,John was

John is a good teacher.

Mary wants another cigarette.

Bill wants a been

Mary wants ajobe (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:45)

looking for a Яood meal.

(PuStaOVSky 1995:43)

Each use of gθθグin(1。 31)refers tO a different property of the complelnent noun,such

as hnction(Ofthe umbrella),taste(ofthe meal)and perfOrlnancc(ofthe teache⇒.Also,

there are many ways to want something,including to want to smoke(a Cigarette),to

want to drink(a beer)and tO Want to have(a jOb).ObViOusly9 these sense distinctions

should be deterlnined compositionally with their complements.Thus,cnumeration is

unable to exhaustively list the senses that thesc items will assume in new contexts.In

short, the difflculty for sense enumerative models of the lexicon is that they cannot

characterize all the possible l■ eanings oflexical items in the lexicon.

A silnilar criticisnl to the sense enumeration lexicon will be lnade with respect to

pelllleability of word senses,conceming(1。 24b).The prOblem here is that there is too

much overlap in the core semantics of the different readings of words, and it is not

always obvious how to select the correct word sensc in a given context.Considet for

example,the semantic difference of the verbs bα ル andtt in the f01lowing sentences
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(Atkins et al。 1988).

(1。 33)a.

b。

(1.34)a.

b.

John baked the potatoes.

John baked a cakee

Mary■ ied an omelet.

Mary■ied an egg.

There is discrilnination between change― of―state and creation senses of these verbs,yet

there is no difference in the activity responsible for the result of the evento Therefore,it

is difflcult to deflne two senses of these verbs in teⅡ ns of different lexical semantic

reprcsentations whilc avoiding possiblc lcxical redundancies。

The salne situation holds for the complelnentary polysemy for the word l〃 Jηdbw

discussed above.Recall that the noun l″ J“dbw in(1。28)showS an ambiguity denoting an

a7pe山鳳re or a physical o切 ect.It iS now clear that we cmnot simply list these pairs of

senses by distinct lexical itelns as below。

(1.35)windOWl

CATEGORY=count noun

GENUS=a/petture

(1。36)windOW2

CATEGORY=count noun

GENUS=physical_o可 eCt

The problem with this approach is that the logical relation that exists between the things

in the world is not expressed,and that in certain circumstances a single lexical item is

able to denote these senses at the same tilne.

(1.37)John Crawled through the broken window.(Pust10VSky 1995:48)

所 η洗)w in(1.37)referS tO an a7permre with respect to the verb phrasc θ
“

w′θグル
“

″g乃 ,
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while it refers to a physical o切 ect with respect to the attect市 eb“晨フκ.These examples

ably demonstrate that the enumeration― based organization of word senses is inadequate

to capmre both the partial overlap of the core meaning and the delicate nuance of the

peripheral meaning of an item in the same instant(ci Atkins 1991).

Tuming to(1。24c)址)oVe,the representations allowed by the sensc enumeration

lexicon are inadequate to account for the description of natural language semantics.It is

equally arbitrary to create separate word senses for a lexical item just because it can

participate in distinct lexical realization.A striking example ofthis argumentis provided

by verbs likeヵ rgθ′in(1。 38).

Madison Avenuc is apt to forget that most folks aren't members of the

leisure class。 (faCt市e)

But like many others who have made the same choice,he forget to factor

one thing into his plans:Caliphobia。 (non― factive)

As fbr California being a state being mn by liberal environmental loonies,

let's not forget where Ronald Reagan came from.(embedded question)

What about friends who                  or never got it?(conCealed

question)

(1。 38)a。

b.

C.

d.

e.

non―fact市 c) (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:51)

In these examples,the syntactic realization of the verb's complement detelittlines how

the proposition is interpreted semantically. For example,the tensed― S complement in

(1。 38a)exhibitS a property called ``factivity", while the non― tensed inflnitival VP

complement in(1。 38b)expresses``non― fact市 ity"(cf Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1971).

Sentence(1。 38d)contains what is called``concealed question"complement,where the

NP phrase can be para/phrased as a sentential question as in(1.38c)(ci Grimshaw 1979).

These different interpretations are usually encoded as separate senses of verbs with

distinct lexical entries.

Under the sense enumeration lexicon,these distinCtions would corespond to the
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separate word senses for each syntactic type. Such a distinction,howevet nlisses the

important semantic relatedness between pairs ofinstances of/argθ ′in(1.38),such as the

silnilarity between(1。 38c)and(1.38d)in the question― like reading and between(1。 38b)

and (1.38c) in the nOn― factive reading.The proper treatinent of these different

complement types scems to be an approach that has one core deinition of」わrgθ′which

could generate all the allowable readings above and all the possible complement syntax.

Another issuc to be considered is the manner of realization of verb's arguments.

As shown in section l.2,arguments of a verb can be realized in several different ways in

syntax. In the locative altemation,for example,two intemal arguments of threc― place

verbs are altelnately realized as the direct and obliquc ottect of the verb.Pre宙 ous

researchers have tackled this linking probleln lnainly froln two different perspectives.

One end argues that the altemate lnodes of argument realization are induced by a lexical

operation that chttges a semantic strllcmre of a verb(Rappaport and Le宙 n1988,Pinker

1989),while the other end argues that different syntactic frames in the altemation are

der市ed from indi宙 dual lexical semtttic representations of a verb(JackendOff 1990b,

Marllta 1997).The fOCus of these studies resides basically in the polysemy of verb

semantics,and two a7pproaches by themselves do not conflict with each othen ln fact,

they share a common view that pattems of argument realization result from verb's

lexical semantic representationso However,a problem lies in the verb semantics itsc二

since it has been revealed that locative altemation verbs do not show a shift in their

logical l■ eaning through the alteⅡ lation(BcaVers 2006).HenCe,the alterllation should

be derived froln altemate lnodes of argument encoding rather than the variance ofverb's

lexical semantic representationso ln other words, it must be treated as a result of

particular linking strategy related to the choice of verb's lexical semantic constiments

that are to be rnapped onto the syntax。 One ofthe prilnary purposes ofthis thesis is,thus,

to reveal those linking pattems in namral language that allow multiple syntactic

realizations of arguments from the identical lexical semantic representation of a

predicate.
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1。4.Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 will draw a guideline for understanding the lexical semantic knowledge

of predicates.Following Pust可 ovSky(1995),four essential levels of lexical sclnantic

representations will be introduced:event strLICmre,argument strllcmre,qualia strLICmre,

and lexical inheritance strLICmre.In particular, it will be shown that the lexical

inforlnation that is relevant to argument realization in syntax is readily incorporated into

a qualia strLICmre Of predicates with certain relational forces along with their arguments

in four qualia roles.

In cha7pter 3, general linking rLlleS that are responsible for the mapping of

semantic arguments from qualia to syntax will be proposed.The linking strategy that I

will develop refers particularly to a relationship between qualia roles of a predicate and

a verbal head in the syntax.Importantly,it will be demonstrated that split intransitivity

and causativity can be boiled down to the pattems oflexical semantic templates that an

individual predicate hase

ln chapter 4,VP― intemal argument altemations including the locative altemation

and the dative altemation will be intensively discussed,where the syntactic realization

of two intemal arguments of a verb altemateso lt will be argued that thesc altemations

are induced as a nal比 lral consequence of the linking strategy associated with the notion

of event― headedness in the event stlutcmre. In doing so, particular pragmatic effects

involved in these altemations will be clearly revealedo Also,I will clailn that Ja7panese

threc― place verb constrllctions provide further evidencc in favor of our linking strategy。

In chapter 5,a tentative theory that the event― headedness constittltes a parametric

variation of the lexical knowledge of predicates will be advanced.Actually9 it will be

estilnated that event― headedness provides a general framework of intralingual and

cross― linguistic variations of argument altemations. If this idea is valid, gralnlnatical

variations of argument altemations receive a straightfonⅣ ard account in telllls Of the

diversity of lexicalization pattems among languages. Consequences of this clailn are

unilnaginably huge,but worth discussing seriously。

In chapter 6,generative devices for argument altemations will be discussedo The
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general propaganda, in accordance with a generative model of the lexicon, is that

argument altemations lnust be dealt with by certain lexical rules on arguments and by

operations on qualia roles,without recourse to reorganization of lexical semantics of an

itemo Thereby,linking strategy proposed in chapter 3 will be lYlaintained with reference

to all altemations discussed in section l.2,which is a welcome result to the generative

linguistic inquiry that seeks the universality oflanguage faculty.

Chapter 7 will summarize the result ofthe thesis and provide a general conclusion,

with some remarks for a course ofresearch in the fumre.
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Chapter 2:The Lexical K■ owledge of Predicates

ln this cha/ptet following Pust可 ovSky(1995),I estあ liSh four levels of representations

that organize the semantic inforlnation of le対 cal items:event strllcmre(EVENTSTR),

argument strLICture(ARGSTR),qualia strtlcmre(QuALIA),and le対 cal inheritance

stlucture. These four levels, in agreclnent with a generative model of the lexicon,

provide expressive,pemeable, and creative nature of a language as a computational

system. For predicates, they not only constitute an essential part of our lexical

knowledge,but also provide a indamental statement about the syntactic realization of

their semantic arguments. The abstract design of a lexical representation that will be

developed in this chOpter largely depends on PusteJovsky's(1995)original notation of

the Generative Lexicon,but its concrete contents will differ froln his interpretation both

qualitatively and quantitatively.

2。 1。 Event Structure

Since the event conflguration is directly related to the interpretation of a predicate

(Davidson 1967),one Of the lnost imiportant aspects of the lexical knowledge of a

predicate is its event strLICmreo By deflnition,predicates are elements that deScribe an

event indicating activity9 effect,property9 state,and so on(Willialns 1980,Rothstein

1983).Every predicate,therefore,illustrates one cvent concept that is organized in our

mental lexicon with some gral■ lnatical principleso l will show in this section how the

knowledge ofevent strLICmre deflnes an event ofa predicate in tel二 1ls Oftraditional event

decomposition approaches.

2。 1。 1。 Subevent Analysis

Subevent analysis is an attempt to decompose one single entity of events into

several smaller units called``subevents".Previous researchers have tried to decompose

an event concept into prilnitive subevents in order to disclose the extemal conflguration

of the event strllcmreo BefOre exploring the result of the rescarch,let us review some

influential studies in this fleld.
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2。 1。 1。 1。 Vendler(1957)and lDowty(1979)

‐
  In‐ English, the study of event decomposition most probably originates from

Vendler's(1957)aspeClmtal classiflcation of events。
l Hc proposes that events nalned by

verbs(more precisely9 verb phrases)can be classled into four different categories,

given in (2。 1), aCCOrding to their restriction of tilne adverbials, tenses, and logical

entailments.

(2。
1) ａ

　

　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

State:know,love,believe,belong,resemble

Activity:run,write,work,push a cart,drive a car

Accomplishment:paint a picl比 lre,draw a circle,run a lnile,write a lettet

push a cart to the supenmarket

Achievelnent:recognize,reach,flnd,win a race,aFiVed.

Vendler argucs that these categories are practically divided in teHns of their event

interpretation,and the concept of time is particularly important to decide the individual

verb use.

Fonmalizing Vendler's insight,Dowty(1979)proVides eleven panoptical criteria

of linguistic phenomena to distinguish Vendler's four classes of verbso For example,

(2。 2)exhibitS One of what is traditionally tenned as``non― stative tests"(Lakoff 1965),

which makes a distinction between sた′Jソθ and“θ4-s′α′Jνc(Or θソθttJνθ)eventS.

(2。 2)a。 *JOhn is knowing the answen

bo  John is running.

c. John is painting a picture.

do  John is arriving at the station.

(State)

(aCtiVity)

(aCCOmplishment)

(aChievement)

The result is that only verbs that denote non― stative events can occur in the progressive

follno AInong the non― stative events,activities and accomplishments are interpreted as

describing``current state of affairs",while achievements have the sense of``imlnediate
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imre",since the latter lacks the“ duration"ofthe event(ci Kcams 2000).

The next well― known examples concem``boundedness"or``telicity"of events.

(2.3)a.*JOhn knew the answer for an houn

b.  John ran for an houn

c.?John painted a picture for an houn

de*John arrived at the station for an houn

(2.4)a.*JOhn knew the answerin an houn

b.*John ran in an hour.

co John painted a piclLlre in an hour.

d. John arrived at the station in an houn

(State)

(aCtiVity)

(aCCOmpliShment)

(aChievement)

(Statte)

(aCtiVity)

(aCCOmpliShment)

(aChievement)

The time adverbialυ わr ακ ttθνr requires the``duration"of an event,while J″ α
“

乃θνr

requires the``bounds"of an event.As(2.3a)and(2。 4a)illuStrate,states likeた ηθИ′are

compatible with neither tilne adverbial, simply because they do not have any intemal

temporal strllcmre。
3 Act市

ities are only compatible with/う r_phrases,logically describing

an event that can last foreven On the other hand,accomplishments and achievements

are compatible with J4-phrases,since these predicates denote an event that has a logical

enф Oint by Which we know when the event being described will be flnishedo h usual

contexts,accomplishments are also compatible withヵ r―phrases,as the``?''mark in

(2。 3c)indiCates,since they show a durative event expansion where a causing action by

the agent may continue to the end of the evento According to Keams(2000),the

combination of accomplishments withメ フr―phrases is felicitous when the``changes"of

the event are focused,but inadequate when the``bounds"of the event are focusedo ln

this respect,accomplishments in the progressive forln are perfectly acceptable with a

durative tiine adverbial,focusing on the activity by the agent.

(2.5) John Was painting a picture for an houn

(Ci*JOhn was ariving atthe station for an hou■ )
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The fact that this effect does not hold with achievements further supports the conclusion

that only accomplishments can be used as both telic and atelic depending on the context.

What is particularly important in Dowty's conclusion is that accomplishments

have both properties of activities and achievements in terlns of their lexical aspecto ln

other words,Dowty provides a indamental framework to scc how events are organized

strtlcturallyo To be more speciflc, states and activities in Vendler's classiflcation are

sJ″写フJθ in the sense that they can be prilnitively deflned by a single event concept,while

accomplishments and achievements are cθ ″リフJαr, since they are deflned by the

combination of more than one subevent(cI ParsOns 1990).The mingled namre of

accomplishments can be found in the ambiguity of adverbs in(2。 6a)and(2.7a).

(2.6)a.John almost painted a picmre.

b.John almost walked.     (Dowty 1979:58)

(2。 7)a.The SheriffofNottinghamjailed Robin Hood for four ycars.

b.  The sheriff ofNottingham rode a white horse for four years。

(Dowty 1979:58)

Sentencc(2。 6a)with the accomplishment′ αJη′α′Jθ′ν″ has at least two readings:one

is that John had the intension of painting a picmre but he did not do it,and the other is

that John did begin to paint a piclLlre but he did not flnish it。 On the other hand,(2。 6b)

with the activity″αJた only entails that John did not walk.Sentence(2.7a)with the

accomplishmentノαJJiS also two ways ambiguous,with/フrメ〕νrノθαだexpressing either

the period of sheriff's repeated actions ofjailing Robin Hood or the period ofthe result

state which the single act ofjailing producedo Thus,achievelnents are also complex,

since they must include a stative event as their endpoint(ci Binnick 1969).Again,

(2。 7b)with the activity rJ`晨 3 α ttθκsθ has only the repetitive reading.

2。 1。 1。 2。 Jackendo∬ (197291976,1983,1987,1990b)

In Concepmal semantics,Jackendoff(1976)irst decOmposes the meaning of

verbs into some set ofprimit市 e predicates,such as CAUSE(x,ガ,GO(x,y9Z),and BE
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(X). These concepmal predicates by thelnselves designate a subevent that includes a

proper relation and its necessary arguments(ci(Э Stler 1979)。 (Эn the basic conception in

the“localist"approach(GrLlber 1965),JackendOff(1972,1976,1983,1987,1990b)

consistently argues that events involving motion and location in space are central to the

COnStrLla1 0f all events,developing an idea that all verbs are intrinsically constrLlable as

``verbs of lnotion"or``verbs of location"。 More speciflcally,he proposes that all event

concepts in human's mind,whatever semantic fleld(e.g。 ,Space,time,possession,

identiflcation and situation)they reside in,can be transposed by a spatial representation

by means of what he calls``Conceptual Strtlcmre''.For instance,Jackendoff(2002)sets

up the following``functions"as lnembers of pril■ itive types in the sense of nonstandard

version oftype logic。

(2。8)物ωグF夕ηε′Jθ
“
ソrgν

“
θ″勝rνε′ν″

a.BE:<(x,y),State>

b. STAY:<(x,ガ,Event>

c.GO:<(0可 ect,Path),Event>

d.EXT,ORIENT:<(Ottect,Path),State>

eo TO,FROM:<x,Path>

l I~NCH:<State,Event>

ge PERF:<Event,State>

he CAUSE,HELR LET(threC― argument version):

<(0可 eCt/Event,0匈ect,Event),Event>

CAUSE,LET(two― argument version):<(0可 ect/Event,Event),Event>

(JaCkendOff 2002:364)

By these pattems for abstract linguistic expressions,it becomes possible that predicates

in(2.9)thrOugh(2.H)J“ ′θκθ
““

νηJεαた with different semantic flelds in a parallel

mannen
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(2。9) BE

a. The lnessengerお J“ Istanbul.

b. The lnoneyお Fred's.

co The lightお red.

d. The lncetingお θ4Monday.

(2.10)Gθ

(2。 H)“ 班 E ttdS2y

ao The gangたcP′ the messenger Jκ  lstanbul.

b.Fredんη′the money

c. The copた cp′ the light red.

do The chaim■ an λη′the meeting θ4 Monday

[Simple Location]

[Simple POssession]

[SimplC PrOpe■y]

[Simple schedule]

[Change Of schedule]

[CauSed Location]

[CauSed POssession]

[CauSed PrOperty]

[CauSed schedule]

(JaCkendOff 2002:356-357)

a.The messenger wθ ″′ヵ
“

Parisゎ London.  [Change Of Location]

b. The inheritance flnally",θ η′′θ Fred.       [Change ofPossession]

co The light wθ
“
旋乃α

“
gθグ/ra“ green′θ red.   [Change OfProperty]

d.The mecting was cttα
“
gθグ/ra“ Tuesday′θ Monday。

Importantly9 such predicate decomposition can be taken to be a theory ofthe basic event

types,since verbs individuate and name eventso That is,it posits a lilnited inventory of

linguistically relevant event types,and tells us what the possible intemal conflgurations

of event strLICtures areo ln Jackendoff's systenl,however,the inherent semantic roles of

a predicate are silnply treated as``slots"associated with variables and evenmalities of

that predicate.In fact,there scems to be no principled way in his Concepmal Strtlcmre

to account for the aspecmal prOperty of events, without referring to the intemal

StrLICmres Of primitive predicates(see Jackendoff(1991,1996)for sOme discussions).

Nevertheless, the idea that verb meanings can be decomposed into basic semantic

components has been recently pursued in various linguistic flelds,including Rolc and

Referencc Grammar(Van Valin and LaPolla 1997)and COgnit市 e Grammar(Cro量

1991)。
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2。 1.1。 3。 Kageyama(1996)

Dowty's(1979)subeVent analysis and Jackendoff's(1990b)COnceptual semantic

rescarch arc fully intcgratcd into Kagcyama's(1996)smdy Ofle対 cal aspecto Hc argues

that syntactic strtlcl比 lre of a verb phrasc is essentially associated with its lexical aspect,

and introduces the following four lexical semantic templates called``Lexical Concepmal

Strtlcmre(LCS)"that express strLICtured pattems for hum狙 's cognition of events。

(2.12)二αJεαJ Cb“ε響′ναJ'rνε′ν″μCの

a.State:[sTATE y BE AT― z]

bo Act市 ity:[EVENT X ACT(ON― y)]

co Accomplishment:[EVENT X ACT(ON― y)]CONTROL[EVENT(D BECOM[E

[STATE y BE AT― z]]

do Achievement:[EVENT(y)BECOM[E[sTATE y BE AT― z]]

(Kageyama 1996:84,87)

The LCS telnples in(2。 12)re■ eCt the part―whole relation of predicate types in good

accordance with Vendler's four classiications of verbal aspect.In(2。 12c),for example,

accomplishment is deflned by the combination of activity in(2。 12a)and aChievement in

(2。 12d).

As for argument realization,Kageyama assumes thatthese LiCS templates work in

cooperation with two linking]Rlles, given in(2。 13a)and(2.13b),whiCh mOtivate the

relationship between verb's conceptual stlutcmre and its argument strLICture.

(2.13)二 JηたJtt Rν′ω

ao Exterllal Argulnent Linking:

Link the sutteCt OfACT to the extemal argumente lfthere is no AC■ no

extemal argument is linked to the syntactic strLICmre.
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b. Intemal Argument Linking:

Link the sutteCt Of BE to the interllal argulnent.If there is no BE,link

the ottect ofACT ON to the intemal argumento lfthere is no ACT ON,

no intemal argument is linked to the syntactic strLICture.

(Kageyama 1996:92)

Basically9 these rLlleS are laid down as an interpretation of Baker's(1988)UTAH

(Unif0111lity Of Theta Assignment Hypothesis)in te111ls of Verbs'lc対cal semantic

representations,capturing the so― called``Unaccusat市 e Hypothesis"(Perlmutter 1978,

Perlmutter and Postal 1984)in generative syntactic teHns(ci Burzio 1986).SpeCiflCally9

unergat市e verbs like wθ,鑑,associated with the LCS in(2。 12b),take Only an extemal

argument in the argument strLICmre, while unaccusative verbs like αrrJソθ, associated

with the LCS in(2.12d),take Only an interllal argulnento Causative transitive verbs like

たJ′J have both an extemal argument and an intemal argument,since they lexicalize the

LCS in(2.12c),where the LCSs ofunergatives and unaccusatives are embedded.

2。 1。 1.4。 Pust(可 ovsky(199191995)

The subevent analysis by lneans of event decomposition is flnally schematized in

the work ofPustaOvsky(1991,1995).

PuSt可 OVSky(1991)expreSSes the aspectual strLICmre Of events in telilis of threc

types of event properties:state,process and transition.

State(S):a Single event,which is evaluated relative to no other event

ES:     S

|

e

Process(P):a sequence of events identifying the same semantic expression

(2。 14) a.

b.

el.¨ en

ES:
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C. Transition (T):

ES:     T

an event identifying a semantic

evaluated relative to its opposition

expression, which is

¬ E2

Ofthese,a state and a process forln a silnple event strllcmre,whereas a transition folills

a complex event strllcture,where process and state are combined togethen ln particulaち

PuSt可OVSky g市 es the following stmcmres fOr vendler's four categories of verbal aspecte

(In PuSt可 OVSky'S notation, ``LCS'" indicates a sclnantic representation that is

constinlted Of each subevent,while``LCS"indicates a semantic representation that is

constituted ofthe wholc event strLICmre。 )

(2。 15),α′θ

a. The door is closed.

b.ES:      S

LCS':[C10Sed(the― d00r)]

LCS:[c10Sed(the― d00r)]

(2.16)Иε′Jソ Jヶ

a. Mary ran.

b.ES:    P

el.¨ en

LCS':[nln(Marガ
]

LCS:[rlln(Mary)]

El
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(2。 17)Иεεθmplお乃
“
θ
“
′

a.  John closed the door.

b.ES:

LCS':[aCt(JOhn,the door)だし
―~lC10sed(the_dOor)][C10Sed(the― d00r)]

LCS:causc([aCt(JOhn,the― door)],becOlnc([c10Sed(the―d00r)]))

(2.18)ИθttJθソθ
“
θ″′

a. The door closed.

b.ES:                T

|     |
LCS':[~¬C10sed(the_dOor)]     [C10Sed(the― d00r)]

LCS:becol■ e([cloSed(the_dOor)])

PusteJovsky(1995)extendS this analysis to the interpretation of event semantics,

and presents a lnodel oftemporal relationship be槙 Ⅳcen an event and its proper subevents

in telllls of What he calls``extended event stlucl比 lre".For complex events,there are two

subevents that lnust be interpreted as lnaintaining a particular temporal relationshipo To

account for their relationships, he regards an extended event strtlclに lre as a ``tuple"

containing the following symbols。

Ｓ

Ｉ

Ｐ

Ｉ

Ｉ

(2.19) a.

b.

C.

d.

e。

f

Ｅ‥

く

＜‥

○‥

⊆‥

＊．．

a set of events

a partial order

a strict partial order

overlap

inclusion

head of an event (PuStaOVSky 1995:69)
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In the cxtendcd event stnlcmrc, cOmplex events are understood as a combination

basic event strtlctures with various temporal relationships deflning subeventso Some

the lnodel cases are illustrated as follows.

(2。 20)Exhα夕s′Jソθ θttκグRθ肋′Jθη

aO           C3<∝

e2

ｆ

　
　

ｆ

０

　

　

０

el

b・ [e3el<∝ e2]=def<∝ ({el,e2},C3)

c.∀ el,c29e3[<∝ ({el,e2},C3)~el

∧ ∀e[e<e3→ e=el∨ e=e2]]

(2。 21)ErttανS′Jソθθソθr′響 Rθル′Jθ″

<e3∧ e2<e3∧ el<

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995:69)

e2

e3o∝

el             e2

b・  [e3el O∝  e2]=def O∝ ({el,e2),C3)

ce∀ el,e2,C3[○ ∝({el,C2},C3)~el

e2⊆ el∧ ヨc[c⊆ el∧ e⊆

el∨ e=e2]]

(2。22)Exhανs′Jソθ θttκグθソθrJη Rθ Jα″Jθη

∧ e2<e3∧ el⊆ e2∧

e=e3]∧ ∀e[e≦ e3→ e=

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995:69-70)

a。

a.

ｅ３

　

∧

＜

　

ｅ２

el             e2

[e3el <○∝e2]=def<。∝({el,e2},e3)

∀el,e2,C3[<o∝ ({el,e2},e3)←→ el<e3∧ e2<e3∧ el O e2

∧ init(el)<init(e2)∧ end(el)=end(e2)∧ ∀e[e≦ e3→ e=el

∨ e=e2]]                        (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:70-71)

Event strLICture(2。 20)represents an exhaustive ordered relation,such as one presented

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

e3<o∝
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by the verb bν j′こ where el temporally precedes e2,cach is a logical part of e3,and

there is n0 0ther event that is part of e3。 The deflnition and interpretation of the trec in

(2.20a)are giVen in(2.20b)and in(2。 20c),reSpectively.The relation(2。 21)exhibitS an

exhaustive overlap relatiOn,demonstrated by verbs like αεεθり αηノ,Where an event is

composed of two completely silnultaneous subevents.The exhaustive ordered overlap

relation in(2。 22)deflnes an event containing two subevents,el and e2,where el starts

before e2.According to Pust可 OVSkχ this relation is proved by verbs like wαル,which

designates an event that the activity of foot movement partially overlaps but rightly

initiates the lnovement ofthe body。

2。 1。 2。 Event Structure Revisited

Although PustaOVSky'S(1995)extended event strLIClure takes fbll advantage of

intemal hierarchies of events and reaches highly schematized temporal relations among

subevents, there seem to be certain inconveniences in his treatlnent of event

decomposition.For one thing, accomplishments and achievements are not really

differentiated in their event conflgurations,given that extended event strllctlres are at

best binary.In fact, PusteJoVSky (1991) eXplicitly denies a generally accepted

assumption that accolmplishlnents include a participation ofthe agent(ioC。 ,the sutteCt Of

αθ′in(2。 17)),but achievements do not.This point is illustrated by the following pairs of

examples, where verbs such as αrrJソθ and Иガκ can be used either volitionally or

non―volitionally9 regardless oftheir lexical aspect。

(2。 23)a.

b.

(2。 24)a.

b.

Mary arived atthe party。

John won the race. (PuSt可 OVSky 1991:60)

The package aFived atthe offlce.

Mary won the lottery. (PuSt可 OVSky 1991:60)

Howevet what distinguishes accomplishments from achievements must go far

beyond agentivity of eventse One fal■ iliar instance to indicate this point is``durativity",

as has been discussed in section 2.1。 1。 1。 In essence,accomplishments have the durative
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nal比lre,since they include an activity as their causing parts of the LCS in(2。 17).It as

PuSt可 OVSky suggests,achievements can be aspecmally deflned as a transitionjust in the

same way as accomplishments, some explanation is necessary as for the event

conflguration in(2。 18),where the preceding subevent is lnysteriously represented as a

process(P)While the succeeding subevent as a state(S),thOugh both subevents are

deflnitely of the same type,cxcept that the forlner involves negation.Furtherlnore,it is

well―known that agentivity ofevents largely depends on the anilnacy ofthe suttect,nOt

on the forln of event strLICmre(cf Dowty 1991).In shO■ ,Pust可ovsky'S treatment of

accomplishments and achievements cannot hlly capture their aspectual properties that

have been revealed in previous smdies.

To avoid the conision,I propose that a lLlll― ■edged event strLICmre that a single

predicate can lexicalize should be something like(2。 25).

(2。 25) e5(==CauSC)

el(=aCt) e4(==beCOInc)

e2(=mOVe) e3(=be)

In this lnodel,event strLICmre needs to be extended to a forln that can separate two basic

transitions of events(iee。 ,causation and inchoation)and three basic event components

(ioe。 ,action,process and result),in Order to distinguish types of aspecmal prOperties of

eventse ln conceptual terlns, el, e2 and e3 correspond to the hnctions of relations

between events and arguments,including αθち″ηθソθ(Or gθ )and bθ,whereas e4 and e5

represent the inctions of relations between events and events, such as cα νsθ and

bθεθ
“
θ(or Jη ε乃).In(2。 25),a subSCript number is given to cach event argumentin order

to indicate that each set of subevents brings about a temporal relationship in such a

manner as extended event stlutcture.

The event strLICmrC(2。25)is interpreted as the event strLICmre Of accomplishment

verbs,such asた J′′.In fact,たJ′J lexicalizes all three subevents indicated by el,c2and e3
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in(2.25),cach Of Which is roughly coresponding to a killing action by the agent,a

dying process for the patient,and a state ofthe patient being deado This treatlnent nicely

accounts for the fact that English has three different predicates,た J〃,グ′θ,andルαグ,in

accordance with the set of different subevents colcspOnding to e5, c4, and e3,

respect市 ely。
4 1n this regard,Morgan(1969)suggests that(2.26)is at least three ways

ambiguous to be paraphrased as(2。 27a),(2。 27b)and(2。 27c).

(2。 26)John almOst killed Harw.

(2。 27)a.What JOhn almost did was kill Harry.

bo What John did was allnost kill Ha、、

co  What John did to lHarry was all■ost kill Ha町 .

According to Dowty(1979),(2。 27a)is apprOpriate for a simatiOn in which John has the

intention of killing Ha]肛 y but at the last lninute decides to do nothing at all,(2。 27b)

describes a situation in which John's act comes close to causing Harry's death but really

affect hiln not at all,and(2。 27c)expresses a situation in which John's action causes an

effect in Harry which is near to death(c■ MCCawley 1973)。 Tenny(2001)argues that

other adverbs such as agα J“ produce a parallel effecto lf Morgan's suggestion is on the

right track,we can provide a namral explanation to this phenomenon by lneans ofthe

event strLICl比lre given in(2。 25),though it is not quite obvious how these readings are

calculated in logical sclnantics(Ci ZWicky and Sadock 1975).

As a logical possibility; each subevent in(2。 25)can be lexicalized in a single

lexical item.For example,unergative verbs like′ |り have an αε′inction in(2。 28),

motion verbs like cθ
“
θ lexicalize a“θソc hnction in(2.29),and Stat市 e verbs like′ Jソθ

entail a bc hnction in(2。 30).

(2。 28)a.  John played(in the park).

bo ES:el(=act)

(2.29)a.Christmas is coming nearen

b.ES el(=mOVe)
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(2。 3C)) Mary lives in Tokyo.

ES:el(=be)

These predicates have only one event argument for their sole prilnitive subevento Thus,

they are regarded as having a silnple event strtlcmre.

Keams(2000)nOtes that some stat市 e predicates can be compatible with durat市 e

tilne adverbials when the context implies both a starting point and an endpoint of the

evento With this in lnind,consider the following examples:

(2.31)a.IliVed in N.Y for more than 10 ycars。

bo Mary was happy for only ten seconds.

c.  I was sleepy for some tilnes.

d.  John bclonged to the tennis club fron1 2005 to 2008。

Notice that these predicates are regarded as describing``stage― level states",quoted from

Carlson's(1977)tellllin01ogy,in contrast to``individual― level states",which resist any

temporal modiflcations(c.ge ttJOhη  wαs J刀′θJJなθη′/ra“ 2θθ5′θ 2θθ∂
)。

G市en that

individual― level predicates display sharply different gralnlnatical behaviors from

stage― level predicates(MilSark 1977,Stump 1985,Diesing 1992),it might be necessary

for them to be distinguished in te111ls of their event strtlclLlre conflgurationso Following

Parsons(1990),let us assume for the tilne being that individual-level predicates bind a

state argument(s)instead Ofan event argument(c),aS ShOWn in(2。 32b).

(12。
32) Mary was intelligent(*fOr ive ycars).

ES:sl(=be)

ａ

　

　

ｂ

ａ
　
　
ｂ

RelLlming to the strLICture

stlucttlre conflgurationso ln fact,

the subevents froln(2。 25).

(2。 25),there are still other possibilities of natural event

we can get(2.33)to(2。 35)by getting rid of any one of
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(2。 33) The

ES:

ａ

　

　

ｂ

train arived at the station.

e3(=beCOme)

(2.34) ａ

　

　

ｂ

el(=mOVe)  e2(=be)

John threw the ball at his dog.

ES:       e3(=CauSC)

el(=aCt) e2(=mOVe)

(2。 35) Mary is hanging from thc horizontal ban

ES: e3(=CauSe)

el(=aCt) e2(=be)

All these event strtlcmres are identical in te二 11ls of extended event strucmre,but different

in relation to the accomplishment strllcmre in(2.25).First,(2。 33b)is an event strLICture

of achievement verbs that do not lexicalize an activity of the agento Second,(2。 34b)

represents an event strtlcmre where two overlapping subevents are involved without a

clear endpointo lmportantly, event strLICttres of some unergative verbs, such as l″ α′た,

should be deflned by(2.34b),sinCe these events are characterized by the combination of

an acti宙ty ofthe agent and a self― propelled movement ofthe theme(ci Kageyama and

Yumoto 1997),althOugh they are still atelic in their aspectual consideration.Finally9 the

event strtlcmre in(2。 35b)includes a causing activity and its result state,ignoring the

process on the way to reach the flnal stasiso ln this lnanner,the logical possibilities of

the combinations of subevents are restricted in such a way not to deviate the event

strllcmre in(2.25).

Another important result of the schema in(2.25)is that it pro宙 des a fo二 11lal

systeln of``event type shifting"discussed in Pust可 OVSky(1991).That iS,as far as the

fott11lula in(2。 25)is met,We can expand the event strLICture of a predicate into more

complex one.For example,the simple process of ttα
““

θr″乃θ
“
θ″〃Can be expanded

into a transition by adding the resultative sccondary predicateノ α′.

ａ

　
　

ｂ
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e3(=CauSe)

el(=aCt)

|

haminer the rnetal

Also,the verb rν 4,associated with the event strLICmre in(2。 34b)aboVe,may be iniated

with the goal phrase′θ′乃θs′θ段多,giving rise to the illly complex event stnlcmre rν
“

′θ

励θs′θκ in(2。 37).

(2.37) John ran to the store.

ES:      e5(=CauSC)

(2.36) Mary halnlnered the lnetal■ at。ａ

　

　

ｂ

ｅ
ｂ

〓ｅ２
‐
‐
‐
ｈ

ａ

　

　

ｂ

e4(==beCOlne)

e2(=mOVe)  e3(=be)

ソ   |
rtln             to the store

In(2。 37b),el,C2,and e3,coⅡesponding to the activity91novelnent,and state part ofthe

event,prove as a wholc an accomplishment stams Of event aspect.We cannot have any

larger event strLICture,such as*協 ッ 乃α

““

θ″グルθ

“

θ″Jノα′α ttα郷 たグand tん乃

“

rα″

′θ′乃θs′θ旅多乃θ
“

θ.Thus,the lilnitation on the event stlutcmre gives a natural explanation

to the event semantics of predicates,not only avoiding many invalid event strllcture

conflgurations(Cf Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995),but alSO providing a plausible

interpretation to Goldberg's(1995)``U「 niquc Path Constraint''.

el(=aCt)
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2.1。 3。 Event Headedness

ln section 2。 1.2, wc have established well― forlned conflgurations of event

StrLICl比lre based on predicates' aspecmal characteristicso Now, one nlight ask why

achievements,associated with the event strLICture in(2.33b)aboVe,Only have a telic

interpretation,despite the fact that they include a process subevent(i.e.,“ θソC)that must

exhibit a durative propertyo The involvement of a process subevent in the achievement

event strLICture may be guaranteed by the fact that they can occur in the progressive

aspect, as in (2。 38), where sOme duration of an event plus a pragmatically implied

endpoint is required(Lcech 2004).

(2。 38)

(12。
39)

ａ

　

　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

The train is ariving at the station.

The ice is lnelting gradually.

They are flnding the answer to the question。

Notice also that there are in fact some telic events that are compatible with durative tilne

adverbials that take scope over the stative subevent(PusteJOVSky 1991).

John ran home for an houn

My terlninal died for two days.

Mary lefttown fortwo wecks.

ａ

　
　
ｂ

　

　

ｃ (PuSt● OVSky 1995:74)

Obviously9 these sentences do not denote atelic events,howeven Rathet the.ヵ r―phrases

in(2.39)modify a stage―level state that lasts only for a g市 en period oftimee ln(2。 39a),

for exalmple,theノbr_phrase never takes scope over John's activity9 but the flnal state of

John's being at home. This is particularly contrastive to a norlnal situation in which

ノbr_phrases with an activity predicate lnodify the process sll■ bevent(c.g.ノbttκ κκノbr α″

乃θγの.

To capれlre this interpretation,Pust可 ovSky(1995)intrOduces the notion of“ event

headedness'L whiCh iS Originally mot市 ated to account for Talmy's(1975, 1976)

obseⅣation on cross―linguistic variations of lnotion expressions and semantic types of
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causationo The intuition here is that the event inforlnation conveyed by a verb scems to

bc lnuch richer than the silmple sequence of events.By this notion,PustaOVSky Claims

that there must be a``foregrounding"or``back『 ounding"operation in event struclLlres

that is coded in the event representations. Inforlnally,event head,annotated as e*,is

deflned as the most prolninent subevent in the event structure of a predicate,which

contributes to the``focus"ofthe interpretation in a conflgurational rnanne■ One instance

to show how the event― headedness works linguistically is given by the aspectual

interpretation ofthe sentence likc(2。 40).

(2.40) John ran home for an houn   (=(2。 39a))

ES:       e5(=CauSC)

e4(==beCOlne)

ａ

　

ｂ

(=mOVe)

Assuming that the added goal phrase ttθ
“
θ in(2.40a),whiCh Specifles a result state of

the action,is incorporated in the event strLICmre in(2。 40b)with a headed subevent,c3*,

this flnal subevent will then be foregrounded semantically9 and must be the locus ofthe

modiflcation by the tilne adverbialノ br αη ttθνr,giving rise to the interpretation that John

spent an hour at home.5

0n the basis of this concept, the reason why durative tilne adverbials are not

compatible with achievement predicates appears to be that for these predicates, the

event head is′ιχJεα′′ンSpecifled to their result subevent,as illustrated in(2。 41b).

(2.41)a.*The ice melted for an houn

e3*(=be)← fOr an hOur

|

home

el(=aCt)
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b.ES: e3(=beCOme)

el(=mOVe) e2*(=be)く← fOr an hOur

As a lexically specifled event head,the result state ofachievements lnust be the target of

modiflcation by tilnc adverbials.Howevet it results in an abnomal interpretation,since

力 r―durative phrases imply that the state being modifled will be flnished in a given

period of tilne. Furthermore, for some achievement events such as rttθ  g′αss b“λθ
,

there seems to be no process forthe change― of―state in the theme,since we cannot detect

the ongoing process that the glass was haliⅣ ay brokene lf this reasoning is on the right

track, the reason why durative tilne adverbials are not compatible with achievement

predicates is just the same as the reason why they are not compatible with stat市 e

predicateso Again, cvent decomposition approach is quite successil to show this

relation by revealing that achievements contain a state as their subpart。

Evidence froln event lnodiflcation is only one of several arguments in favor of

making reference to a focusing mechanisln in the event strtlcmree c)ther signiflcant

aspects of event headedness will be discussed in later chapters in terlns of argument

realization.In particulat it will be shown in chapter 4 that event― headedness provides an

efflcient inechanisnl for proper treatinent of VP― intemal argument altemations,and in

Chapter 5 it will be argued that it also provides a fundamental framework to understand

a parametric variation in the lexical knowledge ofpredicatese Constraints on event head

assignment in English will be discussed in section 3.2.

2。 2。 Argument Structure

Another important aspect of the lexical knowledge of predicates is surely the

inforlnation of their semantic argumentse This section will thus investigate an inner

StrLICmre Of events, namely the relationship between a predicate and its semantic

argumentso As a result,the traditional argument strtlcmre in telills of naiVe theta― role

labels will be greatly revised into one that organizes how participants of an event are

arranged semanticallyo ln effect, the argument strLICture in a generative model of the
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lexicon will be based crtlcially on the flndings in Cognitive Grammar(Langacker 1987).

2。 2。 1。 町 peS OfArguments

Arguments of a predicate certainly have granllnatically― relevant varieties in their

types in the argument strLICmreo ln a generative model of the lexicon, for example,

PuSt可 OVSky(1995)adoptS the following four types of semantic arguments(or

``pttameters'')fOr lexical items.

(2。 42) Truc Arguments:Syntactically realized parameters ofthe lexical iteln;

Deねult Arguments:Parameters which paЁ icipate in the logical expressions

in the qualia,but which are not necessarily expressed syntactically;

Shadow Arguments:Parameters which are semantically incorporated into

the lexical item.

Truc AttunctS:Parameters which modify the logical expression,but are

p劉威 of the situational interpretation, and are not tied to any particular

lexical iteln's sclnantic representation.      (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:63-64)

True argulnents in(2.42a)deflne those parameters that are necessarily expressed

at a syntactic strLICmreo The examples ofthenl are given below。

ａ

　
　
ｂ

C。

d.

(2.43) ａ

　

　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

John arived late.

The scientist killed the rat.

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995:63)

Mary gave a letter to Bill。

No underlined constituents in(2。 43)may be Omitted in order to satisfy the

``Theta―Criterion"(ChOlnsky 1981).ThiS iS the dolnain generally covered by the surface

conditions on an argument strLICmre in generative syntax,which require arguments to be

expressed as syntactic constiments,and conversely,syntactic constiments tO be bound

properly to the argument stnlcture.

Default arguments in(2.42b)are parameters that are necessary for the logical
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well―forlnedness of sentences,but lnay be unexpressed in the syntaxo Thesc arguments

usually express a certain kind of ``Inaterial'' and elements that are regarded as

``rnediunl".

(2.44)a. John caⅣ ed the doll out ofwood。    (PusteJovsky 1995:64)

b.Mary loaded the trLICk With books.

These arguments are optionally expressed duc to the conditions at the level of lexical

semanticso Howevet some deLult arguments have a property that can be cxpressed as

trlle ttguments in argument altemations(ci Lc宙n1993).

(2.45)ac John calved the wood into a doll。    (PustaOVSky 1995:64)

bo Mary loaded the books onto the trtlck.

For this reason,Verspoor(1997)callS thOSc arguments that have both properties of tnle

arguments and deね ult arguments,``pseudo― complements".

Shadow arguments in(2.42c)alsO refer to semantic content that is not necessarily

expressed in the syntaxo Generally9 these arguments have an effect on lnaking a detailed

explanation ofthe action named by the verb.

(2.46)a.Mary buttered the toast with an expens市 e butter.

b.Harry kicked the wall with his gammv leg.  (PustaOVSky 1995:65)

In contrast to default arguments,howevet shadow arguments are expressible only under

the speciflc pragmatic conditions within sentences.In particulat they need to express

contexmally_necessary infolHnation by viltuc ofthe redundancy restriction.

(2。 47)a.*Mary buttered the toast with buttere

b.*Harry kicked the wall with his leg. (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:65)
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Thus,the conditions under which these arguments can be cxpressed are speciflc in that

they can be expressed only by operations of subtyping or discourse speciflcation.

Finall勇 trlle attunCtS in(2。 42d)are parameters that are not necessary at all to be

expressed as syntactic constituents.Most typically9 they are expressed as temporal or

spatial modiflcations.

(2。 48)a. John sleptlate on Tuesdav.

b.Mary saw Blllin Boston. (PuSt可 OVSky 1995:66)

These attunCtS are,of course,colnpletely optional,and only have a discourse function

that specifles the settings or properties ofa stage.

The logical distinction in types of arguments can be directly represented in the

argument strLICture of predicates.For example,argument strLICmres Of the verbs cα ″ θ

and bν′′θr can be described as follows,where D― ARG indicates a default argument,and

S―ARG indicates a shadow argument.

(2.49) caⅣe

ARGSTR=ARGl=x:animate individual

ARG2=y:artifact

D―ARGl=z:material

(2.50)  buitter

ARGSTR=ARGl=x:human

ARG2=y:physical_o可 eCt

S―ARGl=z:bν′′θr

ln teⅡ田[s of argument realization,trtle arguments provide a cluc of the well― foI11lledness

conditions in that all trLle arguments must in some way be mapped Onto the syntax,

while other types ofarguments need not unless some context― based speciflcations apply。
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2。 2。 2。 Selectional Restrictions

Another important role of argument strLICture is that it imposes the info111lation

about semantic restrictions on argument selection.For example,the goal phrase of the

threc― place verb gJソθ must be an anilnate individual,though the ottect Ofthe preposition

′θ usually does not require such restriction.

(2。 51) I gaVe the package to{Maria/*London}.

(Ci I Sentthe package to{Maria/London}.)

(RttpapOrt Hovav and Levin 2008:138)

In(2.51)the gOal phrase Lθ
“
abη is not appropriate,unless it is interpreted,by lneans of

a lnetonylnic expansion,as denoting such anilnate individuals as some speciflc person

in Londono The easiest way to stipulate this restriction is to constrain the semantic

property of each argument at the level ofthe lexicone

(2.52) give

ARGSTR=ARGl anilnate individual

physical_o可 ect

anilnate individual

By the conditional clause in the argument strLICture of gJνθ,ARGl(agent)and ARG3

(gOal)are reStricted semantically to thosc entities that are considered an anilnate

ind市idual,while ARG2(theme)refers tO a physical o可 ect that travels from the agent to

the goal.

One more property that argument stlucmre may have in role is that it gives a

certain pragmatic hierarchy of arguments. For example, some verbs of giving in

Japanese, such asノαr"``give"and“θrαν``receive", are quite sensitive to the person

hierarchy(C■ Matsushita 1928,Sakuma 1936).

ARG2

ARG3

ｘ
　
　
ｙ

　
　
ｚ

一　一　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　一　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　一
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(2.53)」切フα
“
ωθ

a.Boku― wa{kimi/Hanako}― ni hOn_O  yat― ta.

I―Top    you/Hanako―lDat  book―Acc give― Past

``I gave a book to{yOu/Hanako}."

b.Kimi― wa{*boku/Hanako}― ni hOn―o  yat―ta.

you―Top  me/Hanako― lDat   book― Acc gave―Past

``You gave a book to{me/Httlako}。 ''

co Taroo― wa{*boku/*kimi/Han〔女o}―ni hOn―o  yat―ta.

Taro― Top  me/you/Hanako― ]Dat     book―Acc gave―Past

``Taro gave a book to{me/you/Httlako}.''

In(2。 53),the Speaker's viewpoint is lilnited to the agent,specifying participants in such

a manner that the agent argument is to be greater than or equal to the goal argument

according to the dcictic hicrarchy in Japanesc,“ addresser>addressee>third party"(ci

Teramura 1982).ThiS result can be encoded in the argument strLICmre of a verb as a

``deictic vicwpoint(DV)''.

(2.54) ノαrν ``giVe"

ARGSTR=ARGl=x:animate individual

ARG2=y:physical_o可 eCt

ARG3=z:animate individual

DV=x(addresser>addressec>third party)

Of course,this is lnerely a description of obseⅣ ed phenomena,but any theory of the

argument strLICmre must provide an explanation to these constraints properly,since the

restriction of this sort appears to reside in the lexical properties of a speciflc itenl rather

than some semantic or pragmatic conditions in a particular language.In fact,other verbs

of giving in Japanese,such as α′αcrν ``give",do not show this kind ofrestriction at all.
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2。 2。 3。 Pronlinence on Arguments

Novy,wel則 [rn to the issuc of intemal strLICture of eventso Argument structure in a

generative model of the lexicon takes on a cognitive semantic aspect in that it deflnes

the conflgurations of event participants that have their source in our sutteCtiVe event

COnStrLlal。 On the othcr hand,the traditional notion of thematic roles will be abandoned

to be indeflnable,and thus untenable.

2。 2。 3.1。 General Problems of Thematic Roles

ln traditional generative syntax,participants of an event have been expressed as

arguments with particular thematic roles, such as Agent and Thelneo These thematic

arguments are deterlninably distributed in appropriate slots in the argument strtlcture of

a predicate, and then mapped to appropriate positions in the syntax by viltuc of

idealized rLlleS Of argument realization.Many rescarchers have pointed out that

arguments of a predicate should be ordered by general gralnlnatical principles,by which

we can predict their syntactic behaviors.In a generative model ofthe lexicon,howeveL

we need to sharply distinguish ′乃θ
“
α′Jε roles of arguments from sθ

“
α
“
′Jc roles of

arguments. The fo.1ller represents general syntactic teⅡ ns associated with particular

variables in an argument strllcmre, but the latter is deflned in telllls of

predicate― argument relation with reference to relational predicates in a qualia strtlcture.

(For notational discrimination,I will begin the forlner with a capital letter(c.g。 ,Agent,

Theme),肛ld the latter with a smalHetter(eog.,agent,theme)).

Fillmore(1968)irst prOpOsed that the selection of sutteCt iS somewhat sensit市e

to the thematic roles of arguments。

(2。 55)E′′J“θκζ″9σ〃助りθC′ Sを′θθ′Jθ
“

Rν′θ

lf there is an A[=Agent],it becomes the suttect;Otherwise,if there is an I

[=InStrtlment],it becomes the suttect otherwise,the suttect iS the o[=

0可 eCt市e].                     (Fillmore 1968:33)

Subsequently9 E)ik(1978)pointed Out that there is a nal比 lral``thematic hierarchy"in a
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language that deterlnines the gral■ lnatical relation ofthe arguments at d― strLICmre。

(2.56)DJルぶ″97の Cθ″′J″νJク 夏ンフθttωお

For any language,if Sutt Or ott inction can be assigned to some semantic

inction島 ,then sutt or Ott Can be assigned to any semantic hnction Si,such

that Si precedes tt in SFH[=Semmtic Function Hierarchy](for O可

assignment,Si≠ Ag). (Dik 1978:76)

Thesc hierarchies have been assumed to be universally trtle, with the proviso that

languages lnay vary in the``sensitivity"to the particular hierarchy。

More recent works share the assumption that argument strLICture itself is highly

strtlcmred,independent of syntaxo Williams(1981)distinguishes between α′θ
“

α′and

Jκ′θrκα′ arguments, which constitute a signiflcant manifestation of our gralnlnatical

knowledge about arguments and their positions in syntax.Grimshaw(1990)alSO

proposes a``pronlinence"of argument strtlcmre,by which a gralnlnatical hierarchy of

arguments shall be deflned by lneans oftwo dilnensions of semantic analyses:thematic

and aspectual.

(2.57)GrJ“ SttαWむ β99の 力Jθκκりげαrgν
“
θ
“
′s′r夕ε″″

(Agent(Experiencer(Goa1/Source/Location(Thelnc))))

(CauSC(Other(.¨ ))) (Grimshaw 1990:24)

In this vieL the extemal argument is deined as the outermost(i.e.,lCimost)argument

in both dilnensions in(2。 58).FurtheI1lore,nolninalization of co]mplex event nolminals

(e.g。 ,aes′r"ε′Jθ″)and passivization(e.g。 ,・〃rJ′′θ4)をre explained by means of a lexical

semantic operation that sttη κSSω the extemal argument into an``argument attunct"

(ioe。 ,``implicit argument"(Roeper 1987)).

In this way9 many previous researches on the interface between syntax and the

lexicon have provided important contributions to the theory of argument strtlclに lre. A

common assumption for alinost all of theln is that the core of a syntactic stnlcmre is

ａ

　

ｂ
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predictable fronl the semantic infolttnation in the argument structure of a predicate.

However,all things considered,any theory based on naive theta― rolcs labels does not

seenl to be successful in capturing proper lnodes of argument realizationo Most crLICially,

over forty ycars since Filllnore's(1968)conceptiOn,there is still no consensus about

sorts and numbers of thematic roleso ln fact, many different researchers have been

proposing many different thematic hierarchies according to many different phenomena

that they attempt to give an explanation in terlns of many different thematic rolese

Seminal smdies have been done not only on argument realization(Fillmore 1968,Dik

1978,G市6n1984,Kiparsky 1985,Grimshaw 1990,Jackendoff 1990b),but also on

passivization(Bresnan and KanelⅣ a 1989),cauSativization(Carrier― Duncan 1985),and

other rnorphological processes,such as compounding(Foley and Van Valin 1984),serial

verbs(Baker 1989),狙 d light verbs(Grimshaw and Mester 1988).Witness some ofthe

thelnatic hierarchies that have been proposed in the literalnlre(sce Levin and Rappaport

Hovav(2005)for mOre lists):

(2。 58)a. Fillmore(1968):

Agcnt>InstrLlment>OtteCt市 C

Dik(1978):

Agent>Goal>Recipient>Beneflciary>InstrLlment>Location>

Telnporal

Giv6n(1984):

Agent>]Dative/Beneflciary>Patient>Location>InstFumental>

Associative>Manner

Kiparsky(1985):

Agent>Source>Gloal>Instlulnent>Thelne/Pttient>Locative

Carier― Duncan(1985):

Agent>Thelne>Gloa1/Source/Location

Baker(1989):

Agent>Instlulnent>Patient/Thelne>Gloa1/Location

b.

C.

d。

e.
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g.Bresnan and KaneⅣ a(1989):

Agent>Beneflciary>Recipient/Experiencer>Instrument>Thelne/

Patient>Location

h.Grimshaw(1990):

Agent>Experiencer>Goa1/Source/Location>Thelne

i.Jackendoff(1990b):

Actor>Patient/Beneflciary>Thelne>Source/Goa1/]Refercncc

oucct>Identiicational Goa1/Reference Ottect

jo  Speas(1990):

Agent>Experiencer>Thel■e>Goa1/Source/Location>Manner/

Time

hヽn Valin(1990):

Agent>Effector>Experiencer>Location>Thelne>Patient

Baker(1997):

Agent>Patient/Thelne>Gloa1/Source/Location

Judging from these circumstances,it is namral fOr sOme rescarchers(e.g。 ,Newmeyer

2002)to conClude that there is a reason for strong doubt that there exists a thematic

hierarchy provided by U〔 ちthough other linguists(e.g。 ,]Bresnan and KaneⅣ a 1992)still

assume that there is a universal ranking of thematic roles once the supporting data is

more careilly scrtltinizedo Setting aside the question whether it is possible to identify a

thematic hierarchy that works properly for argument realization, any theory of the

lexicon lnust scek for the trLle namre Of semantic arguments without depending on naive

theta role labels.

Since thematic rolcs have been schemed by the inttlition of linguists who accepts

the view that there should be classiflable distinctions in roles of participants of any

cognizable events or situations,proper treatinent of these roles lnust be behind the lnore

carchl considerations for the concem about how we recognize those distinctions by

making ill use of our cognitive facultyo Langacker(1987)argueS that there is a basic

assumption in Cognitive Gralnlnar that the gralnlnatical relation of arguments cannot be

k.
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understood independently of semantic considerations of events.From this point of view,

argument realization itself is seen as a natural reflection of our systematic event

COnStrLlal(CrOft 1991,Langacker 1991).The general agreel■ ent is that on the condition

that a particular event participant is proflled relatively lnore pronlinent than the others,it

will be realized at a higher gralnlnatical stams in a clause.The basic prelnise of this

logic is that the surface strLICmre Of a cOnstlutction should be vicwed as an integral part

of our grammatical knowledge in which semtttics(iece,meaning)and pragmatics(i.e。 ,

inction)are C10Sely coupled with syntax(ioe.,StrLICmre)in a``Symbolic relationship"

(Langacker 1990).In What follows,grounded on the results of Cognitive Grammaち I

will pursuc two mttor mot市 ations for the systematic arrangement of event pa■ icipants.

2。 2。 3。 2。 Billiard―]Ball Model

From the宙 ew of Cognitive Grammar(Langacker 1987),grammatical relation of

arguments is a lnanifestation ofthe speaker's way of event constnlal,which is reducible

to symbolic relationships bebⅣeen fom and lneaninge This offers a profound insight into

a theory that syntactic properties of constrtlctions are necessarily associated with its

semantic considerations.The way in which some eventis decomposed is closely related

to how we understand participants of the event.One sentence,by deflnition,expresses

one event concepto When the speaker colnlnunicates with others through linguistic

expressions,he FnuSt focus his attention on a single segment of situations,which consist

of a complexly intertwined event stlucture in acmal wOrld,and pick it outto be encoded

as a linguistic unito Leaving aside some irelevant issues,such as lnemory lilnitation,

constraints on infollllation processing and a possible range of lexical entailment of a

single verb, the problem now is to reveal the abstract modc of cognition, based on

which the speaker selects an event concept, along with its event participants, out of

essentially chained interactions of events in a conceptual network.

Event concept includes not only actions such as И′α′たJκg and rθαグJηg α bθθた,but

also static simatiOns such as/′ ″θs′α
“
殊 θη α ttJ′ノandル ζ εθ″ ′θ滅ッ。An event in this

conceptualized fleld fol日 ns a network with an interactive relation of each othen This

interactive network often includes a unidirectional■ ow of energy which is transnlitted
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from one participant to anothen lf the speaker transfolttns this transitive chain of energy

flow into linguistic expressions,he flrst lilnits the coverage of expression to certain

facets of interactive network,giving rise to a particular``scope Of predication".Then,

the speaker proflles participants in the lilnited chain according to their occasional

salience in the relevant event strLICtureo The rneans of selecting participants in an action

chain can be deflned by a style ofthe speaker's independent process of event constlual,

and thus the event concept expressed in a certain gramlnatical fom (e.g。 ,prOtotypically9

a flnite transitive clause) iS  deflnitely based on the  speaker's pattem of

conceptualization for outward world.

Langacker's(1990)``billiard― ball lnodel"gives us a silnple schelna to understand

a representation ofグ ン4αηZJC event concepts that include a transfer of some``energy"

among participants. In this model, cvery entity in the outside world is likened to an

OtteCt like billiard balls,which conveys force to others or changes its state by the force

conveyed by others. The occurrence of an event is considered as a``chain"of these

Ol噺 eCtSo Langacker's(1990)``actiOn chain"and Croft's(1991)``CauSal chain"are one of

the most useill lTlanifestations of this lnodel based crllcially on the energy relationship

among participants.

The lnode of proflling of arguments is directly lnanifested in relation of cognitive

salience(or``prolninence'')alnOng participantso ln the sentences in(2.59),for example,

the participant realized as the suttect reCeives the speaker's attention lnostly。

(2.59) John broke the window with the halnlnen

The halnlner broke the window.

The wlndow broke.

The relevant chain of each event can be represented by a billiard― ball lnodel as in(2.60).

(BOXed texts indicate event participants,double― line arrows indicate transfer of energy9

single― line arrows indicate a change of state,and shades indicate the speaker's cognitive

focus).
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(2.60) 匝国⇒LammeJ⇒ 卜ind。司→レindowl

降:轟れ司⇒卜indo司 →レindowl

隋i4“司→卜indowl

The sentences in(2。 59)can be used to describe the salne situation, sincc all action

chains in(2。 60)share certain facets of the full event,which,as a particular scope of

predicate selected by the verb bκ αた,consists of threc event segments(ioe。 ,subevents):

John's action on the hammer(i.e。 ,[ohヨ ⇒hammeめ,the hammer's movement to the

window(i.e。,LammeJ⇒ 卜ind。司),and the window's change of its state(ioe。 ,レindoJ

→L璽堕」.In(2.60a),the speaker pro■ les the entire chain of the events along with

their associated participants。 On the other hand, in(2。 60b)the agent lies outside the

scope of predication,and in(2。 60c)only the change of state in the patient falls within

the scope boundary ofthe predicate.

These relations can ilnlnediately be transforlned into the discussion of argument

StrLICture。 Obviously,what the notion of cognitive salience or pronlinence ofparticipants

indicates is that there are cognitively― motivated orders in argument encoding,where

such naive thematic role labels are no more necessary。 (Consideち for example,the very

inttlitive argument alignment in(2.61), coHlesponding to the action chains in(2.60),

where the variable χ,ノ and z indicateノ b乃4,′乃θ ttα
“
″ηθr and′乃θИノJ“dbⅥらrespectively。

(2.61)
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Of course,in the framework of Generative Lexicon,these enumerative lexical semantic

representations are not tenable.Ratheち more flne― grained argument stlutcmres in which

each argument stluctlre is set up for a single subevent including one event argument

must be in needo Adopting event decomposition approaches discussed in section 2。 1,let

us suppose that the event strLICture of the verb bκ αたcan be decomposed into hⅣ o

subevents:onc is its causing activity and the other is its resulting stateo The well― fo二三1led
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argument strLICmres,therefore,will be as follows.

(2。 62) a cttsing part of bκ αた:(el,X,y)

a resulting pttЁ  of bttθαた:(e2,z)

Clearly9 the argument strtlcture for a causing part of bκαたin(2。 62a)has SOmething to

do with the selection of its extemal arguments,whereas that of a result part of b″ αたin

(2.62b)with the selection ofits intemal argument.

In an action chain,those participants as``energy source"are generally proflled

with respect to those participants as``energy sink".In an unmarked expression,the lnost

prolninent participant within the selected scope of a predicate is the``initiator"of the

event,which is expected to start transfelTing of energy in the causal chaino Although the

prototypical action chain originates with a canonical agent and teli三 二inates with a

canonical patient,the initiator inay be non― volitional in certain circumstances(eog.,′ 乃θ

乃α
““

θr in(2。 59b)).Hence,the notion sutteCt Or direct ottect Cannot be equated with

any single role archetype.Instead,Cognit市e Grammar views sutteCt as the most salient

participant in the lilnited scope of predication。 On the same principle,the second salient

participant is selected as the direct otteCt,and the third salient participant,as the obliquc

ObieCte Thus,the gr〔 Inmatical relation of event participants is closely interconnected to

the rnanner of event cognition in a conceptual fleld,but not their thematic roles.

Similar points are made convincingly by Croft's(1991)``Causal order hypothesis",

by which he argues that the grammatical relations hierarch勇 ``Suttect<0可 ect<

Oblique",coresponds to the order of participation of arguments in the causal chain.

Thus, the temporal order of event perception is directly reflected in arrangement of

words in a sentence.To put it briefly9 when the speaker conceptualizes a certain facet of

events,he needs to access the event participants in such an order as coresponding to

their cognitive salience,and the event concept that reflects the order of the speaker's

access is the biggest deteⅡ nining factor of the graIIInatical relation of thosc event

participants. Evidentltt there is a general tendency in our inherent cognitive systems

such that we attempt to grasp a variety of complicated situations in the most silnply
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methodized way possible.

2。 2。 3。3。 Figure― Ground Segregation

The concepts which interface several events in an interactive network are not

lilnited tojust causal relations such as one represented by a billiard― ball lnodel based on

a sequence of energetic interactions ofevents.

Tallny(1978)argueS that the notions that promote association of abstract ideas

also include``resemblance"and``contiguity".At flrst blush,it seelns unlikely that one

participant in a static event is cognitively more proflled than the othet since these

notions lnake a relation to o可 eCtiVely equivalent qualities bettveen two participants in

the event.For example,the propositions included in the following pairs of sentences

appear to be ontologically equivalent.

(2。 63)a.Mary resembles Susan.

b.  Susan resembles Mary。

(2.64)ao  SwitZerland is bordered on the west by France.

b.  France is bordered on the east by Switzerland.

In fact,it appears that the ttgument encoding in(2。 63)is completely arbitrary9 selecting

either participant as a candidate ofχ  andノ in the argulnent stluclure in(2.65).

(2.65)resemble(S,X,y)

However,our cognitive systems inevitably treat these concepts differently even if

they lack any cause― effect relationships. The detellllinant factors of proflling

participants in such a case are J“ ′rJ4sJc salience which individual participants possess by

their namreo By exalnining the prol■ inence relation found between two arguments in a

static event, Tallny (2000)argues that a language must establish one concept as a

reference point(Called``Figure")for anOther concept(Called``Ground")。 ThiS pair of

concepts can be of two events or event participants relating to each othet not only in
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causal situations but also in purely temporal or spatial conflgurations.The deflnitional

and associated characteristics ofFigure and Ground are given in(2。 66).

(2.66)Fなν″―G“夕
“
グSag″gα′Jθη

Figure Ground

DグηJ′ Jθ 4α′

cttαrα c′θrJs′ Jcs

Has unknown spatial

temporal)prOperties

deterlnined

Acts as a reference entity,

having known properties that

can characterize the Figure's

unknowns

(Or

to be

・ Inore lnovable

・ slnaller

・ geometrically simpler(o■en

pointlike)in its treatment

・more recently on the scene/in

awareness

O of greater conceⅡm/relevance

・ less ilnmediately perceivable

O more salient,once perceived

・more dependent

(Talmy 2000:315-6)

According to Talmy(2000),the items in the list give an intelligent explanation for

the namral prOIninence scale oftwo participants that do not have any direct relation with

the othen Considet for example,the participants in the following pairs of sentences:

/ssθεJα′θグ

εttα rαε′θrJs′ Jθs

・ Inore pemanently located

・ larger

・ geometrically more complex in

its treatment

・ more fanliliar/expected

・ oflesser concenυ′relevance

・ Inore immediately perceivable

・more backgrounded,once

Figure is perceived

・ more independent

(2。 67)

(2。 68)

ao  The bike is near the house.

b.?The house is near the bikee        (Talmy 2000:314)

ao My sister resembles Madonna.
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b.?Madonna resembles lny sisten (Talmy 2000:318)

In(2。 67), where the positional relationship between two spatially― aligned entities is

described, ′乃θ bjたθ is namrally associated with Figure as a ``smaller" and ``rnore

mov〔おle"entity than ttθ  ttθνsθ.In(2.68),where resemblance between two persons in

their appearance is described,脆 doκηα,the well―known singer9 is namrally associated

with Ground as a``Inore falniliar/expected"topic for daily conversation.Arguments

associated with Figure are preferably selected as the sutteCt,While those associated with

Ground inction as a reference point to describe a chttacter ofthe suttecto ln this wise,

language inescapably imposes that one participant has to be proflled as relatively more

salient than the other,even if the two participants have no causal relationship(and even

when the speaker is not conscious aboutthe Figure― Ground segregation).

The principle ofFigure― Ground scgregation also dictatcs that a Figure obiect must

be realized in higher syntactic stams than a Ground ottect in terlns oftheir grammatical

relations. For example, there is clearly a Figure― Ground reversal in the locative

altematibn.

slowly suttLsed permme(F)thrOugh the room(G).

slowly sufhsed the room(G)with perime(F).  (Talmy 2000:335)

(2。 69) ａ
　
　
ｂ

The theme argument,′ θヴν
“
θ,ShOuld be proflled basically more than the location

argument,ルθ
“
θ
“
,aS in(2。 69a),since the theme is the precedent participant to the

location in the canonical action chain. However, the selection of the arguments is

reversed in(2。 69b),where′乃θ
“

θ
“

is constrLled aS more salient participant than

′θr/2“θ.This special reversal of argulnent realization is relevant to the notion of

``rnarkedness"of the sentence,and produces an``affected"interpretation on the location

argument in(2。 69b)(Anderson 1971).The lnechanisnl of the cognitive reversal of this

sort will be discussed in chapter 4 in tenm[s ofthe shifting ofevent head assignment.

Since Figure― Ground segregation is the experience of the speaker's sutteCtiVe

event constrLlal,participants associated with multiple items in the list of(2。 66)may
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strengthen their properties increlnentallyo For example,if“ ッ sお′θr in(2。68)(nal■ ed

Ma7 by way of convenience)comeS tO be a special topic in a discourse to gain

additional features as Figure, such as ``Inore recently on the scene", ``of grater

conceⅡυ′relevance" and ``Inore salient, once perceived", the obseⅣ ed peculiarity in

(2。 68b)becOmes more highlighted.

(2.70)A: Mary is a betttiml wom狙 ,isn't she?

B:??Of course,Ithink Madonna resembles hen

(C■ OfCOurse,I think she resembles]Madonna.)

This contrast also indicates that the suttect iS a fOcus ofour attention,usually a topic in

the contexte ln this respect,the participants in the above examples hold sttlectiVely

produced asymmetries.The factor of these asymmetries is the viHual order of proflling

process, which is silnilar to the way of accessing participants in the action chain。

Although the style of proflling event participants is not deterlnined solely and

exclusivell‰ it sce]田 LS generally trLle that concrete entities tend to be inore proflled than

abstract concepts,and anilnate beings(eSpecially;human beings)than inanilnate beings,

other things being equale

2。3.Qualia structure

ln this section,I will outline the strLICmred representation of semantic hnctions

called``qualia strLICmre",which gives the relational force of a lexical iteln and provides

a indamental framework of the Generative Lexicon.BIricny9 qualia stlucl比 lre tells us

how lexical itelns encode their selnantic inforlnation colnpositionallyo hportantly9

event strLICture and argument strLICture discussed in the preceding sections will be

readily incorporated into a single representation ofthe qualia strtlcmre.

2.3。 1。 Modes of Explanation

The meaning of a word varies among different languages and different people.

Even such a silnple English word as bθ θたhas lnany different extensions according to
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the speakers'viewpoints and background knowledge.In his book′ りsjcs,Aristotle

advanced the theory that there are four fundamental rnodes of explanation(``α J′
jαθ")that

must be considered under every phenomenon in the world:material cttsc(``Й ノσ'),

fomal causc(``θ J滅9S''),inal Causc(``′θんS"),and efflcient causc(``ακ力θ").And these

four causes are mutually involved to constinlte a cOncept caned ``quale", which is

lexicalized distinctly in a word。

Following Moravcsik(1975),Pust可 OVSky(1995)bringS the idea of Aristotle's

modes of explanation to linguistics,arguing that the concept that a word cattries can be

deflned in teⅡns of four essential aspects of lneanings which contribute to our ability to

name an otteCt Or tt event by means of certain predication relations.In his theory of

Generative Lexicon,the lneaning of a word is deflned in terlns of“ qualia strLICmre"as a

set of properties or events associated with lexical items which best explain what the

word lneans,along with a set of operative devices which supports a generative aspect of

the lexicono Speciflcally,a qualia stlucmrc has the following four essential generative

factors,or gναJJα,in good accordance with Aristotle's four causes.

(2。 71)a.COnsthutive:the relation between an otteCt and its constitucnt pttts;

b.  FoHnal:the basic category which distinguishes it within a larger domain;

co  Telic:its purpose and function;

d. Agentive:factors involved in its origin or“ bringing it about'9。

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995:76)

In a qualia strtlcture, cach qualia valuc is understood as a set of expressions with

well―deflned types of variables or relational predicates that take variables as arguments.

In this respect,the theory is designed to be compatible in a way with logical semantics

and other flelds such as computational linguisticse

ln a generative lnodel ofthe lexicon,a1l lexical items are analyzed as/じ Jα′Jθ″α′to

a certain degree to other lexical items that catt silnilar semantic contents,although the

manner in which the silnilarity is expressed functionally differs from category to

categoryo For example,4θ νθ′is similar to ttε′Jθ
“
α7in its a7ppearancc(as α bθθO but
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deterlninably different in its content(4θ ソθJ includes

words),its inction(4θ ソθ′iS to be read;漬ε′Jθ
“
αッ is

(4θソθJ iS Written by a writet ttε′Jθ4αν is compiled by

these nominals specify these similttities and differences

(2。 72) novel

QUALIA=CONST=y:narrat市 c

FORMAL=x:book

TELIC=read(e,Z,X)

AGENTIVE=write(c,LX)

(2。 73) dictiOnary

QUALIA=CONST=y:words

FORMAL=x:book

TELIC=consult(e,z,X)

AGENTIVE=compile(c,LX)

This relational namre of lexical items is capttred in telllls of generative factors which

can be viewed as a system of inference on the semantic content of these words(seC

section 2。 4).

For relations, qualia act in their capacity silnilar to traditional thematic roles,

where the individual qualia are possibly associated with entire event descriptions and

not just individuals.Howevet considering the issuc of``logical polysemy"discussed in

section l.3,where certain lexical items exhibit lnore than one meaning according to the

context, a set of generative devises in the lexicon is required to capttre the various

different behaviors of a lexical item. In order to forlnalize these relationships,qualia

StrLICture should not be inerely a silnple listing of semantic roles and features,but lnust

be able to providc a strLICtural template over which some semantic transfollllations apply。

This is a mttOr shift in the le対 cal semantic paradigm,particularly when we consider the

phenomena of argument realization and altemations,since it is necessary for any theory

of the lexicon design to scek reasonable accounts for the lnany different distributions of

narrative; グ′ε′Jθ4αη includes

to be consulted)and itS origin

an editor).Qualia StrLICtures for

in the following lnannen
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lexical itelns without increasing a burden of acquiring them.

Although PustaOVSky(1995)almply diScuss the meaning of nolminals in terlns of

his qualia strtlcture, he does not make explicit how it extends to the meaning of

predicateso Howevet from a lexical semantic point of view,where word meanings are

indamentally compositional,the lncaning of predicates must also be deflned in terlns

of their qualia strtlctureso ln what follows,based in large part on Pust可 ovsky'S Original

obseⅣations on nominals,I will explore the qualia st■ lcmre Of predicates,with some

necessary lnodiflcations added to his original interpretation.

2.3。 2.Interpretation of Qualia Roles

The qualia strLICture of predicates consists of four fundamental aspects that have

different semantic inctions ofthe logical lneaning.In this subsection,the interpretation

ofindividual qualia roles will be discussed in orden

2。 3。 2。 1.Formal Qualia

The fomal qualia represent a taxonomic characterization ofan ottect or an event,

which distinguish the type ofan otteCt Or an event from a larger set.

This relation is notionally equivalent to what is called the ``is a inction" in

traditional semantics(CrLISe 1986).The typiCal example of this schema is g市 en in

(2。 74).

(2.74)∠ おαt厚フθc/3

a. An apple is a type of fruit.

b.  A dog is a type of anilnale

co A rosc is a type offlowen

By deflnition,the foHnal qualia of nonlinals indicate a preferably il■ lnediate hypemym

ofan ottectin this schema.
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(2.75)apple

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:fruit

(2。 76) dog

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:animal

This relation holds in predicates as wello For predicates,the taxonomic relation is

accomplished among events(or States),since One of the crLICial roles of predicates is to

express an event(Or a state)that is conceptualized by our cognizerse For example,the

event denoted by the intransitive verb]〃αJた can be considered as being a subtype ofthe

event denoted by the intransitive verb″ ηθソθ,sinCe the eventノ b乃″1〃αlkcグ clearly entails

the eventノ b乃

““
;θソθ(勇 but nOt vice versa(see seCtiOn 2.4 below).Then,the fo111lal quale

ofルναJた can be dcscribed as followse

(2。 77)walk

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e,x,ガ

In(2。 77),“θソθ iS a relational predicate,taking two semantic arguments corresponding

to a theme(x)and a path(y)that iS bOund by an event argument(c).Notationally9 θ is a

symbol of event arguments that indicates a subevent,while χ andノ are a spbol of

variables that participates in that subevento These arguments are ordered fronl left to

right in terms oftheir relative prolninence to the others(Sec section 2。 2。 3。 2).

For atteCtiVes,the fomal qualia cxpress a temporary or perlnanent state with the

relational predicate bθ (JackendOff 1990b,Kageyama 1996).

(2。 78) happy

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e,X,happv)

The underlined argument in(2。 78)indiCates a constant of the predicate which specifles

the χ's actual state ofbeing happy.

This relation can also be scen in verbs of change of state,such as bκ αたin(2。 79).
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(2.79) break

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e,X,broken)

Verbs of change of state entail the result state of a theme,which must be lexicalized in

their lexical semantic representations as a constant.They are to be distinguished from

other verbs in the same domain(cog.,bθ 44 εθθり baSed On the inal state they denote.

One of the mttor differences between the nominals and predicates is that the

follnal qualia ofthe forlner are deflned as a set of variables,while that ofthe lattet as a

set of predicateso Relational predicates in each quale contain a proper set of variables

along with an event argumento ln typical instances,events displayed in the follllal quaha

can be viewed in namral semantic telllls as the``result"ofthe wholc event.

2。3。2。 2。 Agentive Qualia

The agentive qualia indicate the rnanner in which an ottect iS Created or an event

is taken place.How something is comesあ out is important for distinguishing ottects

and events in the world.

For nolninals, the agentive qualia are represented by relational predicates that

deflne a typical activity ofproducing the otteCte For exalnple,sθ κg does not colne into

existence unless someone cθ ttθ sθs it,and ttθνsθ does not come into existence unless

someone bνJlds ito The info三 二二lation about its origin is directly reflected in the agentive

qualia ofthese nolninals.

(2.80) song

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:music

AGENTIVE=composc(e,W,X)

(2。 81) houSe

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:building

AGENTIVE=build(e,w,X)
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Here,the ottect being deflned is typically bound to the second argument ofthe relation,

with the irst argument(W)indiCating some agent市 e force to act on the ottect。

For predicates,the agentive qualia make reference to a relation that is necessary

for the event to be taken placeo Typically9 intentional events such as wα ルJηg and′′彎 J4g

are brought about by a volitional action by the agento Howevet even such accidental

behaviors as s″ zJJJηg and sηθrJκg can be understood as involving some causing actions.

Therefore, we assume that the agentive qualia of these predicates can be unifollllly

deflned by the activity predicate ασ′.

(2。 82)walk

QUALIA=AGENTIVE=act(e,X)

(2。 83) play

QUALIA=AGENTIVE=act(C,X)

(2。 84)smile

QUALIA=AGENTIVE=act(C,X)

(2.85)  snore

QUALIA=AGENTIVE=act(e,X)

Precisely,α θ′indicates a relational predicate that expresses a continuous activity by an

actor(ci Pinker 1989).ThiS predicate must be distinguished froln the similar relational

predicate db(Foley and Van Valin 1984),whiCh Only expresses a volitional activity by

the agent.The main reason why we do not draw a distinction between volitional and

non―volitional activities is that they do not have any difference in their lexical aspect

(Dowty 1979).That iS,there are some non―volitional events that express a continuous

activity(eog.fレ んαJ4θグノbr′πα4ノ Jbンs),juSt as volitional events do.Thus,adopting αεち

instead of do,enables us to abstract a common semantic feamre Of these predicates in

namral semantics.

For atteCtiVes,there scelns no agentive quale to be deflned lexically9 since they

do not name any activity that brings about a particular state. Howevet when certain

gralnlnatical factors pragmatically coerce a volitional activity by the agent,the agentive
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qualia may be evokedo ln fact,wc have the progressive forln(e.g。 力乃″JS bθ J4g乃叩pソ)

and the imperative foHn(e.g.Bθ  gν Jθ′/)in Order to express an activity that causes the

state named by the attectiVe.

It is ilnportant to note here that whereas the fol町nal qualia of predicates express a

resulting part of the event,the agentive qualia express a causing part of that event.This

can be viewed as a way of understanding event decomposition in teHns of a qualia

strllcnlre.In this view,cvent functions in iConcepmal Semantics,such as CAUSE and

BECOME,need not be qualifled any longet since these relations are now recognizable

as a derived semantic notion in the qualia strtlcture by lneans oftemporal contiguity and

logical dependence betwecn the two subevents(C■ On0 2005).

2。 3。 2。 3。 Constitutive Qualia

The constimt市 e qualia represent a meronymic relation associated with狙 o可 ect

or an evente For nominals,it refers to the parts or materials of狙 o切 eCt in the inverted

foHn ofthe“ is_。」 aミ_of'link.6

(2.86)И  εθttαJκS B← Bお α′αr′ グ″

ao A body contains an aΠ n.(=ALn alillis a part of a body。 )

b. An ann contains a hand。 (=A hand is a part ofan aHn.)

c. A hand contains a flnge■ (=A flnger is a part of a hand.)

Generally9 the constitutive qualia of nonlinals are deflned by the relationship with the

forlnal qualia.For example,乃α
“
グis logically a part of αr鶴,which is oftype′ j′ηbo The

qualia stmcmre ofttα ηグwill be something like(2。 87).

(2.87) arln

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:limb

CONST=y:hand

For predicates,the constinltive qualia contain the background inforlnation that is
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centralized to motivate the interpretation of events being describedo These notions

includc properties(eog。 ,“α44θr,J“ s′rν

“
θη′)and settings(e.ge,′ J“θ,′θεα′Jθ

“
),whiCh

are necessary to specify events and situations properlyo This type of infoHllation usually

appears in the sentence as a trlle attunct Only by discourse conditions.

(2。 88)a.

b.

C.

d。

Mary wrote

John hitthe

Susan slept

Bill saw the

a letter in a hurv.

fence with a stick.

late on Tuesdav.

boy in Boston.

(mttner)

(inStrtlment)

(timC)

(10CatiOn)

The domain in question can be viewed as partially parallel to “semantic flelds" in

Conceptual Semantics(GrLlber 1965,Jackendoff 1976),``frames"in Frame Semantics

(Fillmore 1982)and``mental spaces"in Cognit市 c Grammar(Fauconnier 1985).

Although the constitutive qualia ofpredicates are usually established contextuall勇

there are some cases in which particular lexical itelns lexicalize the speciflc constitutive

roles.For example,verbs of giving,such as gjソ θ and sθ〃,always evoke a semantic fleld

that is linked with``possession"(Gruber 1965,Jackendoff 1990b).MoreOvet verbs like

cν′necessarily denote an event in which a volitional agent uses a tool to cut an otteCt

(Guerssel et al。 1985).

(2.89) cut

QUALIA=CONST=i:cutlery

FORMAL=be(e2,y92虻 )

AGENTIVE=act(el,X,i)

In(2。 89),the instrLlinent argument(i)iS inV01Ved in the agentive quale as the second

argument,since it is understood as an otteCt that receives the energy to work from the

agent.Furthellnore,the``direction"of a movement is an important factor to distinguish

between J′ and Jθ Wθr.
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(2.90) lift

QUALIA=CONST=m:upward(― →e2)

FORMAL=move(e2,y)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

(2.91)  10Wer

QUALIA=CONST=m:downward(― →e2)

FORMAL=move(e2,y)

AGENTIVE=act(Cl,X)

The arows in the constitutive qualia indicate the place of the event argument that the

manner adverbs modi聟 :Verbs like Ψ′JJ,J″θε′and′α′θ are distinct in the manner that

the agent transfer the liquid(Pinker 1989).TheSe differences should be connected to the

agentive qualia ofthese verbs.

2。 3。 2.4。 Telic Qualia

The telic qualia deflne what the purpose or function of a concept is.

For nonlinals,they deflne purpose that an agent has in perfoll■ ling an act and

built― in lhnction or ailn which specifles certain activitieso According to Pustaovsky

(1995),there are two types of modes in telic qualia:direct telic and purpose telico An

example of directtelic can be observed by the noun bθ θr in(2.92).

(2.92) beer

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:liquid

TELIC=drink(e,y9X)

In(2。 92),the telic quale ofbθ θr directly incorporates a variable for the item as an ottect

ofthe predicate c力"J″た.

On the other hand,狙 example of purpose telic is found with the noun脱確 in

(2。 93)。
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(2。 93)knife

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:artifact

TELIC=cut(c,x,y)

Being a cutting tool,た η〃Z is uSually interpreted as an instrllment to be perfolllled On the

agento This relation is described by a variあ le for the item incorporated as suttect Ofthe

qualia predicate cν ′.The agentive nalLlre of an instrllinent is showed in the following

altemation associated with the instrllment suttect COnstrLICtiOn(ci Lc宙 n1993).

(2。
94)

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995:100)

ａ

　

ｂ

The knife cutthe bread。

John cutthe bread with the knife.

By viltue of the intrinsic complexity of qualia strLICmres,there is■ o silnple one― to―one

mapping between theta― roles and qualia.This altemation will be discussed in section

6。 1。 2。

For predicates,the telic qualia specify a primary purpose of the event.For

example,the most typical intension of sθ κ清4g狙 o可 ecttO SOmeone may be for him to

receive ito Thus,the telic quale for the verb sθ ″グcan be deflned by the possessional

predicate ttα ソθ.

(2。 95) send

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e,勇 z)

TELIC=have(c,Z,y)

AGENTIVE act(e,X)

Importantly,however,valucs of telic qualia should be decided contexmallyo while the

forlnal qualia indicate the logical entailment ofthe event,the telic qualia lnerely express

an expected result of the evente ln fact,the subevent being deflned by the telic qualia

can be casily canceled.
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(2。 96) ao John sent a letter to Bill,but it never arrived(so Blll didn't get it).

b*John sent a letter to Bill,butit never moved(SO Bill didn't get it).

Thus,the telic qualia of predicates express a conversational implicature by the speaken

As indicated in(2。 96b),on the Other hand,the subevent deflned by the forlnal qualia

can never be canceled,since it denotes a logical entailment ofthe predicate.

2。 4。 Lexical lnheritance Structure

Now that we obtain a general way ofinterpreting the rneaning of predicates,one

ilnportant qucstion arises as to the strllcture of the lexicono That is,we need to ask now

how word ineanings are related to cach othen This particular inquiry has been a topic

especially among those semantists who agree that lexical items hold a``paradigmatic"

relation in the lexicon(e.g。 ,Lyons 1977,⊂)ruse 1986,Clark 1993).

Part ofthe answer to this question lnay be provided by the computational system

called“lexical inheritance strtlcture"(Pust可 OVSky 1995),whiCh iS identiflcation of how

a lexical strLICmre is related to other strllctures in``type lattice",and its contribution to

the global organization of a lexicon.Lexical inheritance stlutcmre,therefore,provides a

nehvork―like property of our lexical knowledge,avoiding many possible redundancies

in access to the appropriate rneaning of a lexical item.

To take a falniliar example,the wordグ bg must be related to its hypemiフ [lα″J″ηα′
,

and all possible hyponylns such as bθ αg′θ,4θ′rJθソθr and′θθ′θ,as in(2.97).

(2。 97)

horse  etc.¨

beagle  retriever poodle  dachshund    etc.…

In logical semantics,a hyponym trllth―conditionally entails its hypemyms(Kempson

1977).That iS,ifa proposition including a hyponym is trLle,then a proposition including

anilnal
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its hypenlyms(and nOthing else being changed)iS also tnle.For example,if(2。 98a)and

(2.99a)are trLle,(2。 98b)狙d(2.99b)are also trLle.

(2。 98)ao Sn00py is a beaglee

bo  Snoopy is a dog.

(2.99)a. There is a dog in the gardene

bo There is an anilnal in the garden.

This relation can be captured by

its hypemymso ln other words,

hyperllyms.

(2。 100) beagle

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:dog

(2。 101) dOg

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:animal

This explanation can be

wαJた,rν4,′乃
“

w and sθηグare

lexical inheritance stlucture。

(2.102)

assulning that a hyponym inherits the follllal quale of

the forlnal quale of a word can be deflned by its

extended to predicates as well.For example,the verbs

all seen as a subtype of the verb“ θνθ by the following

(intemally― caused“θソθ)(exterllally― caused“θソθ)

walk  rtln  etc。 throw send etc。

In the sense that

movement ofthe

predicates.Now,

wαル,rνη,′乃]℃w and

theme,all these verbs

the difference between

sθ

“
グ include an

can be regarded

wαル and′乃,ow
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situation in which a movement is dr市 en by the theme itseltt but the latter describes a

situation in which a lnovement is caused by the agento This difference shall be described

in the qualia strLICmre Of″ αル in(2。 103)and that Of励
“

w in(2。 104).

(2.103)walk

QUALIA=CONST=walking_manner(― >el)

FORMAL=move(e2,x,ガ

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

(2.104)throw

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

In(2。 103),the argument χ plays a dual role,in that the entity that acts and the entity that

moves are equal in its semantic value.In(2。 104), on the Other hand,the entity that

canries out an activity and the entity that moves must be different, as indicated by

different semantic valucs for variables.

This constinltes anOther reason why the agentive and fonmal qualia of predicates

should be distinguished.As lnentioned in section 2。 3.2。 1,the follllal qualia express a

logical entailment that can never be canceled in namral cOntexts,while the content of

the agentive qualia may vary according to the contexto ln other words,there are many

possible interpretations of the extemal argument of a predicate, though the result is

always the same.

(2.105)a.  John killed Mary deliberately。

b. John killed Mary unconsciously.

c. The poison killed Mary。

do  The typhoon killed Mary.

c. The war killed Mary.

(agent)

(CauSer/actor)

(inStrLlment)

(namral fOrcc)

(CauSC)

namral translation
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approaches advocated by many(eog., Dowty 1979, Jackendoff 1990b, Lcvin and

Rappaport Hovav 1995,Kageyalna 1996,Pust● ovsky 1995,Van Valin and LaPolla

1997).

In conclusion,it inay be possible to give the deflnition of words that are so lnany

as to be countless with surprisingly small sets of prilnitive predicates, such as those

listed in(2。 106),and ind市idual semantic values of argument variables associated with

those predicates.

(2.106)a.

b.

C.

d.

aCt(C,X)

be(e,X,ガ

mOVe(e,x,ガ

haVe(e,x,y)

(X=entitガ

(X=entity9 y=location/state)

(X=entity9 y=path/goal)

(X=entity9 y=entity)

The word``prilnitive"shOuld be understood as being signiflcant to the extent which is

gralnmatically―relevant(ci Levin 1993).Event deco]mtposition, therefore, is only

clcctive when its outcome is empirically motivated by any linguistic data.Hence,the

predicates in(2.106)can be regarded as semantically``primitive"to the extent that they

cannot be decomposed any l■ rther into a semantically― narrow class of predicates in a

linguistically relevant rnannen

2。 5e SunlIInary

We can summarize the result ofthis chapter as follows.The lexical knowledge of

predicates shall be deflned as a strLICtlred,πθ′θ―θ″17 0f the following four levels of

representatlon.

(2。 107)a. Event Structure:a conflguration of substantial events of a lexical item that

exhibits linguistically relevant event types;

b.  Argument StrLICture: a speciflcation of logical participants in the event

denoted by a lexical itenl;
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C.Qualia strllcture:a property which gives the relationalimeaning of a lexical

iteln by rneans of four essential aspects ofword lneaning,called gν α′Jα ;

d.  Lexical lnheritance Strtlctllre:a network― like knowledge which provides a

way to avoid redundancies of a lexical item.

In particulat the qualia strtlcmre Ofpredicates is deflned as follows.

(2.108)2ναJJα

'rν

ε′ν″げPκttεα′ω

ao CONST:Setting(e.g.time,location),PrOperty(eog.mannet instrLlment);

b. FORMAL:Logical Entaillnent,Result;

c. TELIC:Purpose,Ailn,Conversational IInplicature;

d.AGENTIVE:Act市 iり,Intermediary lnstrtlment,Natllral Force.

Among four qualia roles,follllal and agent市 e roles are logically(or trLlth― Conditionally)

deflned,while constimt市 c and telic rolcs may be the suttect tO discourse conditions.

Importantly,these qualia roles are in fact strllcmres which adnlit of transfollllational

operations in order to capmre p01ymorphic bchaviors of word sensc and various kinds

of behaviors in argument realization and altemationso lndeed,it will be shown in the

next chapter that what is directly relevant to syntactic distributions of arguments is their

systematic alignment in the qualia stlutcture.

To be more precise,let us review the ill deinition ofthe verb wα ル in(2.109):
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(2。 109)Walk

EVENTSTR=El=el:process

E2=e2:process

RESTR= <。 ∝

HEAD=el

ARGSTR=ARGl=x:animate indi宙 dual

D―ARGl=y:path

QUALIA=CONST=walking_manner(― →el)

FORMAL=move(e2,x,ガ

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

By this representation,we understand the following interpretation for the verb l″ αJた。The

causing force of wαル is an action by the agent symbolized as χ(agentiVe quale),While

the result of the event involves a movement of the actor himself(f01ilial quale).The

acti宙ty of wαル includes a walking manner(ioe。 ,with one of the feet always being on

the ground),WhiCh distinguishes wαル from rν″(COnstimtive qualia).In thiS wise,event

StrLICmre and argument strLICmre can be i11ly incorporated into the qualia stlucmre of

wαル.

One thing worth mentioning here is a notational discrilnination adopted in this

thesiso According to Fellbaum and Miller(1990),the Verb α
“

b′θ has a``toroponymic"

relation with the verb wα Jた, since it includes speciflcation of a special manner of

walkingo The verb“ ν
“

b′θ has the same relation with the verb′ α′た.Accordingly9 the

follllal qualia of these predicates appear to be (2。 110)and (2。 111), respectively9 if

followed by the strict deinition of the follllal qualia that says the forlnal qualia specify

``preferably immediate hypemym"(Ci Fellbttm 1990,1998).

(2。 HO)amble

QUALIA=FORMAL=walk(e,x)

(2.Hl)mumble

QUALIA=FORMAL=talk(c,x)
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However,what is particularly important in the organization of qualia stnlcmre is that

manners do not constitute a criterion that distinguishes a predicate``in a larger domain".

Rathet l■ anner components only distinguish a predicate``within the same domain".

Tenny(2000)argucs that verbs dcnoting some chttge of state in the verb's direct

ObieCt inv01ve certain inner events,called``core events".Core cvents contain types of

interllal arguments associated with stat市 ity or inchoat市 ity to be praccted into the

syntax as a lexical category(ioe。 ,VP).Employing the pure concept of Tenny's core

events,the forlnal qualia of predicates should be only responsible to those subevents

that involve intel■ al argumentso ln this view,α
“
bル is still the hyponym of“θソθ,just as

wα Jた is.In contrast,“ν
“

bJθ cannot be treated as a hyponym of any predicate,since it

contains no intemal arguments associated with stativity or inchoativityo Thus,the qualia

strtlcmres Ofthese predicates rnust be as follows.

(2。 H2)amble

QUALIA=CONST=ambling_manner(― →el)

FORMAL=move(e2,x)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

(2。 H3)mumble

QUALIA=CONST=mumbling_manner(―→el)

FORMAL=9

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

In(2,112),α
“

bJθ has the same le対cal semantic representation as wα ル except its manner

speciflcation,which coFeSpOnds exactly with the fact that these two verbs are only

distinguishable in their manners of the action.In(2.113),“ ν
“

b′θ dOes not specify

particular forlnal roles, since the verb does not entail any result of the actiono The

difference between(2.111)and(2。 113)is not rnerely an instance of notational variations,

but an important aspect of our lexical knowledge of the item. In fact, we can now

correctly understand that the verb“ ν
“

bJθ lacks any intemal argument, and behaves
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similarly to the verb′ αJた .

As in the casc of“ ν
“
bル in(2.H3),it iS poSSible that not all lexical items carry a

valuc for individual qualia roleso The absence of particular qualia roles constitutes a

signiflcant part of our lexical knowledge. For example, the absence of the agentive

qualia of nominals indicates that the item is not an artifact(c.g。 ,′θJθソお百θ4,cttα Jぅ but a

natural kind(cog。 ,S′θ4θ,wα′θr).By the salne token,the absence of the agentive qualia

ofpredicates distinguishes unaccusatives froln unergatives.

Tonl cries。 /Bill danced./Catharine slniles.

The earthquake happens。 /A Inan appeared。 /The train arrived.

(2。 114) ａ

　

ｂ

The simations described in(2。 H4b)may all have some clear cttses in reality9 but the

logical reasons of the happening(of earthquakc),the appearancc(ofa man),and the

aI市al(of the train)must be abstracted from the 19対 cal meaning of the verb.In fact,

unaccusatives do not have any extemal theta arguments syntactically,and exhibit the

achievelnent property in their lexical aspect(see seCtiOn 3。 4 below).
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Chapter 3:Mapping from Qualia tO Syntax

ln this chapteち I explore what the consequences of qualia― based semantic representation

of predicates are for the mapping of their semantic argumentso ln particulaち I sketch

briciy how arguments of a verb are properly mapped to syntax under discrete linking

rtlles.Given that the event― headedness acts to foreground or``focus"a single quale of

the verbal semantic representation,a general remark will be that the abstracted quale

that results from headedness rnust be``samrated"by mapping its semantic arguments to

the syntactic strtlctureo Since our lexical semantic representations are substantially

different from PusteJovsky's(1995)original proposal,our linking strategy will also be

si〔ダliflcantly different from hiso Speciflcally9 our linking rules essentially refer to thc

difference in types of qualia roles and their corresponding proJections in syntaxo Still,

our strategy of argument linking is very general in that it would overgenerate inadequate

syntactic representations unless certain gralnlnatical constraints operate in the interface

between syntax and the lexicon.

3。 1.Gleneral I」inking Rules

Perhaps,all the work that concems the mapping frona lexical semantics to syntax

is lneant to impose certain constraints on the acmal lnapping,and thus its fo111lulation

crllcially depends on the semantic and syntactic representations being assumed.So faち

it has been a shared view that there is a general relationship between the lexical

semantic representation of a verb and its syntactic realization of argumentso This

assumption is flrst expressed linguistically by Perllnutter(1978),and Stated explicitly

by Perlmutter and Postal(1984)as the Universal Alignment Hypothesis。

(3.1)磁 Jソθだα′И′な
““

θ″
=ン

フθttωお

There exist principles of UG which predict the initial relation bome by cach

nominal in a given clause froln the rneaning ofthe clause.
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As we have scen in section l.2,there are actually semantically coherent classes of verbs

whose members show silnilar syntactic behavior and semantically deflned classes of

arguments that patterll together in telllls of argument realization.These smdies suggest

that there are predictable generality on the mapping that can be treated as ``general

rLlleS"on linking.

In fact, many previous smdies attempt to reveal a close relationship between

thematic arguments and their syntactic strllcture.According to Williams(1981),

arguments can beッ
“
′αε′jεαJケ d市ided into two categories:extemal and intemal

argumentso The difference is most naturally obseⅣ able in their morpho― syntaё tic

behaviors,but it is also deflnable in te]Ins of the qualia strtlcmre of a predicate.In our

terlns, cxtemal arguments, typifled by Agent in thematic roles, can be deflned as

semantic arguments selected froln the agentive qualia of a predicate,encompassing all

types of inllnediate causes,such as volitional and non― volitional agents,namral fOrces,

instnllnents,and experiencers.On the other hand,intemal arguments,which are more

readily associated with the result of an event,must be selected froln the follllal qualia

that denote a change― of― state or a change― of‐location in the theme.

To capttre this highly conflgurational namre of argument realization, ]Baker

(1988)examines a close relationship between thematic and strLICmral hierarchies,which

is summarized as the Unifollllity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis(UTAH)given in

(3。 2)。

(3。2) 磁 ′〕r“′ケq′ 1動θ′α Иssな
““

θ″夏ンフθttωおFTAり

Identical thematic relationships between itelns are represented by identical

StrLIClLlral relationships between those itelns at the level ofd― strLICmre.

(Baker 1988:46)

The UTAH,as it is,allows a many― to― one ma/pping fronl semantics to syntax.That is,

all members of a semantically cquivalent class of verbs must map onto the same

syntactic position,butthere need not be a unique semantic class of arguments associated

with a flxed syntactic positiono For exalnple,the syntactic notion of“ suttect"need not
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be associated with a unifled semantic characterization.

(3。 3)a. John shOtthe bean

b. She snores loudly.

co The war killed Mary.

d.  John received a package from Baraboo。

e. Mary hates John.

l A typhoon hit the city。

g. The noise frightened Mary。

h.  The crane loaded the tmck.

Conversely,arguments bearing the theme role can

even obliquc。

(Agent)

(Actor)

(CauSC)

(Recipient)

(Experiencer)

(Natural Forcc)

(Stimulus)

(InStrllment)

be realized as suttect,0可 ect,and

(Suttect)

(0切 eCt)

(Obliquc)

(3.4) ａ

　
　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

NQ′θr splashed on lny clothes。

The children splashed wα ′θr on lny clothes。

The children splashed my clothes with wα ′θr。

In this a/pproach,therefore,all semantic distinctions need not be reflected in syntax,and

certain essential semantic properties are preseⅣ ed in the lexical semantic representation

of a predicate.

In contrast,]Baker(1997)Inaintains a strict one― to―one correspondence between

thematic roles and syntactic positions by positing fairly coarse― grained thematic roles

along with an abstract underlying syntactic representation.His lnain clailn is that for the

purpose of obtaining ``deep" gramlnatical relations, only three broad thematic roles,

namely Agent,Theme,and Goa1/Path/Location,are necessary9 and that there are some

linking principles that lnap these three thematic roles onto three syntactically deflned

positions in the Larsonian VP― shell(ice。 ,tWO-layered VP strLICmre).The Syntactic

conflguration assu]med by Baker(1997)can be described as follows.
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(3。 5)

ｐ■

ｅｈ

′
　

　

　

　

　

　

　

　

Ｔ

／ヽ

ｎｅｇＡ

V′

V    Gloa1/Path/Location

|

``verb"

Baker's(1997)conclusiOn is that the UTAH is only sensitive to a coarse grained version

of theta theory9 which distinguishes only three prilnary thematic roleso This shift is an

ambitiously challenging enterprise to embody many many― to―one mapping approaches

(e.g.,Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995,Kural 1996)into a Strict one― to―one mapping

a/pproach,where generalized thematic roles are deflned as a cluster or prototype concept,

such as Van Valin's(1999)``maCrOroles'', Dowty's(1991)``prOtO― roles" and

Schlesinger's(1995)``A― casc".The apparent beauty of Baker's approach is to keep the

number of thematic roles small by adopting more abstracted notions of thematic roles,

by which the size ofthe rolc inventory is signiflcantly reduced.

As we have discussed in section 2。 2.3.1,howevet any theory dependent on naive

theta rolo labels will be collapsed when the flne― grained distinction of thematic roles is

required(sCe also section 3.3。 l below).For example,Kaga(2007)elabOrates an Agent>

Goal>Themc hierarchy,destrllcting previously assumed thematic hierarchy by]Baker

(1997)。 Namrally9 there are considerate inconsistencies between the two smdies in the

deflnition of thematic roles. Furtherlnore, ]Baker's hierarchy has received signiflcant

doubts fronl typological perspectives.Many researchers have suggested that Japanese

has a Goal>Theme hierarchy with regard to intemal arguments(Htti 1985,Yatsushiro

2003,Takano 2008).Even in English,solne researchers have provided a Gloal>Thelne
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hierarchy in tems of the double otteCt COnstrLICtiOn(Aoun and Li 1986,Fttita 1996,

Takano 1998)。 With these circumstances in lnind,I propose general linking rtlles that

are conceptually apart froln thematic roles,but only refer to the prolninencc hierarchy

among argumentso Actually9 this is a necessary theoretical shift to maintain our

conclusion drawn in section 2。 2.3。

In order to present a pronlinence preseⅣ ation approach,let us flrst introduce the

mapping principle called``Uniforlnity of Prominence Assignment Hypothesis(UPAH)''9

which is essentially a relativized interpretation of Baker's UTAI― I.

(3.6)じηらわ
“
ηJク グ P″

“
J″θηεθ/ss〃♂

“
θ″′Л婢フθttωおぽ kり

Identical relative pronlinencc hierarchy of semantic arguments is represented

by identical strLICmral hierarchy betwcen thosc arguments at the level of base

st「ucture.

The UPAH is assumed to be operative in any lnapping from lexical semantics to syntax.

In effect,it g市 es the following schema for prtteCting semantic arguments from qualia

to syntax。

(3。 7)Q:P(e,X,y9z,… ) .¨ [.¨ X.¨ [.… y… [.¨ Z...]]]¨ .

In(3。 7),P is a relational predicate in a qualia stlutcmre that cOntains a proper set of

variables(X,y9z,… )a10ng with an event argullnent(C).The UPAH requires that all

variables other than event arguments be proJected in the syntax in the manner that a

more prominent argument in the qualia strLICmre will be located at a more outer(ioc。 ,

higher)positiOn in the syntactic stluctureo ln consequence,pronlinence between any two

arguments will be re■ ected in their c― conllnand relation at the conflgurational syntactic

representation。
1

Within the approach based on the UPAH,general linking rtlles that goverll the

mapping from qualia to syntax will be as follows。
2
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(3.8) ａ

　

　

ｂ

QA:P(e,X)一 →
[νP X[ν

′ソ VP]]

QF:P(e,X,y)→ [vP X[v′ Vy]]

Ob宙ously9 the mle(3。 8a)is reSponsible to the realization of extemal arguments,while

the rLlle(3。 8b)is tO the realization of intemal arguments.Thus,we interpret Williams'

(1981)distinction between extemal and intemal arguments by means of types of qualia

roles that discharge selnantic argulnentso Furtherlnore,the mles in(3。 8)require absolute

mappings that explicitly specify the morphosyntactic realization of arguments bearing a

particular semantic description.

To show how the mles in(3.8)workS,let us consider a simple example with the

lexical semantic representation ofthe verb′ ″ in(3。 9).

(3。 9) put

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

The rule(3。 8a)requires that the only(and thus the inost prolninent)argulnent in the

agentive quale will be lnapped onto the specifler ofソ R while the rLlle(3.8b)requires

that two semantic arguments in the follllal quale will be mapped onto the specifler of

VP and the colnplement of｀Ⅵ reSpectively9 according to the relative prolninence of the

argumentso Thus,the a/ppropriate syntactic conflguration of′ ν′will be as follows。
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(3.10)
ソP

/
ソ

/
VPソ

/
V′y

/
V

|

``put''

Following the UPAH,the variable associated with a theme(y)iS prttected in the higher

syntactic position than the variable associated with a location(z).I Will assume in the

rest of the thesis that this silnple mechanisln govems every aspect of argument

realization and altemations.In effect, the linking rtlles in (3.8)are effective in all

mappings from lexical semantics to syntax.

Again,this is a mttOr step fo脚 /ard from Pust可 ovsky'S(1995)original proposals

for argument realization.One crtlcial difference is that in our model sutteCt and ottect

are derived syntactic notions, away fronl lexical semantics of predicates. In fact,our

linking strategy only lnakes reference to the base position of semantic arguments at the

underlying syntactic strllclLlre.This theoretical shift is particularly important to apply

the above-lnentioned linking algorithnl to ergative and non― conflgurational languages

(See SectiOn 3.3)and tO argument altemations in English(sec Chapter 6).

3。2。 Selectional Mapping by lneans of Event― headedness

As discussed in section 2。 1.3,Pustaovsky(1995)argueS that an event strtlcture

provides a conflguration where events are not only ordered by temporal precedence,but

also by relative pronlinence of argumentso The notion``event― headedness"gives a way

of indicating a type of foregrounding and backgrounding of event argumentso For the
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mechanisln of argument realization,he suggests that only arguments associated with the

headed event arc obligatorily expressed at surface strLICture,while the headless event is

sttαdb″θグalong with their arguments,resulting in an interpretation with quantiflcational

closure over these arguments.

Although the mapping strategy via event― headedness is conceptually explicit,

there is no concrete proposal, to the best of my knowledge, as for the deteⅡ ninant

factors of event― headedness other than in any wisc arbitrary speciflcations for the

phenomena. This is, of course, not an casy task and certain discrepancies lnight be

expected,but,for the sake of argulnent,I would like to assume the fbllowing conditions

on event head assignment in English.

(3。 H)Eソθ
“
′ルαグ/ssなη

“
θ
“
′F鋸′おり

A subevent of a predicate lnust be headed,indicated by e*,if and only if

(i) it inv01ves a constant;or

(五 )itS manneノinstrLlment/theme is lexically speciied;or

(面 )it iS Semantically or pragmatically focused.

The conditions in(3.11)readily explain the contrast in several pairs of sentences

associated with the transitivity altemation.For example,Rappaport Hovav and Levin

(1998)argue that there is a distinction between“ αη
“
θr andたs″′verbs,where only the

fomer can use intransit市 ely without the direct ottect・

(3.12)a.Leslie swept。 (ci Leslie sweptthe■ oor).

b.*Kelly broke.  (ci Kelly broke the dishes。 )

(Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998:102)

Generall光 verbs of change of state(e.g。 ,bκαた,“θル,ηθ4)lexiCally specify the result

of the action.For the verb b″αたin(3。 12b),for example,the result state of the action

must be speciied by the constant b“ ルη asin(3。 13).
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(3。 13) break

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9broken)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

By the regulation(3。 1l i),the subevent e2,which contains the constant bЮ kcη ,is

assigned an event head,indicated by e2*.Then,ノ ,the flrst argulnent variable in the

follnal quale,must be realized in syntax,according to the linking rLlle in(3。 8b)。 The

verb swθqρ,on the other hand,does not have such a constant in the formal quale,since

the verb does not entail any result state of the action.Hence,the direct otteCt OfSwθ (η

can be omitted.

It is particularly important to note here that the mapping of the agentive quale of

b″αたis not obligatory9 since el ofthe verb is not specifled as a lexical head.h fact,the

realization of the extemal argument of bκ αた is theoretically optional so that the

well―known causative/inchoative altemation arrives。

(3.14)Causat市e/1nchoat市 e Altemation

a.  Janet broke the cup.

b. The cup broke.    (Lcvin 1993:29)

Obviouslシ the transitive fom of

quale of the verb is lnapped onto

following lnanner.

bκαたin(3。 14a)comeS Out only when the agentive

the syntax along with its extemal argument as in the

(3.15)
ａ

　

ｂ

Janet broke the cup. (=(3.14a))

QA:aCt(el*,X)→  [ッPX[ν″ソVP]]

QF:be(e2*,y9broken)一 →
[vP y[v′ V brOken]]
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Ce     ソP ← Qだ aCt(el*,X)

＼
Jane毎        ソ

/＼
ソ    VP     ← QF:bC(e2*,y9broken)

/＼
the cupy      V′

/＼
V    broken

Otherwise,the intransit市 e forln of b″ αたin(3。 14b)comeS Out,with its agent市 e quale

being sttα あwθ4 as ShOWn in(3。 16).

(3。 16)a. The Cup broke。     (=(3.14b))

b・ QA:aCt(el,X)一→ Sttαあ″θグ

QF:be(e2*,y9broken)一 →
[vP y[v′ V brOken]]

c.  VP      ←―QF:be(e2*,レ broken)

＼
the cupノ       V′

/＼
V      broken

The structtlre(3。 16c)represents the general syntactic conflguration of unaccusative

verbs(cf BurZi0 1986).

What gives an event head to the agentive quale of b″ αたin(3.15b)seemS tO be a

pragmatic facto■ In fact,many researchers have suggested that the syntactic realization

of an extemal argument of change―of―state verbs will be obligatory when the active

engagement of the agent is required in the context(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995,

Kageyama 1996).
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(3。 17)a.He brOke{his prOmise/the contract/the world record}.

b.*{HiS prOmise/The contract/The world record}broke.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:105)

The situations described in(3。 17a)depend cmcially on the existence of a volitional

agento ln such situations,the agentive quale of b“ θαたmust be foregrounded,providing

an event head by the regulation(3.H面 ),SO that the extemal argument will obligatorily

be lnapped onto the syntax.This consideration inllnediately leads us to conclude that the

transit市 e form ofbκαたin(3。 14a)comeS Out only when the causing part ofthe verb is

pragmatically focused.

There is another case in which the involvement of an agent is obligatory。 One

such example can be obseⅣ ed when verbs lexicalize an ``intellllediary instrLlrnent"

( へヽ Cik 1976).ConSidet for example,the lexical representation of the verb ε″ in

(3。 18):

(3.18) cut

QUALIA=CONST=i:cutlery

FORMAL=be(e2*,光 璽 )

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)

The verb ε″ speciies an instrLIment argument(i)in the COnstimt市e quale,since a

cutting event inust include the use of cutlery(Guerssel et al.1985).ThiS inteⅡ nediary

instrlllnent is incorporated into the agentive quale as the second argument that receives

an agentive force from the agent(x)。 Thus,the agentive quale of εν′is lexically headed

under the condition (3。 11五 ).As a result, cν′ disa1lows the causative/inchoative

altemation,as shown in(3。 19)。
3

(3。 19)ao  Margaret cut the bread.

b.*The bread cute    (Levin 1993:29)
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The same point can be made forthe verb wα s乃 (Haspelmath 1993).To waSh SOmething,

itis necessary to use water or soap as a medium.Hence,just like cν ′,wαstt can be used

only transit市 elyo ln contrast,the verb θ′θα4,which does not specify any means of

cleaning,namrally ShOws the causative/inchoative altemation when the context perlnits。

In this way, event― headedness not only expresses a focus of interpretation,but

also gives a cluc to argument realization,which constitutes one ofthe constraints on the

interface between syntax and lexical semantics.In chapter 4,I will argue that the proper

treatinent of event― headedness provides a hndamental to understanding VP― intemal

argument altemations.In chapter 5,it will be clailned that event― headedness advances a

general framework for the typological variation in argument altemations,based on the

view that the dete111linant factors of event― headedness nlight be different according to

dialects and languages.

3。3.Approaches to Argument Realization

Since one central task for any linguistic theory is to solve the relation between

meaning and forln,there are many previous analyses which attempt to discover certain

regularity in how arguments expressed in a surface syntactic frameo This particular issue

has been called``linking problenl'ち and has attracted much attention in the literalに lre.In

this section,I clarify a relation of our linking strategy discussed in the previous section

with some influential altematives which attelnpt to explain the gralnlnatical relations in

a sentence in tenm[s ofthematic or aspecmal rOles of arguments.

3。3。 1。 Absolute vso Relativized UTAH

It is now well―motivated that there is an interface between language faculty and

concepmal stmcmre(JackendOff 1983).Baker(1997)arguCS that in the non― linguistic

stage of conceptualizing a particular event,we recognize an event with frec use of our

cognitive faculty which typically focuses on one participant as being particularly

``relevant"than the other.Usually,a participant which is``salient"and``independent"is

marked as Agent,and represented in the suttect Of the verb。 On the other hand,a

participant which is moved and dependent is marked as Theme,and prttected at the
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direct otteCt poSition in the syntactic strllctureo The primit市 e semantic properties which

characterize thematic relations of arguments are technically called``proto― Agent"and

``proto―Paticnt"(Dowty 1991),and have been considered somewhat universally t■ le.

There are in fact important linking regularities both within ttd across languages

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2005).The Silnplest way to constrain these linking

pattems may be to posillate that there is essentially no difference between the initial

gralnlnatical representation and the surface gralninatical representationo This attitude

can be seen in various mono―stratal theories of gralninat including Lcxical― Functional

Grammar(BreSnan and KaneⅣ a 1989),Head―Dr市en Phrase StrLICture Grammar

(P01lard and Sag 1987)and Role and Referencc Grammar(Foley and Van Valin 1984).

These approaches tend to burden the constraints oflinking regularities on the lexicon or

semantics rather than syntax. It then namrally follows that they tend to reach a sensc

enumerative lnodel ofthe lexicon.

Another view of linking regularities allows nontrivial syntactic derivations

intemal to language facultyo This attitude attempts to constrain the interface between

conceptual and syntactic representations in a particularly tight way,rather than placing a

heavy task on either one ofthe components.The lllost widely― cited example ofthis type

of approach is Baker's(1988)UTAH,discussed in section 3。 1.Baker(1988)pointS Out

that,for all clauses ttd alHttguages,there is an ob宙 ous pattem in a choice of sutteCt

and ottect in telllls of thematic roles they caⅡ y.In other words,sutteCt and ottect are

deflnable notions whose strtlctural relationships are unitarily predictable in concepmal

representation.

Baker(1997)citeS SOme examples in favor of the view that there are certain

regularities between participants of an event and surface gralnlnatical forlns. First,

viJually every two― place verb in English expresses the agent ofthe event as its suttect

and the theme ofthe event as its otteCt,but not vice versa.

JOhn{hit/built/found/pushed/bought/cleaned/broke/described}the table.

*The table{hit/built/found/pushed/bought/cleaned/broke/described}JOhn.

ａ

　
　

ｂ

(3。 20)
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Second,suttect and OtteCt fOrln a different strtlcmral unit with respect to the verbo ln

fact,the ottect and the verb constitute a unit,praCCted in syntax as a VR butthe suttect

and the verb do not(Roeper and Sicgel 1978,Sproat 1985,Di Sciullo and Williams

1987 and Grimshaw 1990).

(3.21)ao  JOhn[vP hit the table]and Bill did[vP(SO)],t00.

b.*[xP JOhn hit]the table and[xP(sO)]did the chain (Baker 1997:76)

in a variety of ways,Third,the agent― subieCt has``prolninence"over the patient― obiect

involving anaphora,coreference,and quantiflcation.

(3。 22)a.Every man washed his ca■

b.*His friend washed every lnan. (Baker 1997:76)

These facts are sufflcient to conclude a strLICmral asymmetry between the sutteCt and

the ottect whiCh is mot市 ated by roughly deflned thematic roleso That is,Agents are

always underlying sutteCtS,which is outside the VP in phrase stmcttre and higher than

the ottect,WhiCh is a complement ofthe verb.

It is worth noting that this seems also trLle in ergat市 e languages(e.g.,Dyirbal,

Inuit)and nOn_cOnflgurational languages(c.g。 ,MOhawk,Sesotho).In fact,]Baker(1997)

points out that there is no difference between ergative and accusative languages in their

d―StrLICmre cOnflgurations(Cf D破 on 1994).The Only difference between them lies in

the fact that in the forl■ er an argument base― generated in the complement of the verb

moves out ofthe lower VR While in the latter an argument in the specifler ofthc higher

VP(ieC.,ソP)undergOes lnovelnent in order to receive a Case(sec BOk― Bennclna(1991),

Campana(1992),MuraSugi(1992),Bittner(1994)and Bittner ttd Hale(1996)for

discussion).

Howevet an immediate problem of this proposal,as suggested by many(c.g。 ,

Newmeyer 2002),is that it was presented without an explicit theory of thematic roles。
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In fact,no pairs of scholars have reached a consensus about type,number,and hierarchy

of thematic roles,as wc have seen in section 2.2.3。 1。 In short,for advocates ofthematic

roles,there should be``optimunl"interface between language and cognitive systems,

which has never been fully explained.

Furtherlnore, some empirical problelns in maintaining the UTAH universally

weaken its explanatory power by relativizing a thematic hierarchy.For example,Speas

(1990)pOintS Out that the expression of arguments is context― dependento There are many

cases that arguments other thttAgent cim appear in the suttect pOSition in English.

(3.23)a.John received a package from Baraboo。

bo The crane loaded the trllck.

co Mary hates John.

d.A typhoon hit the city.

eo The noise frightened Mary.

(Recipient)

(InStrLlment)

(Experiencer)

(Namral Force)

(Stimulus)

Grimshaw(1990)argues that Experiencer sutteCtS Such as one in(3。 23c)appear tO have

no syntactic difference from Agent suttectS.This obseⅣ ation scems very namral,since

the experiencer can be considered as an actor in his psychological stage,and thus can be

treated as having an identical semantic valuc to the agent。 Our theory predicts the same

result by treating these sutteCtS as the most pronlinent argument in the agentive qualia

of a predicate,without depending on their acmal thematic roles.4

Belletti and Rizzi(1988)also argue that the Experiencer argulnent of every psych

verb must be basc― generated in a higher syntactic position than the Theme argument.

They suggest that forノ ンαr_type psych verbs,such as′ Jたθ in(3。24a),the experiencer is

inserted into the normal sutteCt pOsition,while for/rな 乃た4-type psych verbs,such as

Wθ r″γ in(3。 24b),it iS generated at a lower position,leaving the suttect pOSition open

for the theme argument to move intoo This gives a clear syntactic solution to the fact that

the backwttd binding is only possible for the latten

(3。 24)a.*Each other's friends like John and Mary.
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b. Each other's friends worry John and Mary。

This treatinent of Experiencer is clearly a counterexample to the UTAH, but is

consistent with our linking strategy that only counts on the relative pronlinence of

arguments.Indeed,/rな乃た4-type psych verbs denote an αたr4αJレーcttSed change of

state,where the experiencer sutteCt Can be seen as an agent,whileル αr―type psych verbs

denote an JηたrηαJヶ―cauSed change of state,where the sutteCt must be treated as a

theme(cf PeSetsky 1995).

More crtlcially9 it is well― known that the semantic type ofsutteCt Varies according

to the choice ofdirect ottect.

(3。 25) John threw{a basebal1/his support behind a candidate/a party/a flt}.

Mary took{a b00k/a nap/a bus from New York/an aspirin}.

Bill killed{a cockrOach/a conversation/an evening watching TV/a bottle}.

(MartttZ 1984:49)

Of course,we can distinguish the literal use ofthe verbs in(3.25)from their metaphoric

or idiomatic uses,but no clear deflnition of the sutteCt theta roles can be made.One

nlight even argues that idiomatic predicates may relate their idiosyncratic meanings to

their lexical semantic representations, from which special linking rLlleS Should be

a7pplied to derive an appropriate syntactic stmcture.Howevet the crLICial difflculty in

such theory is that we would be totally at lost about how we discem an argument to be

mapped into an idiomatic phrasal predicate which holds a word― like lexical property9

and how we link only a part of that idiomatic predicate to the syntactic strLICture. In

contrast,the relative prolninence between arguments in those sentences is still very clean

ln fact,all examples in(3。25)denote an event in which the suttect has a relat市 ely

higher degrec of prominence than the otteCt・ In this respect,all sutteCtS in(3.25)are

more or less the same,as desired in the present theoryo Although we still need sOme

nュrther explanation on the non― compositionality of the idiomatic lneaning ofpredicates,

I believe that, as far as the linking probleln is concemed, our theory based on the

ａ
　
　
ｂ

　

　

ｃ
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``relativized UTAH"has many advantages over the``absolute UTAH"that depend on

delicate notions ofthematic roles.

h spite of these critical counterarguments,Baker(1997)still attempts to defend

the absolutive version of UTAH,by collapsing thematic roles of arguments into some

primitive macro―roles discussed by Dowty(1991).In fact,he claims that all suttectS in

(3。 23),whiCh are generally understood as different theta roles,can be treated unifomly

as``Agent",in that they share certain lnacro― roles that are considered to be typical of an

agente Howevet his treatlnent again creates serious conhsion in deflning thematic roles

in explicit ways,since he will be willing to collapse otheⅣ ise generally― acknowledged

thematic rolo labels such as Agent and Themeo As a result,Baker is forced into leaving

many syntactic problelns unsolved,all ofwhich never arise in the relativized UTAH.

One apparent problenl that Baker argues against the relativized UTAH is that it

says nothing ifthere is only one argument in the syntaxo Thatis,if a verb takes only one

argument,cither Agent or Theme,the relativized UTAH is satisfled vacuously so that

the argument can have its place at any A―position in the syntax.In contrast,the absolute

UTAH can put desirable restrictions on the syntactic position of a sole argument by

stating that all Agents are basc― generated at the specifler of outer VP(i.e。 ,ソP),While all

Themes at the complement of inner VR Notice,however,that this problem does not

arisc in our``Jbsolute"mapping approach(with the relat市ized UTAH),sinCe the linking

rtlles in (3。 8)are quite sensitive to the distinction betwecn outer and inner VPs.

Speciflcallyち  the linking rLlleS in(3。 8)require that a subevent in the agentive qualia

needs to be correlated with a νR while that in the fomal qualia with a VR h other

words,our approach induces the unergative/unaccusative distinction in terlns of their

qualia role types,just as the absolute UTAH doeso Hence,we correctly predict that the

S01C(and thus,the most prolninent)argument Of the agentive qualia of a predicate is

exclusively base― generated at the specifler of aソ P,and the solc argument ofthe fonmal

qualia of a predicate is basc― generated at the specifler of a VP(thOugh this is not an

actual option,sincc a hnction in the follllal qualia is necessarily a two― place predicate).

If the Unaccusative Hypothesis(Perlmutter 1978)is uniVersally trtle,as advocated by

Rosen(1984)and Levin and RappapOrt Hovav(1995),our linking strategy may be
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detected in all languages universallyo This speciflc point can be counted as a signiflcant

advantage of our analysis over both the absolute and relativized UTAH.

3。3。2。 Aspectual lnterface Hypothesis

The flnal remark on the realization of arguments goes to some aspectual notions

of argumentso The idea that aspecmal prOperties iniuence argument realization dates

back atleastto Hopper and Tho]mtpson(1980),whO relate the notion of``transitivity"to

several semantic properties of eventse Since their influential smdy, sOme researchers

have argued that there is actually a close connection between the grammatical relation

of arguments and their aspecmal perforlnance in a chusc(seC,fOr example,Tenny

(1987),van V00rst(1988),McClure(1994)and BOrer(1998)as an eXalnple of this

approach).

AInong those researchers who advocate aspecmal roles of arguments, it is

generally agreed that the argument that ``Hleasures out" the event will be the direct

OtteCt Of the verb(Tenny 1994)。 ThiS iS Well exemplifled by the conat市 e altemation

such as below.

(3。 26)ao  John ate the apple in an houn

b.*John ate atthe apple in an houn

(3.27)a. John ate the apple up.

b.*John ate atthe apple up.

In(3。 26)and(3。 27),the intemal argument measures the progress ofthe event when it is

a direct ol町 eCt,but not when it is an obliquc otteCto The only events that are lncasured

out by the direct ottect Can be compatible with the J4-time adverbial and the particle η,

both of which require the completion of an event.The same analysis has been lnade in

other languages such as IDutch(Van HOut 2000)and(Gellllan(Kratzer 2004).In still

other languages, such as Finnish and Estonian, the silnilar altemation is obseⅣ ed

through changes in case marking instead of changes in grammatical relations(Kiparsky

1998,Ackeman and Moore 2001).
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The silnilar effect can be obseⅣ ed in argument altemations such as the locative

altemation.

(3。 28)a.Jeremiah sprayed the paint on the wall.

b.  Jerelniah sprayed the wall with the paint.

(3.29)a.JOSiah cleared the dishes froln the table.

b.  Josiah cleared the table ofthe dishes.

In this altemation,the theme must be something like a material that can be consumed

over tilne,and the location is something that can contain,or be free ot the lnateriale

According to Tenny(1994),both intemal arguments of verbs like¥フ rη and θ′θαr are

able to lneasure out the event,and that is why these verbs can appear in both variants of

the locat市c altemation with a different choice ofthe direct otteCt・

In addition,Borer(1998)claimS that the well― estあlished distinction between

unergatives and unaccusatives can be boiled down to the difference of their aspectual

notlons.

(3.30)a.The lake froze{in/*fOr)an hOur.

bo The candle melted{in/*fOr}an houn

ce The bam collapsed{in/*fOr}an houn

d.The concert ended{in/*fOr}an houn

(3.31)a.Mary laughed{for/*in}an hOun

b. Josie danced{fOr/*in}an hOun

co Martha sang{for/*in}an houn

do Mary sneezed{fOr/*in}an hOun

Indeed,it seems generally trlle that unaccusative verbs in(3。 30)have a natural endpoint

ofthe event,but unergative verbs in(3。 31)do nOt・

These considerations lead Tenny(1992, 1994)to conClude that it is an intemal

temporal strLICmre Of events that creates a linking regularity between lexical semantics
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and syntaxo Her ideas converge into the Aspectual lnterface Hypothesis(AIH)giVen in

(3。 32).

(3。 32)∠ψθε′να′ルJθr/aCθ 翼″θ″乃θSお

“

刀

The universal principles of lnapping between thematic stlutcture and syntactic

argument strtlcmre are govemed by aspectual propertieso Constraints on the

aspecmal prOperties associated with direct intemal arguments,indirect intemal

arguments,and extemal arguments in syntactic stmcture constrains[siC]the

kinds of event participants that can occupy these positions.Only the aspectual

part ofthematic strLICture is visible to the universal linking principles.

(Tenny 1994:2)

The AIH clailns that it is the aspectual component of thematic roles that govems the

linking of arguments to syntax.As is clear froln the last line, the AIH can be a

reflnclnent of the lUTAH.That is, the AIH deflnes what facets of thelnatic roles

constitute a factor that deterlnines the syntactic position ofarguments.

Howevet this line of argumentation may be l比 Lrned down by several iΠ llnediate

exceptions.For example,Jackendoff(1996)showS that there is a clear casc in which

even obliquc PP complement can be a delil■ iter ofthe event,when it is quantifled.

(3。 33) Bill loaded the trLICk With dirt{in/(*)fOr}an hOun

Bill loaded the trtlck with threc tons of dirt{in/*fOr}an hOun

(JaCkendOff 1996:347)

In(3。 33b),the quantiied material clearly acts as an incremental theme which measures

out the whole event.5 Therefore,the AIH does not hold,as it stands,in the locative

altemation.

FurtheⅡnore,Levin and Rappaport Hovav(1995)demonStrate that there are some

cases in which unaccusative verbs can be atelic.

ａ

　

　

ｂ
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Also,there are some cases in which unergative

interpreted as telic(MCClure 1994).

The ball rolled for two lninutes。

The ball bounced for a full lninutes.

The stew cooked for allnost an houn

Mary won

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:72)

verbs,which are often atelic,can be

(3。 34)

(3。 35)

(3.36)

(3.37)
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{*fOノin}an hOun

unaccusative verbs can be either telic or atelic according to theMore crucially, solne

context.

Ｔｈｅ
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soup cooled{in/fOr}ive minutes.

train descended{in/fOr}ive minutes.

Therefore, it must be concluded that there is no clear― cut relationship between the

unergative/unaccusative distinction and their aspecmal prOpertiese

lnstead,Levin and Rappaport Hovav(1995)delnOnstrate that the stative/eventive

distinction is not relevant to the unergative/unaccusative distinction,but to the existence

of agentivity of the event.For example,verbs of spatial conflguration like s′ α
“
グare

unergat市es when they take animate suttectS tO have a``maintain position"meaning,as

in(3。 37a),but they are unaccusatives when they take inanilnate suttectS and have a

``simple position"meaning,as in(3。 37b).

Yvonne stood alone(in the hal■ Ⅳay)fOr six houn

The stame st00d*(in the comer).

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:127)

Note that there is no difference between the two sentences in their sentential aspect:that

ａ
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is,they are both atelic.

In fact,what is relevant to distinguish stative predicates seems to be whether there

is a conce市able agent in the evento For example,the suttect Of/rな 乃′θ4-type psych

verbs may be constrtled as a cttset whereas the suttect Ofル αr―type psych verbs is

clearly a theme(ci Belletti and Rizzi 1988,Pesctsky 1995).ThiS Seems evident from

the following examples.

(3。 38)a.Mary fears{ghOStS/big dogs}。

b. {Big dOgs/*Ghosts}frighten Mary。

(3。 39)ao Mary feared another possible tomado.

b.*Another possible tomado frightened Mary。

(PuSt可 OVSky 1991:67)

(]PeSetsky 1995:300)

Since the event depicted by/rlg乃 ′θκ iS α′θr4α J′ンーcauSed change of state in the

experiencer otteCt(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995),the SutteCt,being a causct

needs to have its referent in the acmal wOrld.In contrast,the event depicted byメ フαr iS

J“′θrηα′レーCaused change of state in the experiencer subieCt.Thus,any entity that comes

into experiencer's mind can be the ottect Ofthe verb.

The same differencc has to do with the possibility of the lniddle follllatiOno Many

researchers have suggested that only verbs that denote cxtemal causation can appear in

the middle constrllction(Keyser and Roeper 1984,Hale and Keyser 1987,Roberts 1987,

Zubizarreta 1987).ThuS,/rな 力た4-type psych verbs occur in the middle constrLICtiOn,

whileルαr―type pSych verbs do not。

(3。 40)a.JOhn frightens casily。

b. Little children amuse casily。

(3.41)a.*Elephants fears easily.

b。
*Paintings adnlire casily.

(Levin 1993:190)

(Levin 1993:191)

These considerations namrally lead

predicates is not accidental,and it cannot

that the linking of stative

purely aspectual terlns.In

us to conclude

be deterlnined in
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our theory9 on the other hand,the only difference betwcen unergative and unaccusative

verbs is whether or not the verb entails the agentive and fol肛 nal qualia that are relevant

to the mapping fronl lexical semantics to syntaxo The next section will discuss the

irther details on this point。

3。4.Split lntransitivity and Causativity

The argument in the last subsection gives a conclusion that we cannot deflne

unergatives and unaccusatives in te三 二1lS Of aSpectual properties of predicateso lt is also

our conclusion that types ofpredicates cannot be classifled in teⅡ ns ofthematic roles of

argumentso lnstead, our linking strategy will provide a unifled way of understanding

split intransitivity and causativity。

Nov/,we haVe two different types of semantic representation for predicates that

have been called``unergative verbs"。 The flrst type is exemplifled by verbs like Jα ttttt in

(3.42),where nO clear result ofthe action is entailedo We may call these predicates``trLIC

unergatives".

(3。42) laugh

QUALIA=CONST=laughing_manner(―→el)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Following the linking rLlle in(3。 8a),the Syntactic realization ofル ″gtt will be as(3。 43).
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(3.43)
← Qだ aCt(el*,X)

VP

|

|

``laugh"

In(3.43),the lexical verb may not prttect at VR SinCe the verb does not have the fomal

quale to prqect any intemal arguments(ci Halle and Marantz 1993)。 Altemat市 ely9 it is

also theoretically possible to assume that there is no VP,and the lexical verb is inserted

directly into aソ (Ci Hale and Keyser 1993).

The second type of unergative verbs is exemplifled by verbs such as l〃 α′た in

(3.44),where a result subevent l■ ust take place as a result ofthe action named by the

verb.Speciflcally9 the action ofwalking lnust be followed by the lnovement ofthe agent。

Therefore,these predicates specify both the agentive and fonnal qualia in their lexical

semantic representations.

(3.44)walk

QUALIA=CONST=walking_manner(― →el)

FORMAL=move(e2,x,ガ

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Actually9 this representation must be seen as an instance of causative predicates,since

there are an action part and a result part ofthe evento We may call this type ofpredicates

``fake unergatives"or``hidden causatives".The reasons why the verb wα Jた is usually

treated as an instance of unergative verbs is that the forlnal quale of the verb may or

may not be praccted in the syntax,since it is not headed lexicallyo When the fo二 11lal
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quale ofwαルis not prdected in the syntax,the salne syntactic conflguration asル 院多 in

(3。 43)comeS Out.Furthellllore,CVen when it is headed(recei宙ng some contexmal

requirement),there is no o可 eCt a7ppeared in the sentence,since the actor and the mover

holds the same semantic value;hence,the forlner needs to bind the latter syntactically

as in(3。 45).

Xj

← QF:mOVe(e2*,x,y)

|

``walk"

Actually9 this is the syntactic stmcture for causative predicates.Of course,1クα′たcan be

atelic,thanks to the durative predicate αθ′in the agentive qualia.But it can also be telic

when the forlnal quale is headed and a transit市 e event strLICmre is act市 ated(eog.」 b乃
“

wαJルグ′θ ttθ s″′Jθη J刀 ゴθ
“

J“″α).The Obligatory goal phrase in a telic interpretation

ofwα Jた conflHns the validity of our solution.

Unaccusative verbs can also be divided into two types。 One case is what wc have

already seen by the verb bκ αたin(3。 16)above.The verb brθαた,repeated here in(3.46),

is lexically a causative,and has two options for syntactic realization of its arguments,

according to whether the agentive quale ofthe verb is proJected in the syntax or not。

← Qだ aCt(el*,X)(3.45)

P
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(3。46) break

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9broken)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

When the agentive quale of b4θ αたis not proJected in the syntax,the inchoative strtlcture

as in(3。 47)comeS Out.

(3.47)

← QF:be(C2*,シ broken)

broken

``break"

In(3。 47),the target of lexical insertion is the combination of V and its constanto The

emptyソ may be prqected above vP in accordance with the recent syntactic cotteCmre

that all predicates have split verbal pracctions(ci ChOmsky 1995).Again,it is also

theoretically possible that there is no ν for unaccusative predicates.

The other case ofunaccusative verbs is lnanifested by verbs of existence like arzs′ .

These verbs do not lexicalize any activity ofthe event,and thus have no agentive quale.

(3。 48) exist

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(el*,X,in the world)

Assume that verbs of existence contain the constant Jκ ttθ wθ r″ as the second argument

of the follllal quale(ci Kageyama 1996).Then,the forlnal quale of the verb must be

headed to be proJected in the syntax, giving risc to the following syntactic
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conflguration.

(3.49)

← QF:be(Cl*,X,in the world)

in the world

“exist"

This is acmally the same strtlcture as one for the inchoative b“ θαた.Truly,the difference

between b″αたand("じ Js′ cannot be obseⅣ able from the syntax.Howevet there is a clear

difference between the two predicates in their lexical semantics. In fact, due to the

existence of the agentive quale in the lexical semantic representation,only the follller

ilnplies the existence of the agent even in the inchoative useo The lattett on the other

hand,has no implied cause for the event,since it does not lexicalize the agentive quale.

This is also evident from the fact that cχ お′,unlike bκ 〕αれ doeS nOt have the transitive

causative usc(eog.*gttθ ヵ
“
θνS“αttθ

“
α′Jε Jα

“
ιχお′θグα sθル′Jθη′θ ttθ ′κ)b′θ

“
).ThuS,

we rnay call verbs like cχ Js′ ``trtle unaccusatives".

To recapilに1late:The traditional view of split intransitivity has been established by

making reference to the syntactic difference of intransitive verbso However, a closer

look at the lexical semtttics of those predicates reveals that there is an essential

semantic distinction within unergatives and unaccusativeso ln practice,some unergatives

(e.ge,Wα ′り and sOme unaccusat市 es(e.g。 ,inchoat市 cわκαり haVe causat市 e namre in

their lexical semantic representationso Their apparent unergativity or unaccusativity is

just a result ofthe linking pattems for those predicates.Our linking strategy can account

for the difference not only bθ白″θθη unergatives and unaccusatives but also И万′乃J“

unergatives(true VSo fake)and unaccusatives(inchOative vso truc).These differences are
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actually crtlcial fbr their sensitivity to certain lexical semantic operations,which will be

discussed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 4:VP―internal Argument Alternations

ln this chapteち  I detail how the strategy of argument realization by the effect of

evcnt― hcadedness works for scvcral phenomena of VP― intemal argument altemations.

Of particular importance in this case sttdy is that thosc altemations that do not exhibit

any logical semantic change between variants should be dealt with without pos仇 1lating

any αグ乃θε lexical nlles or enumerating homonymous lexical itelns, cither of which

necessarily differentiates logical semantics of altemating verbso hstead, selectional

mappings via cvent― headedness, discussed in section 3。2, can be viewed as a

well― folπnedness condition on the interface between syntactic and semantic categories of

thosc altemationso A mttor COnsequence of this a/pproach is that any syntactic phrase

cannot be interpreted outside of the semantic or pragmatic context within which it

appears.

4。 1。 Event Head Shifting

lnstances of argument altemations in English can be classifled into several types

in te]Πns of their semantic namre thrOugh the altemation.As mcntioned in scction l。 2,

some altemations such as the locative altemation show no logical semantic difference

between variants,while others such as the llliddle altemation display a particular shift in

evenmality. Given that the lexical semantic representation of a predicate provides a

indamental part for the interpretation of a clause,it is nalに lral for a generative lnodel of

the lexicon to conclude that no lexical ambiguity is obseⅣ ed when no difference in the

logical lneaning between variants existso ln other words,argument altemations without

any logical semantic shift through the altemation must be derived fronl the identical

lexical semantic representation of a predicate.

In fact,the linking strategy developed in the last chapter predicts that argument

altemations without a logical semantic change are exactly lnotivated by different rnodes

of mapping from qualia to syntax. In particulat if a predicate has multiple semantic

contents in the qualia strLICture,the approach indicates that licensed prttectiOns from a

particular qualia role should also be multipleo Thus,in the presence of lnore than one
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proJectable qualia role,the mechanisln of event― headedness acts as a fllter to constrain

the set of proJectable qualia,so that only the headed event proJects the conflguration

associated with its qualia value.

To demonstrate this principle,consider the lexical semantic representation of an

abstract predicate α,where the intemal arguments χ andノ are bound by two different

relational predicates in the forlnal quale:

(4。 1) α

QUALIA=FORMAL=Pl(el,X,y)

P2(e2,y9x)

According to the linking rLlle discussed in(3.8b),repeated here as(4.2),there are two

possible m町〕pings ofthose intemal arguments,as shown in(4.3).

(4。 2)QF:P(e,X,y)一 →
[vP X[v′ Vy]]

(4。 3)a.QF:Pl(el,X,y)一 →
[vP X[v′ Vy]]

b・ QF:P2(e2,y9x)一→
[vP y[v′ VX]]

Nov7,the linking strategy in ten田 [s of event― headedness will provide a general way for

the selection of sct of proJectable qualia.Speciflcally9 event― headedness will detelllline

that arguments associated with the headed subevent will be selected for the lnapping to

a syntactic strLICmre,while the headless subevent will be sttα JbИ′θグto be syntactically

inerto Then,we have at least two possible praCCtions for the follllal quale of α,

indicated in(4.4)and(4.5),respectively。

(4。4)a.

b.

(4.5)a.

b.

QF:Pl(el*,X,ガ

QF:P2(e2,光 x)

QF:Pl(el,X,y)

QF:P2(e2*,y9x)

→
 [vP X[v′ Vy]]

―)sttαあ wθグ

ー)sttαあ wθグ

‐〉
[vP y[v′ VX]]
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I clainl in the rest of this chapter that this is the only mechanisln oflna■ y VP―intemal

argument altemations associated with intemal arguments of a predicate.

Here,notice importantly that in our proposal for the event head assigninent in

English,repeated here as(4。 6),the COndition(4.6面 )is different in its quality from the

other two.That is,only the condition(4.6面 )can refer to the pragmatic context of the

utterance,while the other two are strictly lexical properties of an item.

(4。 6)Zνθ″′」張フαグ/ss″gη

“
θη′(EngJおり

A subevent of a predicate lnust be headed,indicated by c*,if and only if

(i) it inv01ves a constant;or

(五 )itS manneノinstmment/theme is le対cally speciied;or

(面 )it iS Semantically or pragmatically focused.

This indicates precisely that the choice of pr● eCtable qualia in VP― internal argument

altemations may be dete]Πnined pragmaticallyo ln fact, we will sce in the following

sections that VP― intemal argument altemations only exhibit a pragmatic effect through

the altemation.In other words,there is no logical semantic difference in the altemations,

since nothing other than the rnapping pattems changes through the altemationo The only

relevant factor of event― head shifting is a pragmatic focus given by(4。 6面 ).

4。 2。 The Locative Alternation

Perhaps,the most demonstrative phenomenon for the mechanisln of event head

shifting is provided by the locative altemation in(4。 7).

(4。 7) 二θθα′JソθИルcr4α′Jθη

a.  Jack sprayed paint on the wall。

b.Jack sprayed the wall with paint.  (Levin 1993:51)

In this altemation,two intemal arguments associated with a themc(or a“ 10Camm"

(C)lark and Clark 1979))and a 10cation are realized as the direct otteCt and the oblique
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0可 eCt Ofthe verb.Thereby9 the altemation constimtes a typical example of VP― intemal

argument altemations.Following RI)p辱 )Ort and Lc宙n(1988),I will refer to the

COnStrLICtiOn type in(4.7a)as``10Cative variant"and that in(4.7b)as``1″ J′乃―variant"。

The locative altemation has attracted much attention in the literal比 lre,and many

smdies have been made on the mode of different realizations oftwo intemal arguments

of the verb.Although there are some proposals that attempt a syntactic account for this

altemation(e.g。 ,Larson 1990),it WOuld be safe to conclude that the relatedness between

the variants in the locative altemation should not be capmred by any transfolttnational

rtlles,since the properties that lnotivate the altemation and selectional restrictions on

verbs and arguments signiflcantly diverges from other productive diathesis altemations,

such as passivization(Ci]Baker 1997).In general,a weakness of syntactic approaches to

argument altemations is a lack of constraints on the changes that transformations could

effect.In what follows,we focus our attention only on lexical semantic approaches to

VP― intemal argument altemations.

Previous lexical semantic approaches to the locative altemation can be broadly

divided into two groupse One, which l call ``lexical derivation approach", is the

a/pproach that derives lexical semantic representations of a predicate fronl its original

meaning template by lneans of speciflc lexical rules.The other is the approach that lists

lexical items that show idiosyncratic meanings and subcategorization properties as

distinct entries. The latter is usually called ``sense enumeration approach", which is

critically discussed in section l。 3。

Confonning to the flrsttype is the approach taken by Rappaport and Levin(1988)。

They propose a lexical semantic operation called``Lcxical Subordination"to account for

the pattems of argument realization between two variants of the locative altemation。

Roughly speaking,Lexical Subordination is an operation to expand the lexical semantic

representation of change― of-location verbs in(4。 8a)intO that of change― of―state verbs in

(4.8b)by subOrdinating the original meaning ofthe verb.

(4.8) 二αじJθα′Sν bθ rdi″α′Jθη

a. [X Cause[ytO COmeto be atz]]
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b.[[X Cause[zto cOmetO be in STATE]BY M[EANS OF[x cauSe[ytO COme

to be at z]]]            (Rappapo■ and Levin 1988:26)

According to Rappaport and Levin(1988),the LCS in(4。 8a)represents the meaning of

the locative variants,while the LCS in(4。 8b)of the l〃 J′乃―variants.Since their linking

rLlleS require that the irst argument of a change event(iec.,the suttect Of“ tO come to

be")qualittes for the mapping to the direct intemal argument of a verb,the theme(y)in

(4。 8a)and the 10cation(z)in(4。 8b)will be proJected tO the direct ottect pOSition in the

syntax。

An example of the second type of可 )proaChes is found with Jackendoff(1990)

and Mamta(1997).They mm their attention to the synonymity of locat市 e altemation

verbs with other classes of verbs that do not participate in the altemation.For example,

Jθαグin a locative― variant is sil■ilar both in its meaning and follll to the verb」ρ
"′

in

(4.9b),While′θαグin a wJ励―vttittt to the verb bν ′たr in(4。 10b)。

(4。 9)a. Blll loaded hay onto the trLICk.

bo Martha putthe book onto the counter.

(4。 10)a.Bill loaded the tnlck(With haガ .

b.Harry buttered the bread(with Cheap margarinc).

These considerations il― ediately lead thenl to conclude that there are hⅣ o different

verbs that participate in the locative altemation.For thenl,it is purely accidental that the

locat市c altemation verbs,such as Jθ α4 haVe twO different meanings represented in

(4。 1la)and(4.1lb),WhiCh corespond to the two variant ofthe locative altemation.

(4。
11) [CAUSE([

[CAUSE([

ａ

　
　

ｂ

]i,[GO([   ]j,[TO([   ]k)])])]

]i,[INCH[BE([CONSTANT],[ON[ L])]])]

(Maruta 1997: 102-103)

merely involves two homophonous verbs that do
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not related directly to each othen

Howeveち  neither approach is far from succeeding in accounting for the trLle

nature of the locative altemation.First,there is no independently-1■ otivated ground in

the lexical derivation approach with respect to the applicability of lexical rtlles and the

well―forlnedness conditions on derived lexical representationso Consider the following

pairs of examples:

(4。 12)a.Tamara poured water into the bowl。

b.*Talnara poured the bowl with wate■

(4。 13)a.*June cOvered the blanket over the baby.

b. June covered the baby with the blanket。

(Lcvin 1993:51)

(Levin 1993:51)

It is certainly tme that not all locative verbs freely exhibit the locative altematione

According to Levin(1993),verbS Ofputting(e.g。 ,′νちSθ″),Verbs ofpouring(C.g.,′θνr,

ル″)and Verbs of coiling(eogっ θθJJ,cν rの dO nOt altemate,a/ppearing only in the

locat市e variant,as in(4。 12)。 On the Other httld,verbs of■ 1ling(eog。 ,θttαrgθ,ノ′の,verbs

of covering(eog.,εθαちεονθr),verbS Of Closing(e.g。 ,bJθεた,ε Jθsθ),Verbs of surrounding

(eogっ θttθ,Sνr“νηの,verbS Of decorating(cogっ αあ
“
,ルεθκた)and verbs of

contaminating(eog.,cθ η′α
“

J4α′θ,′ J′たの appear Only in the wJ′乃―variant,as shown in

(4。 13).Froln the context of lexical derivation approach,example(4.12)indiCates that

Lexical Subordination does not apply to verbs like′ θνr,even though they are assumed

to have the LCS equivalent to(4。 8a).Pinker(1989)clailns in this regard that nlles like

Lexical Subordination should not be considered to apply all change―of‐location verbs,

but to be sensitive to``n劉

『
ow semantic classes"of locative verbs so that only locative

altemation verbs(c.gっ Ψrり ,′θαの can be an applicant ofthe rLlle.However,this is just

an instance of stipulation,unless the conditions of nal『 ow semantic classes of verbs are

properly explainedo Furthell■ lore,a lnore fatal problem in this approach arises as for the

examples in(4.13),where verbs like cθ ソθr necessarily enter into the argument

realization with their dし rJソθグlexical semantic representation(ioe.,(4.8b)),althOugh they

cannot discharge their arguments with their original lexical semantic representation(ioc.,
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(4。 8a))。 One cannot simply put aside this problem by assuming that σθソθr―type verbs

only lexicalize a semantic component associated with change― of―state,since these verbs

in fact entail a change― of二location,as we will discuss laten ln short,lexical derivation

approach could not help adlnitting that the practical consequences of lexical rLlleS are

highly unpredictable or totally accidental.

Secondly9 CarlsOn and Tanenhaus(1988)veri敦 ,by pSyCh01ogical experilnents,

that no signiflcant difference ofverbs is detected through the locative altemation in their

interpretability and the reaction tilne for interpretation.Their conclusion is that locative

altemation verbs merely show a``thematic ambiguity"(i.ee,Same lexical meaning but

different argument encoding)rather than a ``sense ambiguity"(i.e。 , different lexical

meanings).In this regard,sense enumeration approach,by itselt has a SeriOus risk to

increase the lexical burden, allowing morpho― phonologically identical predicates to

lexicalize every single meaning that they indicates as distinct lexical entries. This

treatlnent must be theoretically problematic,as wc have discussed in section l。 3,and

leaves lnany questions in terlns ofthe acquisition oflexical items。

Thirdly and most crtlciallyЪ  there is no way in both lexical derivation approach

and sense enumeration approach to capmre the 10gical semantic relation between the

two variants of the locative altemationo As clearly indicated by (4。 14)and (4。 15),

locative altemation verbs like ′θαグ always entail two result subevents, namely a

movement of a theme and a change of state in a location,whichever variant they appear

in.

(4.14)a.#JOhn 10aded the hay onto the wagon,

b.#John loaded the hay onto the wagon,

none ofthe hay lnoved.

the wagon was empty aftelwards.

(BCaVers 2006:48)

(4.15)a.#JOhn 10aded the wagon with the hay9 but none ofthe hay lnoved.

b。 #John loaded the wagon with the hay;butthe wagon was empty aftenvards.

(BCaVers 2006:48)

This entailment relation does not come out from the sense enumeration approach where

ｂｕｔ

　

ｂｕｔ
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two lcxical verbs in the locative altemation do not share any overlapped lexical

inforlnation.It is also difflcult in the lexical derivation approach to explain this semantic

relatedness, since the original lexical representation in (4。 8a)doeS nOt constitute a

proper subset of the derived lexical representation in(4。 8b).ThiS iS,in fact,a general

problem for all approaches that assume two or more distinct lexical semantic

representations for the altemations that do not show any logical semantic difference.

With these problelns in lnind,we now show how the linking strategy by lneans of

event― headedness captures the locative altemation corectlyo We begin by describing the

qualia strtlcmre Of 10cat市 e altemation verbs such as Ψrη in(4.16).

(4.16) spray

QUALIA=CONST=y:spray

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

bc(e3*,z,旦 prayed)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

In(4.16),two result subevents,one is associated with a movement of a theme and the

other with a change of state in a location,are lexicalized in the fo二 二1lal quale,where the

location argument(z)of the verb is bound lexically by both relational predicates,

producing the logical entailment relation obseⅣ ed in(4。 14)and(4。 15)above。
l Given

that locat市 c altemation verbs le対 cally specify the valuc of the theme argument,as

indicated by the fact that they all have homophonous result nonlinals denoting a theme

(Ci Clark and Clark 1979), c2 is lexically headed under the condition (4。 6五
)。

2

Furthermore,c3of平 フr`ッ,with the constant     ,Inust also be headed under the

condition(4。 6i)e ThuS, according to our linking nlle given in(4.2), there are two

possibilities in the lnapping from the forlnal quale ofsρ rαノto the syntax。

What happens for this kind of rnultiply―headed verbs lnight,at flrst sight,be that

we need to assume two VP layers(plus OneソP layer)in order tO praCCt two VP

StrLICmres in accordance with the linking rLlle in(4.2).
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(4.17)
Ｖ

　

　

Ｖ

ｙ

　
　
ｚ

Ｐ

　

　

Ｐ

Ｖ

　

　

Ｖ

ａ

　

　

ｂ

move(e2*,勇 z)

be(e3*,z,到理製翌塁二)

VZ]]

V ttr翌旦d]]

Perhaps,the casiest way to achieve this syntactic conflguration is to posillate that there

霞e in fact threc(or mOre)verbal layers in syntax,as advocated by Ramchand(2008).

Howevet sevcral reasons will decline this proposal and suggest the validity of

two-layered verb phrases composed ofoneソ P and one V]R

First,two-layered verb phrases give the most namral explanation to the lilnit on

the number oftrlle arguments in namral language.It seems generally trLle that there are

up to three syntactic positions for gralnlnatical arguments in a clause of every language,

though actual events in the world often involve more than three participants.For

example,Fillmore(1968)argueS that a semantic frame of commercial transaction,at

least,requires four event participants:a seller,a buyer,goods,and lnoneyo Howevet no

single lexical item can express these four participants as trLle argumentso Then, the

speaker is forced to select an appropriate predicate(c.g。 ,Sθ〃,b″y,′αノ)acCOrding to the

context or his viewpoint about the situation.

Second,two-layered verb phrases directly explicate Willialns'(1981)distinction

between extemal and intemal argumentso As we have scen in section 3.4,the so― called

split intransitivity is reducible to their lexical sclnantic conflgurations,which reflect

their lnorpho― syntactic bchaviors。 On the onc hand,Burzio(1986)argueS that only

unaccusatives can folttn′ 乃θκ―constluctions,since they lack an extemal argument in the

syntax.On the other hand, Levin and Rappaport Hovav(1995)show that Only

unergatives can take a non― subcategorized otteCt in several constrLICtiOns, such as

resultat市 e constmctions(Simpson 1983),cognate Ottect COnstmctions(MaSSam 1990)

and wη―constrLICtiOns(Marantz 1992),sinCe they lack an intemal argument associated

with the direct ottect in Syntax◆ Furthermore,several word fo二 11lation processes,such as

―θr sufflxation(Levin and Rappaport 1988,Rappaport and Lcvin 1992)and attectiVal

pass市e forlnation(Lc宙 n and Rappl叩 ort 1986), need the reference to the

extema1/intemal division of semantic arguments. These differences are namrally

capmred by the distinct syntactic positions of semantic arguments in the two-layered
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verb phrases.

Finally,two― layered verb phrases automatically take account of relative hierarchy

among semantic arguments by their syntactic positions at a base strllcmree Given that

the UPAH(or UTAH)is linguistically trLle,the syntactic position of semantic arguments

is a manifestation of their grammatical hierarchy(ci Baker 1997).Three_layered verbs

phrase,in contrast,must need the beneflt of some syntactic devices,such as″ηθソθl“θ
“
′

or cθ 4′7θ′of arguments,in order to f11l the unnecessarily increased syntactic slots in the

verbal prdeCtiOns.From these inconveniences in positing a threc― (Or mOre)― layered

verb phrase,two-layered VP strLICtures such as one that Chomsky(1995)suggeStS Will

be assumed in this thesis.

Tuming down the possibility ofexpanding verbal praCctions,what we need now

is a method to select a proper subevent froln the multiply― headed fol日 nal qualia of

locat市e altemation verbso Here,I claim that the condition(4。 6面 )is the Oneo That is,

what distinguishes the argument realization in two variants of the locative altemation is

a pragmatic focus provided by a speciflc context.

It is well― smdied that there is a subtle nuance of the lneaning in the two variants

of the locative altemation. One of the most notable semantic differences is that

participants realized as the direct otteCt receive what has been traditionally called the

``holistic effect"(Anderson 1971,1977).

(4。 18)a.#JOhn 10aded the hay onto the wagon,but left some hay to f11l the trLICk.

b.  John loaded the hay onto the wagon,but left some space lor the grain.

(]BCaVers 2006:48)

John loaded the wagon with the hay;but left some hay to f11l the trLICk。

#John loaded the wagon with the haltt butleft some space for the grain.

(4.19)
ａ

　

　

ｂ

(]BCaVers 2006:48)

In(4。 18a)and(4。 19b),arguments that are realized as the direct otteCt are interpreted as

being``entirely affected"by the event named by the verb.This interpretation does not

hold for the oblique otteCt,as(4。 18b)肛ld(4.19a)ShOWS.Notice in this regard,howeve鳥
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that this interpretation is lnerely a pragmatic effect,as suggested by Jeffries and Willis

(1984),who arguc that thc holistic effect is naturany cancelable according to the context

and that some verbs(e.g。 ,励 άJ4)leXiCally entail the holistic effect on the direct otteCt

regardless of the constrLICtiOno The following examples,drawn from Bcavers(2006),

allnost dcmonstratc the samc point.

(4。 20)a. [In a cOntextin which only halfofthe hay lnust be lnoved]

John loaded the hay onto the wagon,and we can putthe restin the trLICk。

b.?The painter sprayed the paint onto the wall,and used what was leftto paint

the ceiling. (BCaVers 2006:51-52)

Kinl loaded the car with the books,but did not f11l the driver's seate

Kiln smeared her face with the mud,but carei11ly avoiding getting any

into her eyes。                     (BcaVers 2006:52)

(4.21) ａ
　

　

ｂ

Thus,it is now well― Inotivated that the holistic interpretation is derived from neither

selnantic restriction of the const■ lction nor any syntactic property of the direct otteCt,

but from the contexmal infOrlnation associated with pragmatic focus shared by the

speaker and the hearer(Carter 1984).More Speciflcally9 the speaker put a focus on the

subevent denoting a lnovement of a theme when he uses the locative variant,while the

speaker pays more attention to the change of state in a location when he uses the

wJ励―variant(Pinker 1989)。 Our COnclusion is that this pragmatic focus offers a key to

understand which result subevent of locative altemation verbs is constrLled aS being

more salient than the other in order to be ma7pped onto the syntax.

Now,let us illustrate the realization of locative altemation verbs by using oPrcソ in

(4。 16).When e2 of ψrり,the movement subevent,is pragmatically focused,the

realization patteJn in(4。 22)comeS intO effect,and the locative variant such as(4.7a)

comes out.(A doubly― headed subevent is indicated by two stars superscripted on the

event argument,c**。 Here,just for argument's sake,the c〔 msat市e version of argument

realization is shown,by putting an event head on el in the agentive quale,though the

inchoative version ofrealization is also possible when contexmal conditions are lnet。 )
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(4.22)a. JaCk Sprayed paint on the wall。

b・ QA:aCt(el*,X)一 ⇒
[νP X[ソ

′ソVP]]

QF:mOVe(e2**,y9z)一 →
[vP y[v′ VZ]]

QF:be(e3*,z,   )→ Sttαあwθグ

C・   ソP     ← QA:aCt(el*,X)

＼
Jack聯

/＼
ソ     VP     ← QF:mOVe(e2**,y9z)

/＼
painち      V′

/＼
V      on the wallz

ln the locat市 e variant,el and e2 oflocat市 e altemation verbs will be prtteCted On the

syntactic strLICmre,as in(4.22c),a10ng with their semantic arguments,while e3 will be

shadowed.

On the other hand,when e3 offprα ッ,a change― of―state subevent,is contexmally

highlighted,it is selected as a lnapping subevent,so that the realization pattem in(4。 23)

comes into effect.

(4.23)a.JaCk Sprayed the wall with paint.

b・ QA:aCt(el*,X)一 ⇒
[ッPX[ソ

′ν VP]]

QF:mOVe(e2*,y9z)一→sttαあWθグ

QF:be(e3**,z,SpraVed)→ [vP Z[v′ V ttraved]]
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ソP ← QA:aCt(el*,X)

＼
Jack磯

/＼
VP ← QF:be(e3**,z,SpraVed)

/＼
the wallz V′

/＼
spraved

The syntactic stnlcmre in(4.23c)emerges for the wj励 ―variant of locat市 e altemation,

though it does not contain the theme argumento ln fact,the phonological output of the

stmcmre(4.23c)must be■ 7εたψrのノθグルθM/1α J′.This implies that the surface realization

of a theme argument is not obligatory in the″ Jルーvariant(JaCkendoff 1990,MarLlta

1997).Indeed,the theme argumentin wJ励 ―variants is a deねult argument that appears in

the sentence only by discourse conditions(ci VerspOor 1997).

Jack sprayed the wall(with paint).

Jack sprayed the wall with{*spray/quick drying chemical spray}.

V

(4。 24) ａ

　

　

ｂ

This scems a case for all locat市 e altemation verbs,including verbs of smearing(cog。 ,

滅7νb,s“θαぅ,Verbs of spraying(eog.メ ソr`ツ,ψrJ4〃θ),Verbs ofloading(e.g.,′ θαこ′J′θ)

and verbs of cramming(e.g.,cκ
“

,s′4つ .A similar account can be made for the

unaccusative version of the locative altemation (SalkOff 1983) and the 10cative

altemation with verbs ofremoval(Lc宙n and Rappa/po■ Hovav 1991).

The represented pattems of argument realization are supported by several

elnpirical data.First of all,the holistic effect,observed in(4.18)and(4e19),qualifles as

the direct evidence of a pragmatic focus on the subevent to be mapped in the syntax.

Presumably,this interpretation is produced by the tendency of our general cognition to

understand that those participants associated with the foregrounded subevent are more
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affected than those participants associated with the backgrounded subevent, and that

some physical property such as``wholeness"is the rnost appreciable scale for lneasuring

affectedness on the direct ottect ofthe verb(ci Dowty 1991).

Second,end― focus items,such as νρ and θソθr―,can be attached only to verbs in

the wJ励―variant(Fraser 1971).

(4.25)a。
*He 10aded νρ the goods onto the wagon.

bo  He loaded νρ the wagon with the goods.

(4.26)a.*Hary θソθrわαこたグhay onto the wagon.

b. Halry θソθrJθαルグthe wagon with hay.

(]Fraser 1971:607)

(]Fraser 1971:607)

This fact receives a simple explanation under our linking strategyo As the nalne suggests,

the end― focus particlc%p lnodifles a completion of the event(ci Tenny 1994),and the

preix θソθr― indicates a spacial excess of the location(Kageyama and Yumoto 1997).

Since both ofthem refer crllcially to the flnal subevent denoted by the verb,these itelns

are only compatible with the ИノJ′乃―variant, where the flnal subevent of the verbs is

pragmatically focused.

Third,Levin and Rappaport Hovav(1991)pOint Out that the direct obiect in the

locative variant is prefeFed tO be a physical o可 ect.

(4.27)a.*Thejudge cleared guilt from the accused.

bo Thejudge cleared the accused ofguilt.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1991:143)

This constitutes l■ rther evidence of a pragmatic focus on the subevent lnapped to the

syntax.Our linking strategy predicts that in the locative variant,the rnovement subevent

is pragmatically focusedo Howevet it is strikingly peculiar for the cognitive faculty to

detect anあ stract concept by its physical movement in the world(eog.*Gν Jル

“
θソω

/ra“ 励θ αθθttθの .

The result is irther conflHned by several syntactic considerations.Jackendoff
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(1990a)prOVides lnuch data that can be considered as syntactic phenomena to indicate

the strtlctural hierarchy obseⅣ ed by two intemal arguments oflocative altemation verbs.

All of theln suggest some asymrnetry betwecn a thcmc and a location in the locative

altel田[atiOn.Examples(4.28)to(4。 32)suggeSt that in the locative variant the thelne

argument is located at the higher syntactic position than the location argument。

(4.28)2να″′θr BJ4冴
“
g

a.  1 loaded every bookJinto itsJ proper box。

b.*1 loaded itsJ proper contents into every boxJ.  (JaCkendoff 1990a:432)

(4。29)″夕αたC“SSθソθr

a.  Which booksj did you load into theirj proper boxes?

b.*Into which boxJ did you load itsj proper contents?(JackendOff 1990a:432)

(4。30)S写フθr′θrJヶ

a.  Which books did you load into which boxes?

b.?*Which boxes did you load which books into?  (Jackendoff 1990a:433)

(4.31) θαε乃.… ′乃θθ′乃θr

a.  1 loaded each set ofbooks into the other's box.

b.*1 loaded the other's proper contents into each box.(JackendOff 1990a:433)

(4.32)Ncgα′Jソθ PθわrJク ルθ
“
S

a.  1loaded none ofbooks in any ofthe broken boxes.

b.*1loaded any ofthe books in none ofthe broken boxes.

(JaCkendOff 1990a:434)

In contrast,in the l″ J′乃―variant the location argument is considered to be located at the

higher syntactic position than the theme argument.

(4。 33)2να″′θr BJ″冴昭

a.  1 loaded every boxj with itsJ proper contents。

b.*1 loaded itsJ proper box with every bookj.     (JaCkendoff 1990a:432)
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(4。 34) ИをαたCrOssθソθr

ao Which boxj did you load with itsi proper contents?

b.*Which booksj did you load thierj proper boxes with?

(JaCkendOff 1990a:432)

(4。35)S写フθrJθ r″ン

a.  Which boxes did you load with which books?

b.?*Which books did you load which boxes with? (Jackendoff 1990a:433)

(4.36) θαε乃.¨ ′乃θθ′乃θr

a.  1loaded each box with the other's proper contents.

b.*1 loaded the other's box with each set ofbooks.(JaCkendoff 1990a:433-4)

(4。 37)Netα′Jνθ PθルrJヶ 力θ
“

S

a.  1loadcd nonc ofthc brokcn boxcs with any books。

b.*1loaded any ofthe broken boxes with none ofthe books.

(JaCkendOff 1990a:434)

⊂)learly,the results conforln to our syntactic strtlctures for the locative and l″ J′乃―variants,

given in(4。 22c)and(4。 23c),reSpectively.

Furthellllore, Our strategy can be naturally extended to the explanation of

non―altemating verbs in the locative altemation.Rccall that verbs like′ θνr only appear

in the locative variant,as shown in(4。 12).(ConSider the lexical semantic representation

of′θνr in(4。 38):

(4。 38) pour

QUALIA=CONST=pouring_manner(一 >e2)

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

Unlike locative altemation verbs,′θνr entails only one result subevent in the foll■ lal

quale,namely a movement ofthe theme(ci Pinker 1989).ThiS entailment relation can

be attested by the cancelability test as follows.
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(4。 39)a.#Tamara poured water into the tank,but none ofthe water acmally mOvede

bo Tamara poured water into the tank, but the tank was empty aften〃 ards

(beCause it has a hole).

Therefore,the reason why verbs like′ θνr cannot appear in the wJ′ 乃―variant is just that

they do not entail a subevent of change― of― state in their lexical semantics。

The simation is slightly different for non―altemating verbs like εθソθr in(4.13).

We propose that the lexical semantic representation ofε θソθr is something likc(4。 40).

(4。40) cover

QUALIA=CONST=y:cover

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

be(e3**9z,COVered)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

As well as locative altemation verbs,εθソθr haS two result subevents in the forlnal quale.

Therefore,the verb itself entails both result subevents in the wj′ 乃―variant。

(4。 41)a.#June covered the baby with the blanket,but the blanket didn't inove at all.

b.#June covered the baby with the blanket,but the baby was not surrounded

by the blanket.

It is also the same as locative altemation verbs that e2 of θθソθr,with a specifled theme,

and e3,with the constant⊆θソθrθJ,are bOth lexically headed.Soi the Only difference

between cθソθr and locative altemation verbs lies in its lexical semantic process of

foregrounding subeventso Notice that θθソθr necessarily requires its semantic focus on

the change―of―state subevent, in that the location needs to be interpreted as having a

holistic effect lexically.Thus,we cannot say洗 ″
“
θ εθソθκグルθ bαイン″J励 ′乃θbル″物′

without understanding that the whole body ofthe baby is surounded by the blanketo ln
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other words,for verbs like cθ ソθr,the semantic focus on the subevent associated with a

change of state is not provided pragmatically, but provided lexically by the verb.

Accordingly9 c3 of θθソιr rnust be selected,prior to e2,for the rnapping to syntax,so that

the onlyンソJ′乃―variant emanates exclusively.Among verbs that behave silnilarly to cθ ソθr,

the lexical semantic effect is produced by a physical holistic effect for verbs likeノ 〃and

s"r“ν44 whereas it is pro宙 ded by a psychologicaljudgment by the speaker for verbs

like dしθθrα′θ and′ J′′θr,such that the location increases or decreases its aesthetic valuc

by the action.

A signiflcant consequence of the selectional lnapping approach is that there is no

need to assume αグ乃θε lexical rules to capture argument altemations,nor to prepare two

or lnore lexical entries for a lexical item that shows a complementary polysemyo Rathe鳥

if we adopt the notion of event― headedness into the strategy of argument realization,

VP― intemal argument altemations, which do not show any logical semantic change

through the altemation, receive a straightfo]Rvard explanation in terlns of event― head

shifting.In the next section,we irther arguc that the dative altemation in English will

be explained by a silnilar lnechanisnl,with some lninor excursuses to be required on the

original methodology.

4。3。 Mapping from Telic and Qualia Expansion

ln this section,I clailn that the same analysis as the locative altemation goes for

the dative altemation with only small modiflcations to it.Like the locative altemation,

the dative altemation has two different syntactic frames for two intemal arguments of

three― place verbs.

(4.42)Dα′Jソθ∠′た
“

α′Jθ″

a. Bill sold a car to Tom.

b.Bill sold Toln a can (Levin 1993:46)

Typically9 the dative altemation is obseⅣ ed with verbs that denote a change of

possession in the theme,including verbs of giving(e.g.,gJνθ,sθ′のand Verbs of fumre
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having(eog.,6′υr,′Ю
“

JSθ
)・

I Will follow tradition and refer to the constrllction(4。 42a)

as``′θ―dative variant",whereas(4。 42b)as``dOuble otteCt Variant''.

The dative altemation has also been extensively smdied in the literal比 lre,and in

fact there are both lexical derivation approach(eog.,Speas 1990)and Sense enumeration

approach(cog。 ,Pinker 1989)to the altemate mode of argument realization.In particula鳥

it is often the case in the sense enumeration approach that the′ θ―dative variant is silnply

given a selnantic representation roughly along the line of`x CAUSE y TO GO TO z',

while the double oЦ ect variant is inmit市 ely associated with a semantic representation

of`x CAUSEzTO HAVE y'(ci Green 1974,Ochrle 1976).

However,silnilar remarks as in the case of the locative altemation readily apply9

since there is really no logical semantic change betwecn two variants of the dative

altemation(RttpapOrt Hovav and Lcvin 2008).3

(4.43)a.#My aunt gave some money to my brother for new skis,but he never gotit。

b.#My aunt gave rny brother some money for new skis,but he never gotit。

(Rappaport Hovav and Lcvin 2008:146)

(4.44)a.#My brOther sold his c田
・to C劉『oline,but she never owned it.

b.#My brother sold Carolinc his caち but she never owned it。

(Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2008:146)

(4。 43)and(4。 44)show that the verbs gJソ θ and sθ J′ entail a change of possession in the

theme,whichever variant ofthe dative altemation they appear in.

Now,let us suppose that the lexical semantic representation of the verb gJソ θ is

something like(4。 45).

(4.45) give

QUALIA=CONST=possession

FORMAL=move(e2,勇 z)

have(e3,z,y)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)
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In(4。 45),two result subevents,“θソθ and ttα ソθ(or mOre primit市 ely bθ_w〃乃(Kageyama

1996)),are entailed as the fomal value ofgJν θ,which must be constrtled as occurring in

the semantic fleld of``possession"。
4 Although these two result subevents are not headed

lexically9 without satisfying any condition g市 en in(4。 6)above,We simply assume that

one ofthem must be prtteCted at the syntax in order to``saturate''all trLle arguments of

the verb.We also suppose that el ofgJソθ must be headed lexically since the process of

possessional change requires intentional involvement of the agent in ownership

transactionso This is the reason why there is no inchoative version of the dative

altemation in English.

By analogy with the locative altemation, suppose that either result subevent of

gJソc in(4。 45)will be selected according to the pragmatic focus designed by the speaket

giving rise to the two different syntactic frames given below.

(4.46) ′θ―dative variant:[ソ PX[デ ツ[vP y[v′ V [tO Z]]]]]

double otteCt Variant:[ソ Px[ソ′ソ[vP Z[v′ Vy]]]]

For verbs of giving,the choice ofheaded result subevents is rather subtle,because

there is no conceivable difference between the process and the result of transactions in

acmal wOrld.But ifthere is a spatiotemporal expansion in the transfer ofthe theme(eege,

when there is a temporal gap betwcen the time of gi宙 ng and the time of recei宙 ng),the

pragmatic difference between the variants becomes remarkablee Considett for example,

the following pairs of sentences:

(4。 47) John gave his lnoney to the lnstinlte.

John gave the lnstinlte his lnoney。

For lnost speakers of English,(4.47a)is preferable when the presentation of the lnoney

has not completed yet(c.g.,in such a case that John gavc his properties to the lnstittlte

by a testament),whereas(4。 47b)is mOre suitable when the presentation has already

ａ

　

　

ｂ

ａ

　

　

ｂ
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completed at the utterance timc(ci Erteschik― Shir 1979).There may also be some

constraints from the discourse stnlcmre and infomation― packaging(Rappaport Hovav

and Levin 2008)。 According to Davidse's(1996)corpuS― based survey9 thirty out of

thirty― one examples(96.8%)of′ iω

“
おθ in the dative altemation are used in the double

OtteCt Variant。

Sevcral gralnlnatical phenomena support the syntactic asyΠ llnetry of two intemal

arguments at the underlying stmclure given in(4。 46)。 SpeCiflCally9 froln the result of the

following syntactic tests,the theme argument of′ θ―dative variants can be considered to

be base― generated higher than the goal argument(Larson 1988).

(4。 48) ∠″響 乃θr BJ“ (力

“
g

a.  I showed Mary to hersel■

b.*I showed herselfto Mary。  (Larson 1988:338)

(4。49)2クα″′′θr BJ″冴ηg

a.  I sent every checkJto itsJ owner.

b.??I sent hisj paycheck to every workerJ. (Larson 1988:338)

(4。50)π夕αたCttSsθソθr

a. Which checkj did you send to itsJ owner?

b.*Which workerj did you send hisj check to?    (Larson 1988:338)

(Ci*TO WhOm did you send which check?)

(4.51)SηフθrJθrJヶ

a.  Which check did you send to who?

b.*Whom did you send which check to? (Larson 1988:338)

(4。 52) θαc乃 .‥ ′乃θθ′乃θr

a.  I sent each boy to the other's parents.

b.*I sent the other's check to cach boy。   (Larson 1988:338)

(4.53)Netα′Jソθ Pθルrjク ルθ
“
S

a.  I sent no presents to any ofthe children。

b.*I sent any ofthe packages to none ofthe children。  (Larson 1988:338)
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In contrast,the goal argument lnust be base― generated higher than the theme argument

in double ottect variants(BarSS and Lasnik 1986).

(4。 54) И″響 乃θr BJη
`力
ηg

a.I showed John himself(in the miHOr).

b.*I showed himselfJohn(in the mirror).(BarsS and Lasnik 1986:347)

(4。 55)2να″′θr Bjη冴鋸

a.  I showed every friend,oflnine hisJ photograph.

b.*I showed itsjtrainer every lionJ。      (BarSS and Lasnik 1986:348)

(4。 56)″りαたC“SSθソθr

a. Which workerJ did you deny hisJ paycheck?

b.*Which paycheckj did he deny itsJ owner? (]BarSS and Lasnik 1986:348)

(4.57)S写フθrJθrJヶ

a.  Who did you give which book?

b.*Which book did you give who?      (]BarSS and Lasnik 1986:349)

(4.58) θαε乃.¨ ′乃θθ′乃θr

a.  I gave cach man the other's watch.

b.*I gave the other's trainer each lion.   (]Barss and Lasnik 1986:349)

(4.59)Netα ′Jソθ PθわrJク ルθ
“
s

a. I gave no one anything.

b.*I gave anyone nothinge     (IBarss and Lasnik 1986:350)

These data sufflciently conf1111l the Syntactic conflgurations oftwo variants ofthe dative

altemation given in(4.46),whiCh Our linking strategy colcctly predicts。

The study ofidiomatic expressions suggests the same point.Given that idiomatic

items are only composed of syntactic constiments(Katz and Postal 1964),it iS predicted

that dative altemation verbs take different syntactic units as idioms according to the

constrllctions they appear ino As shown in(4.60)and(4。61),thiS prediction is namrally

bome out.
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(4。60)〃 jθ

“
S/ra“ tO-6わ′JソθソαrJα

“
な

ao  bring Y to light,cary Y to extremes,send Y to the showers,take Y into

consideration,take Y to task,take Y to the cleaners,take Y to the hills,

throw Y to the wolves

b.  carry coals to Newcastle,tell it to the Marines

(4.61)」悶Jθ

“
S/ra“ 凌フνb′θθりθε′ソαrJα4な

a. give Z a hand,give Z a wide berth,give Z hell,give Z the aiち give Z the

boot,give Z the gun,give Z Z's cards,lend Z an eat show Z the door

bo  give the devil his duc,give`enl hell,give oneself airs

A flxed part ofthe idioms in(4.60a)niCely Coresponds to the V′ stnlcture of′ θ―dat市e

variants in(4.46a),where Only the theme argument(y)iS exCludcd from the idiomatic

expressions to foHll discontinuous idioms(ci Kiparsky 1985,Larson 1988).As given in

(4.60b),there are also a few idioms that are composed of the VP strLICmre Of(4.46a),

where the order of the verb and its intemal arguments are all flxed。 On the other hand,

idioms in(4。 61a)corespOnds to the V′ strllcture of double ottect variants in(4。 46b),

where the only goal argulnent(z)is Outcast froln discontinuous idioms.Of course,the

VP idiol■ s ofdOuble otteCt Variants,which include all participants other than the agent,

are also possible,as in(4.61b).No other combinations of strllctural units are possible to

follll gralnlnatical idiomatic expressions in English.We can coHlectly account for these

results if we adopt the theory that a lexical verb is inserted in V and head― moves toソ

(Hale and Keyser 1993),or it iS inserted after syntax making reference to theソ ーV

amalgam(HallC and Marantz 1993).

Here,some modiflcations to our linking strategy are necessary with respect to

dative altemation verbs that do not entail any change ofpossessiono These include verbs

of sending(e.gっ sθ44 s乃 ″),verbS Ofthrowing(cog"′ 鰐s,励
“

w),verbS Of transfer of a

message(c.g。 ,′θαε乃,′θJの and Verbs of instrtlment of communication(e.g.,“ αjノ,ヵ鷹).

These verbs simply describe the moment when a physical o可 ect iS Set in motion,and do

not entail that the intended goal is attainedo However,it is important to notice that there

is still no difference in their logical entailment relationship between the variants。
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(4。
62)

(4。 63) a.

ａ

　

　

ｂ

Lewis sent a bicycle to Sanl,but it never aHived。

Lewis sent Sanl a bicycle,but it never aHived.

(Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2008:147)

I threw the ballto Mary9 but she was looking atthe birds fly overhead and

didn't even notice.

b. I threw Mary the ball,but she was looking at the birds iy overhead and

didn't even notice.        (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2008:147)

It then follows that``successil transfer", which has been considered to be the core

semantics of the double ottect Variant(Goldberg 1995),is nOt entailed by the lexical

semantics of these verbs,but lnerely implied by the pragmatic context associated with

the variant,as has been pointed out by lnany rescarchers occasionally(cog。 ,OChrle 1977,

Jackendoff 1990b,Baker 1997,RappapOrt Hovav and Levin 2008).

With this in lnind,consider the lexical semantic representation ofsθ
“
グin(4。64):

(4.64) send

QUALIA=CONST=i:medium

FORMAL=move(e2,y9z)

TELIC=have(e3,z,y)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)

The verb sθ ηグnecessarily denotes an acti宙ty of an agent(x)WhO utilizes some medium

(i)(e.g。 ,a postal alangement)for Sending a theme(y),and entails that the theme

actually moves toward a goal(Z).Unlike gJソ θ,however,the possession subevent ofsθ ηグ

is ilnplied in the telic quale,since it is not an entailment of the action but an intentional

goal.5

Now,a special extension of our linking strategy is in orden ln essence,we need a

rLlle tO prtteCt the semantic arguments in the telic quale ofsθ 4グ into the syntax,in order

to realize the double ottect variant ofsθ 4″ This mapping is schematized in(4.65).
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(4.65)QT:P(e,x,ガ ー→
[vP X[v′ Vy]]

Given this rLlle,the dative altemation with verbs of sending is given a straightfonⅣ ard

explanationo That is,the′θ―dative variant ofsθ ηJt aS in(4.46a),appears when e2 in the

fo二 11lal quale is selected to be ma/pped onto the syntax,while the double otteCt Variant,

as in(4.46b),is prOduced when e3 in the telic quale is selected to be lnapped onto the

syntax。

Again,the choice ofthe result subevents that will be mapped to the syntax seems

to be pragmatically motivated.Hence,the well― known anilnacy restriction on the goal

argument ofsθηグa/pplies to the double ottect variant。

(4.66)
Bill sent a package to{TOln/London}.

Bill sent{TOln/*London}a package. (Levin 1993:46)

In our analysis,the anilnacy restriction is reducible to the fact that the suttect Of the

relational predicate ttα ソθ must be a human being,which can be considered as an owner

of the theme.In contrast,the ottect Of the relational predicate“ θソθ can be Cither

anilnate or inanilnate as long as it expresses a goal of the movemento We expect from

these considerations that double ottect Variants with verbs that do not entail a change of

possession are only possible when the speaker has a clear intention in achieving the

caused possession.This prediction scelns to be bome out by the following examples.

(4.67)a.*JOe threw the right flelder the ball hc had intended the flrst basclnan to

catch.

b.*Hal brought his lnother a cake sincc he didn't eatit on the way home.

c。
*Joe took Sanl a package by leaving itin his trtlnk where Sam later found it.

(Goldberg 1995:143)

The ungralnmaticality of the sentences in(4.67)has been sOmetilnes naively attributed
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to the semantic contradiction on the presupposition that the double ottect variant

describe a successhl transfett but this line of analysis is clearly incorect,as we have

already scen by the cancelability of the successlall transfer ineaning in(4。 62)and(4。 63)

above.Rathet the unacceptability ofthese sentences must be imposed by the pragmatic

discrepancy that the agent does not intend a successill transfer froln the beginning of

the action.

The last distinguishable group of verbs that appear in the double ottect Variant

includes verbs of creation(e.g"bα た,θθθり,verbS Ofperforlnancc(e.g.,SJ電 ,WrJた)and

verbs of obtainment(eog.,b″ソ,gθ′
)・

In particular,these verbs can exhibit the so― called

benefactive altemation,which is quite silnilar to the dative altemation.

(4.68)3θ 40わε′Jソθ∠Jたrηα′Jθ4

a. Martha caⅣ ed a toy forthe baby.

bo  Martha caⅣed the baby a toy. (Levin 1993:49)

The benefactive altemation differs froln the dative altemation in that it involves the

benefactive prepositionノbr rather than the goal preposition′ θ in the dative variante Thus,

the constrtlction in(4.68a)is spOradically called`ン br―dative variant".With our strategy

of argument realization,howevet there seems to be no need to concerll the benefactive

altemation individuallyo ln fact,we can treat the benefactive altemation as a subsumed

example ofthe dative altemation discussed so far.

To begin with,consider the lexical sclnantic representation of εα″θ in(4。 69):

(4。 69)caⅣ e

QUALIA=CONST=i:instrLlment

FORMAL=bc(e2*,y9caⅣ ed)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)

The lexical representation in(4.69)is strllcmrally

such as cν′.In fact,some verbs of creation show a

the same as change― of―state verbs,

logical polysemy between a change
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of state sensc(c.g.ゴИ7rttα θα″θグ励θ wθθの and a creation sensc(cog.九 麟r′乃α θα″θグα

′のノ),accOrding to the semantic content of the direct ottect(Atkins et al.1988).This

semantic expansion is naturally captured by a lexical operation called``co―composition"

(PuSt可 OVSky 1995),whiCh Shifts an event type of the lnain verb through the uniflcation

ofqualia strLICmres between the verb and its direct otteCt that carries information which

acts on the goverlling verbo This is a particular way in a generative lnodel ofthe lexicon

to avoid relying on the enumeration of individual senses of verbs,and a good example

to show how syntax and the lexicon build up in a parallelrnannen

Lcaving aside many irrelevant details,the result semantic representation of the

VP θα″θαたソis g市en in(4.70),where the verb θα″θ is co― cOmpOsed with the ottect α

′θッ.

(4.70) caⅣe atOy

QUALIA=CONST=i:instrLlment

ln:Inaterial

FORMAL=be(e2*,y:a toy9in the world)

AGENTIVE=act(el**,x,i,m)

The VP cα″θα′θノrepresents the semantic stmcture of a creation verb,being equipped

with the shifted relational predicate bθ  in the follllal quale along with its constant J″ ″,θ

wθ rJグ. This representation gives rise to the realization of a transitive clause, such as

Johη εα″θグα′り,cither with or without the beneiciary in aメ フr―phraseo Now let us

consider how the double ottect Variant of θα″θ in the creation sense becomes possible

from the representation in(4。 70).

In dynalnic approaches to the lexicon,it is often suggested that there is certain

level of encyclopedic knowledge that is gral■ lnatically relevant to acmal linguistic

expressions(Kageyama 2005,Ono 2005).In thiS View,such infomation that depends

on the speaker's comprehension of particular contexts should be described to some

degree as the``on― line"meaning of a le対 cal item(Kageyama 2007).Adopting the gist

of these ideas,lct us assume thatthe qualia stlucmre Of a verb may undergo a semantic
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expansion by adding some non― lexicalized pragmatic inforlnation to the telic qualia,as

long as it is semantically compatible with the original qualia values of the verb.In this

sensc,the notion of“ existence"is well lnatched with the notion of``possession",since

the folttner can be considered as a prerequisite for the latten Thus, it is possible that

verbs that denote a creation in some sense imply a possession subevent as far as it

conforlns to the contexte

Based on this semantic cOmpatibility,let us suppose that the qualia strllclLlre of

εα″θ α ″θノ Can be extended to ilnply a caused possession of the theme, when the

context requires that some beneflciary in the scene is expected to receive the otteCt。

TherefOre,the following lexical semantic representation results.

(4。 71) caⅣe atOy(in the COntext requiring an expected recipient)

QUALIA=CONST=i:instmment

ln:Inaterial

z:beneflciary

FORMAL=be(e2*,y:a toy9in the world)

TELIC=have(e3*,z,y)

AGENTIVE=act(el**,x,i,m)

In(4.71),the beneflciary argument(z)is added in the constinltive quale ofthe predicate,

illf11ling the contexmal requiremento This is a natural semantic expansion especially

when we realize that double ottect variants with verbs ofcreation,which are essentially

two―place predicates,are only possible when there is a beneflciary in the context.

The argument realization of this lexical semantic representation is straightfolRvard.

Acmally,the manner of argument realization in the benefactive altemation is the same

as the locative and dative altel田 [ations.The fact that the realization of aノ Or―phrase is

optional in theノ br_dative variant receives a natural explanation in our linking strategy9

since the beneflciary, as a default argument, only appears in the sentencc under the

discourse condition(see section 2。 3.2。 3).

As predicted,some pragmatic effects on the headed subevents are obscⅣ able in
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the benefact市 e altemation.For example,double otteCt Variants with verbs of creation

require a strong agentive force that intends to achieve a successiall transfen

(4。 72) ａ

　
　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

＊
　
　
　
＊

ｄ

　

　

ｅ

Mary bumed John

Mary bumed John

Mary bumed John

way.

Mary bumed John

Mary bumed John

a steak because she thought he liked itthat way。

a steak because she realized he liked it that way。

a steak because she didn't realizc he didn't like it that

a steak because she didn't realize he liked it that way。

a steak because she realized he didn't like it that way。

(Green 1974:92)

Of course,this is not the case inノ br_dative variants,since the prepositionメソcan denote

not only an expected recipient but also a beneflciary(in a brOad sensc)WhO receives any

possible beneflt from the action.

To sum up,the argument realization in the dative altemation ofgJソ θ―type verbs is

silnilar to what we obseⅣ ed in the locative altemation,while that of sθ
“
′type verbs

and cα″θ―type verbs need some supplemental explanationso C)rucial results are that a

linking nlle which a1lows the lnapping of arguments froln the telic qualia to syntax is

added,and that the process of semantic extension in which some contextual infollllation

may be installed in the telic qualia of predicates is introducedo Supplemental pragmatic

infollllation can be responsible for the argument realization ofdouble otteCt Variants in

the benefactive altemation. In this regard,however,this semantic expansion must be

relatively rare in world languages.(DthenⅣ ise, many unconstrained overgenerations

would occun The proper restriction to constrain the undesirable rnappings from the telic

qualia is far beyond the scope of this thesis,but,by way of comparison,we will sec in

the next section what happens to Japanese threc― place verb constrllctions, in which

vil■ually no qualia expansion is obseⅣ ed。

4.4。 Japanese Three‐ place Verb Constructions

Another piece of evidence in favor of the linking strategy via cvent―head shifting
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comes from the argument realization of Japanese three― place verbs, which roughly

coHlespond to locative and dative verbs in Englisho ln fact,there is a phenomenon in

Japanese that can be scen as exactly the same as the dative altemation in English.

In Japanese,there is scclningly no difference in the surface syntactic frames of all

thrcc― placc verbs; λgθrν `give',θたク `put',乃αたθb笏 `carry'and θたフrν `send'unifol二 11ly

take a nolninative agent,a dative goal and an accusative theme,as shown in(4.73)。
6

(4。 73)a. Taroo― ga  Hanako― ni  yubiwa―o  age―ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako― lDat ring― Acc  give―Past

``Taro gave a ring to Hanako。 "

Taroo― ga  Hanako―no  mkuc_ni  hanataba― o  oi― ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen desk―]Dat  bouquct―Acc put―Past

``Taro put a bouquet on the Hanako's desk."

Taroo― ga  Hanako― no  lc―nl     nllnom― o    hakOn― da.

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen house― Dat package― Acc cary―Past

“Taro cattried a package to Hanako's house."

Taroo― ga  Hanako― ni  teganli― o  okut― ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako― ]Dat letter― Acc send―Past

``Taro sent a letter to Hanako。 "

b.

C。

d.

What is worse,highly productive process of``scrambling"in Japanese lnakes it difflcult

to disccttn the strLICmral hierarchy among these argumentso Howeveち I will show that

the four verbs in(4.73)constitute a different semantic class of verbs in Japanesc,and

there are in fact two distinct syntactic frames for Japanese threc― place verbs that

essentially correspond to two variants of the dative altemations in English.IInportantly,

our linking strategy provides a general framework by which the realization pattems of

Japanese threc―place verbs are lnore or less identical to those in English.

First, let us consider the lexical semantics of verbs of change of possession in

Japanese.This class ofverbs includes verbs of giving(eoge,α gθrν `give',ν rν `sell',たasν

`lend'),verbS Of imrc having(eog。 ,Wα rJαたrν `assign',ノαttsθλフーsνrν `promise')狙 d
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verbs of transfer of message(e.gっ
“
おθrν `show',θ sJcrν `teach',ッθθttJ―sπ協

`introduce').The lexical semantic representation of αgθrν `give'in(4。 73a)is giVen in

(4。 74).

(4。 74) αgθ rν `give'

QUALIA=CONST=possession

FORMAL=have(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Unlike gJソθ in English,the abstract rnovement process ofthe theme is not entailed in the

semantic stlucture of αgθ rν `give'.In other words,αgθrν `give'only denotes a caused

possession,focusing on the possessional change of the theme.This is evident from the

facts that these verbs do not take inanimate otteCtS as their dat市 e goal phrases,as in

(4.75a),and that the dat市 e ottect iS nOt compatible with the postpositional particles― θ

`for'and―
“
αdし `up to', as in(4。 75b),whiCh express a direction and a range of the

theme's movement,respect市 ely(Kishimoto 2001b).

(4。 75)a.Tar00-ga {HanakO/*Hanako― no  ie}―ni   yubiwa― o age― ta.

Taro―Nom  Hanako/Hanako― Gen  house― ]Dat ring― Acc  give―Past

``Taro gave a ring to{HanakO/*Hanako's house}."

bo Taroo― ga Hanako― {ni/??e/*made} yubiWa_O age― ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako― lDat/for/up to    ring― Acc  give―Past

``Taro gave a ring to Hanako。 "

Predictably9 there is only one way of argument realization lor verbs of change of

possession in Japanesc.Speciflcally9 our linking strategy requires that the syntactic

StrLICture of agθ rν `g市e'be something like(4.76),where the dat市 e goal phrasc(y)is

StrLICttlrally higher than the accusative thelne phrasc(z), re■ ecting the pronlinence

hierarchy between these arguments in the fomal quale.
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(4。 76)[ソ Px―Nom[プ [vP y― Dat[v′ Z―Acc V]]ソ ]]

Some syntactic evidence supports the argument hierarchy in(4。 76).For example,

the possibility of bound variable interpretation of a pronoun in(4。77)indiCates that the

goal phrase of agθ rν `give'is actually base― generated higher than the theme phrase at its

base strLICture(Hai 1985,Takano 2008).

(4。 77)a.*Tar00_ga [[eJ SOr彎 -O hOSigat―ta] tornOdati]j― ni

Taro―Nom   it―Acc want―Past  friend―Dat

[San―tyaku―izyoo―no  hukub-O   age_ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen clothes― Acc give― Past

``Taro gave more than three clothetttO hiS friend who wanted iり ."

a′ .Taroo― ga[san― tyaku―izyoo―no hukulJ・ -0[[eJ sOreJi_o hosigat― ta]tomOdati]J― ni

age― ta.

Taroo― ga[[SOimj_ga tt hOSigat― ta]huku〕 -0

Taro―Nom fellow― Nonl   want― Past  clothes― Acc

[San―nin_izyoo―no  tomodati]ブ ーni  age_ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen friend― Dat   give― Past

“Taro gave lnore than three friendsjthe clothes which heJ wanted."

Taroo― ga[san_nin― izyoo―no tomodati]J― ni[[SOitu′―ga cJi hosigat― ta]huku}_0

age― ta。

According to Saito and Hai(1983)and Hai(1987),it iS necessary for a pronoun to be

properly bound by its antecedent θJ′乃θr at the base strLICmre Or at the surface stl■ lcmre in

order to provide a bound variable interpretation.In(4。 77a),for example,it is impossible

for the pronoun sθ ttθ `it',which is embedded in the goal phrase,to be bound by the

antecedent in the thel■ e phrasc(ioe.,乃νJとガ `clothes').Therefore,the bound variable

interpretation of sθ
“
θ`it'does not obtaino The relevant interpretation becomes possible

when the thelne phrase overtly scralnbled over the dative phrase,as in(4.77a′ ),Inaking

it possible that the follller binds the latter at the surface strLICmre.In(4。 77b),on the

b.

b′ .
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other hand,it is possible for the pronoun sθ J′ν`fellow',whiCh is embedded in the theme

phrase,to be bound by the antecedent in the goal phrasc(ioc.9′ θ
“
θda′J`friend')whiCh

does not c― conllnand the theme phrasc at the surface strLICl比lre,giving rise to a bound

variable interpretation.Given that string vacuous scrambling is prohibited in Japanese

(Sait0 1985),the data suggests that the pronoun sθ J′ν `fellow'must be bound by its

antecedent′θ
“
θ力′J`friend'at the base strllcmre given in(4。 77b′ ),frOm which the goal

phrase is scrambled over the theme phrase.

The same conclusion can be drawn fronl the scope interaction of two intemal

arguments of change― of―possession verbs(Htti 1985).

(4。 78)a.Tar00-ga daremo― ni ringo―ka banana― o age― ta。 (∀ >∨ ,*∀ <∨
)

Taro―Nonl everyone―]Dat apple― or banana―Acc give― Past

``Taro gave evcryonc an apple or a banana."

b.Taroo― ga ringo―ka banana― o daremo― ni age―ta.     (∨ >∀ , ∨<∀
)

In(4。78a),with the goal― theme order,the goal phrase always takes a wider scope than

the theme phrase. In contrast, cither the theme phrase or the goal phrase can take a

wider scope than the other with the theme― goal order in(4。 78b).Given that the scope

interpretation of two quantiflers is deterlnined by their c― colIIInand relationship at the

syntactic conflguration(Kuroda 1970), the Only possible interpretation of quantifler

scope in (4。 78a)indiCates that the goal phrase is strLICturally higher than the theme

phrase at every phase of syntactic derivation.Assulning that VP― intemal scrambling in

Japanesc is a target of optional reconstrLICtiOn at LF(cl Mahttan 1990),the ttQbiguous

scope interpretation in(4.78b),on the Other hand,suggests that the strLICmral relation of

two intemal arguments in(4。 78b)has been inverted through the derivation.Although

the contrast is rather subtle,if this analysis is on the right track,we can conclude that

the goal phrase of verbs of change of possession is always base― generated at a higher

position than the theme phrase at the base strtlcmre.

Next,let us consider verbs of change oflocation,such as θたク`put'in(4.73b).The

lexical semantic representation of θたク`put'is given below.
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(4.79) θたフ`put'

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

Verbs of change of location only take an inanimate dat市e otteCt,as shown in(4.80a),

since the dative phrase,which is the otteCt Of the relational predicate bθ  in the formal

quale,Inust be interpreted as a location.Since the verbs do not entail a caused lnotion of

the theme,the dat市 e otteCt Of change― of-location verbs is not compatible with― θ`for'

and―
“
αaし `up t。 ',as shown in(4。 80b).

(4。 80)a.Tar00_ga {HaIよ0-no mkuc/*Hanako}― ni hanat激)a―o oi― ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen  desk/Hanako-lDat   bouquet― Acc put―Past

``Taro put a bouquet on{Hanako's desk/*Hanako}."

b. Taroo―ga Hanako―no tukuc― {ni/??e/*Inade} hanataba― o oi― ta.

Taro―Noln Hanako― Gen desk―Dat/for/up to

``Taro put a bouquct on Hanako's desk。 "

bouquct― Acc put―Past

Verbs of change oflocation include verbs ofputting(eoge,θ たク`put',4α rα bθrν 'arrange'),

verbs of loading(e.g., 4θ sθrν `load', ′ν
“
ν `load')and Verbs of painting(eoge, 

“
νrν

`apply',乃αrν `paste').The important difference between verbs of change of possession

and verbs of change of location is that they have the opposite prolninencc hierarchy

with respect to their intemal arguments, since the forlner specifles that a goal is the

more prominent argument than a theme,while the latter specifles that a theme is the

more prolninent argument than a location.

Verbs of caused motion such as ttα ′bbν `carry'in(4。 73c)share the same

prolninence hierarchy with verbs of change of location. Cё nsidet for example, the

lexical scmantic representation of ttα ノbb夕 `cary'in(4.81),where the theme argument

(y)iS mOre prominentthan the goal argument(z)in the forlnal quale:
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(4。 81)乃αわ bν `Cary'

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

Verbs of caused lnotion entail a lnovement ofthe theme as its result subevent.Therefore,

the goal phrase of caused motion verbs refers to something interpreted as a goal,as in

(4。 82a),and the dative ottect Can be compatible with― θ̀ for'and―
“
α
`農

,`up to',both of

which are one ofthe several varicties ofpath expressions,as shown in(4。 82b).

(4.82)ao Tar00-ga {HanakO― no ie/*Hanako}―ni nimOm_O  hakon― da.

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen house/Hanako― ]Dat package―Acc carry― Past

“Taro caHicd a packagc to{HanakO'S house/*Hanako}."

b.Taroo―ga Hanako―no ic― {ni/e/made}  nimOm_O   hakOn― da.

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen house― D)at/for/up to package―Acc carry―Past

``Taro cattried a package to Hanako's house."

This class of verbs includes verbs ofpouring(e.g.,sθ sθgν `pour',′笏gν `pour'),verbs Of

carrying(e.g.,乃αbbν `carry',“θこわSν `remm'),Verbs ofthrowing(e.g。 ,4αgθr"`throw',

s″θrν `throw away')and Verbs of scattering(e.g.,“ α′勧 `seed').

Now it is required by our linking strategy that the syntactic realization of verbs of

change oflocation and verbs of caused motion must be something like(4。 83),where the

accusat市 e ottect aSSOCiated with a theme(y)is Stmcmrally higher than the dat市 e ottect

associated with a location or a goal(z).

(4.83)[ν P x―Nom[ν′
[vP y― Acc[v′ Z―Dat V]]ソ]]

Therefore,it is expected that verbs of change of location and verbs of caused motion

behave differently fronl verbs ofchange ofpossession in the syntax。

The syntactic strLICmre in(4。 83)can be COn■ 11lled by the same tests for(4.76).

Considet for example,the possibility of bound variable interpretation of two intemal
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arguments ofthe cttsed motion verb“θあ sがretum'in(4。 84):

(4。 84)a。 Hanako― ga [[eJ sOreJi_o mituke― ta]tana]J― ni

Hanako―Nom   it― Acc  flnd― Past  shelf―Dat

[San― Satu_izyoo― no hon)―o mOdOSi― ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen book―Acc retum― Past

``Hanako retumed more than three booktttO the shelfwhere she found iサ 。''

Hanako―ga[San_satu―izyoo―no hon}― o[[Q SOr9-O mituke― ta]tana]戸 ni

modosi― ta.

b.*Hanako― ga [[sOkO′―de cJi mituke―ta]hOn}_0

Hanako―Nom there― ]DE    flnd―Past  book― Acc

[San―kasyO― izyoo―no  tana]J―ni    mOdosi― ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen shelves― Dat retum― Past

``Hanako retumed to more than three shelvesJ the book which she found

therej."

b′.Httako― ga[san― kasyo― izyoo―no tana]戸 ni[[SOkO「de tt mituke― ta]hOn}_0

modosi― ta.

Notice that the result is just the opposite of what we obtain with verbs of change of

possession in(4。77).ThiS tilne,it is possible in(4.84a)for the antecedent in the theme

phrasc(iec。 ,乃θ4`books')to bind the pronoun sθ κ `it',which is embedded in the dative

goal phrase, giving raise to a bound variable interpretation,while it is impossible in

(4.84b)for the antecedent in the goal phrasc(i.ee,′ α″α`shelVes')to bind the pronoun

sθわ `there'cmbedded in the accusative theme phrase.(The same result is obseⅣ あ le

from sentences with verbs of change of location,which l will not display here。)This

clearly indicates that the theme argument of verbs of cttsed motion(or Verbs of ch〔 mge

of location)is baSC― generated at a higher syntactic position than the goal(Or 10cation)

argument.

For caution's sake,consider the scope interaction of two intemal arguments of

verbs ofchange oflocation like θたク`put'。

a。
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(4。 85)a. HanakO_ga   subete― no mkuc_ni   ringo― ka banana― o   oi― ta.

Hanako―Nonl every―Gen  desk― lDat apple― or banana―Acc put―Past

(∀ >∨ ,∀ <∨
)

``Hanako put an apple or a banana on every desk."

b.Hanako― ga ringo―ka banana― o subete―no mkuc_ni Oi― ta.(∨ >∀ ,*∨ <∀
)

In(4.85),the relation between word order of two intemal arguments and their scope

interaction is just the opposite ofwhat wc have scen in(4。 78)with Verbs of change of

possessiono Again,thejudgment is very delicate,but if it is coHiect,the data suggest that

the theme argument of verbs of change oflocation is base― generated strllclLlrally higher

than the location argument.

There is still another class of threc― place verbs in Japanese,which l call``verbs of

change of possession via caused motion".This is a special class of verbs in Japanese,

and,in fact,there seem to be only a few candidates for this class,including θたクrν `send'9

′θ∂οたιrν `brlng',1″ α′αsν `hand ove鳥 た笏bαrν `distrlbute'andたαθsν `reれlrn'.Asthe name

suggests, verbs in this class have both senses of caused motion and change of

possession in the themeo Therefore,they can t〔まe cither animate or inanimate otteCtS as

the dat市e goal phrase,and only when the dat市e ottect iS inanimate,it is compatible

with―θ̀for'and―
“
α(残フ̀up to'.

(4。 86)a.Tar00-ga {HanakO/Hanako― no ic}―ni   tegami― o okut― ta.

Taro―Nom Hanako/Hanako― Gen house}―Dat letter―Acc send―Past

``Taro sent a letter to{Hanako/Hanako's house}."

b.Taroo―ga Hanako― {ni/??e/*made} tegami-0 0kut― ta.

Taro―Noln]Hanako―]Dat/for/up to   letter― Acc send― Past

``Taro sent a letter to Hanako。 "

co Taroo― ga Hanako―no ic― {ni/e/made}  tegami_o okut― ta。

Taro―Nom Hanako― Gen house― Dat/for/up to letter―Acc send―Past

``Taro sent a letter to Hanako's house."
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Notice,however,that verbs of change of possession via caused motion do not

entail a subevent associated with a change of possessione Hence,the caused possession

sense can be casily canceled,as shown in(4。 87).

(4。 87) TaroO―Wa Hanako― ni  tegami―o okut― ta― ga,   todoka― nakat― ta.

Taro― Top H[anako―D)at letter― Acc send― Past―but arive― not―Past

``Taro sent a letter to Hanako,but it never arrived."

Thus,the lexical semantic representation ofθ たγrν `send'will be as follows.

(4。 88) θたフrν `Send'

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e2,Lz)

TELIC=have(c,Z,y)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Indeed,this semantic stluclLlre is allnost identical to the one for the English verb sθ ηグ.

Accordingly,there are two possible syntactic realizations of intemal arguments of the

verb:one is(4.76)for verbs Of change ofpossession,and the other is(4。83)for verbs Of

caused lnotion.

There are obseⅣable differences between two syntactic conflgurations of verbs of

change of possession via caused motion.What distinguishes between the two ways of

syntactic realization of these verbs is the anilnacy restriction on the goal argumento As

discussed above,the goal argument in(4。 76)must denOte an animate being who can

engage in the possession relationship。 (Dn the contrary9 the goal argument in (4.83)

should be preferred to refer tO an inanilnate being that is easily considered as a

destination ofthe theme.Indeed,when the goal argument of′ θdbλθr夕 `bring'is anilnate,

the syntactic conflgurations of verbs of change of possession emanates, as shown in

(4。 89).
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(4。 89)a.*Tar00-ga [[eJ SOreJi― o kat―ta] kyaku]j_ni

Taro―Nom    it―Acc buy― Past custolner― D)at

[San―dai_izyoo― no  terebiD― O  tOdOke― ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen TV―Acc  bring―Past

``Taro brought inore than three TVsJito the custol■ ers who boughtiり。''

a′ . T劉loo― ga [san― dai_izyoo― no terebilJ・ -0 [[eJ sOreJi_o kat― ta]kyaku]J―ni

todoke―ta.

b.Taroo―ga[[sonJ―ga tt kat―ta] terebi}-0

Taro―Nom fellow― Nom want―Past TV―Acc

[San―nin_izyoo―no  kyaku]J― ni   tOdoke― ta.

threc― CL―Inore―Gen custolner― Dat bring― Past

``Taro brought rnore than three customers,the TVs which heJbought."

b′ . Taroo― ga [san― nin_izyoo―no kyaku]j― ni[[SOituJ―ga cJi kat― ta]terebilJ・―o

todoke―ta.

On the other hand,when the goal argument of′ ο∂0たθr"`bring'is inanilnate,as in(4.90),

the syntactic strLICmre fOr verbs of caused rnotion comes out.

(4.90)a.Hanako― ga [[e, sOreJi― ga hittlyoona] ie]j― ni

Hanako―Nom    it―Acc   necessary  house― ]Dat

[San―dai_izyoo― no  terebilJ・ -O  tOdoke― ta.

threc― CL― lTlore―Gen TV―Acc  bring―Past

``Hanako brought more than three TVttto the house where iサ iS necessary。 "

a′ . Hanako― ga[san― dai―izyoo―no terebilJ・―o[[C, SOreJi― ga himyoona]ic]J―ni

todoke―ta.
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b.*Hanako― ga[[sOkO戸 de cJi himyoona]terebi〕 -0

Hanako―Noln there―DE    necessary  TV― Acc

[San―gen_izyoo― no  ie]J―ni     todoke― ta。

threc― CL―Inore―Gen house― E)at bring― Past

``Hanako brought to more than threc housesi the TV which is necessary

thereル "

b′.Hanako― ga[san― gen― izyoo―no ic]J― ni[[SOkOj―de cJi hituyoona]terebi)― o

todokc―ta.

It is thus reasonable to conclude that verbs of change of possession via caused motion

have the syntactic strtlcmre in(4。 76)when the cttsed possession sense is focused along

with an anilnate goal phrase to refer to a possessot while they have the syntactic

StrLICture in(4.83)when the cttsed motion sense is focused along with an inanimate

goal phrase that denotes a goal.

This is also the case for the quantifler scope of two intemal arguments.The

different scope interaction can be obseⅣ ed with verbs of change of possession via

caused motion according to the animacy ofthe goal phrasc(c■ Miyagawa and Tsttioka

2004).

(4。 91)a.

(4.92)

ｂ

　

　

ａ

Taroo― ga dareka―ni  dOno―nimom―mo Okut_ta. (∃ >∀
,

Taro―Noln someone―lDat every― package    send―Past

``Taro sent every package to someone。 "

Taroo― ga dono― nimom―mO dareka― ni okut― ta。      (∀ >∃
,

Taroo― ga dokoka―ni    dono― nilnom-lm0 0kut― ta.(∃ >∀
,

Taro― Noln some.placc― ]Dat every― package    send―Past

“Taro sent every package to some place."

Taroo― ga dono―nimotu― mo dokoka― ni okut―ta.     (∀ >∃
,

*∃ <∀
)

∀<ヨ
)

∃<∀
)

*∀ <∃
)

In(4。 91),Where the goal phrase is animate,the scope interaction is just the same as

verbs of change of possession in(4。 78),whereas in(4.92),where the goal phrase is

b.
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inanimate,it isjust the same as verbs of cttsed motion(and therefore verbs of change

ofpossession in(4。 85)).

The flnal piece of evidence of our linking strategy comes from the syntactic status

ofthe goal arguments of Ja.panese threc― place verbs.To begin froln the conclusion,the

goal phrase of verbs of change of possession is a dative noun phrasc(ioc。 ,DP),while

that of verbs of change of location or verbs of caused lnotion is a dative postpositional

phrase(ioe。 ,PP).There are well―smdied differences between the two categories in their

syntactic distributionso First,the dative noun phrase allows a quantifler floating,as in

(4。 93),but the dative postpositional phrase does not(Miyagawa 1989, Sadakane and

Koizumi 1995).

(4.93) TaroO― Wa  tomodati― ni  san―nin  nooto― o  kasi―ta.

Taro― Top friend― E)at  threc― CL note― Acc lend― Past

``Taro lent a note to threc ofhis friends."

(4。 94)*Tar00-Wa torakku― ni san―dai nilno慣 1-o   hakon― da.

Taro― Top t■ lck― I)at threc― CL packeage―Acc cary―Past

``Taro carried a package to three trtlcks."

Second,the dative noun phrase can be the suttect Of passive sentences,as in(4.95),

while the dat市e postpositional phrase cannot(Kishimoto 2001b).

(4。 95)HanakO―Wa Taroo―ni sono―zizim―o sirasa― re― ta.

Hanako―Top  Taro― by  the― fact―Acc  tell― Pass― Past

``Hanako was told the fact by Taro。 "

(4。 96)#HanakO(― nO gurasu)―Wa Taroo―ni wain― o  mga―re_ta.

Hanako(―Gen glass)―TOp Taro―by wine― Acc pour―Pass―Past

Lit.``Hanako's glass was poured wine into by Taro."

The sentencc(4。 96)can only be interpreted as an instance of``indirect passives",which

express some annoying act for the suttecte
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Unsurprisingly, the goal phrase of verbs of change of possession via caused

motion is ambiguous between a dative noun phrase and a dative postpositional phrase,

depending on whether its referent is anilnate or inanilnate.When it is anilnate,it can be

a host of■ oating quantiflers,as in(4。 97),and Can be the suttect Ofpassive sentences,as

in(4.98).

(4。 97) HokutO― Wa  sukina― onnanoko― ni  huta―ri  hanataba― o    okut― ta.

Hokuto― Top  favorite― girl―Dat    two―CL bouquct―Acc  send― Past

``Hokuto sent a bouquct to two ofhis favorite girls."

(Sadakane and Koizumi 1995:20)

(4。 98)TaroO― Wa Hanako― ni  tegami―o watasa― re― ta.

Taro― Top  Hanako―by  letter― Acc  deliver― ―Pass― Past

``Taro was handed a letter by Hanako."

When the goal phrase is inanilnate,on the other hand,it cannot be a target of quantifler

■oating,as in(4。 99),and cannot be the suttect Ofpassive sentences,as in(4。 100).

(4。 99)*HOkuto― wa   galkoku_ni         huta― tu  hanataba―o    okut― ta.

Hokuto― Top  foreignocountry― Dat  two-lCL  bouquet―Acc  send― past

``Hokuto sent a bouquet to two countries."

(Sadakane and Koizumi 1995:20)

(4。 100)#SOnO― hasira―wa NTT― ni denwasen― o watasa― re― ta.

the―pile―Top   NTT― by wire― Acc   deliver― Pass― Past

Lit。 ``The pile was hanged wires across by NTT."

This result is just the same as what we obtained with respect to the syntactic hierarchy

oftwo intemal arguments ofJapanese threc― place verbse

The difference in the syntactic stalにls ofthe goal phrase is reducible to our linking

strategy,by which speciflc result subevents are selected to be mapped onto the syntax。

To be speciflc,when the possession subevent is selected,the goal argument lnust refer
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to the su可 ect Of the relational predicate ttαソθ, which needs to be a noun phrase

syntactically。  On the other hand, when the movement subevent is selected, the goal

argument refers to the ottect Of the relational predicate“θソθ,whiCh is realized

syntactically as a postpositional phrase.In English,the foHner coHlesponds to the follll

``y have z",while the latter to the fom“ y lnove to z".The syntactic stal比 LS Of Semantic

arguments is detellllined in this manner by virtuc of the semantic property of each

qualia predicate(cf JaCkendoff 1990b).

In this section,we have obseⅣ ed that there are two different syntactic strllctures

for fbur different semantic classes of threc― place verbs in Japanese。 Our linking strategy

deals with these differences in the parallel lnanner to what we have discussed relative to

the English dative altemation.One ofthe signiflcant outcomes is that verbs of change of

possession via caused motion participate in the very silnilar phenomenon to the dative

altemation in English.IInportantltt the cross― linguistic differences of threc― place verbs

between English and Japanesc are ascribed to their lexical semantic representations.

This is a namral cOnsequence,as long as it is nalに lral to assume that what distinguishes

languages in terlns of argument realization is not the innate syntactic faculty nor the

interface conditions between syntax and the lexicon,but the stmcmred Organization of

the lexicon itsell ln the next chapter,we will discuss lnore on this point.
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Chapter 5:Event Headedness as a Parameter of Lexical Knowledge

ln this chapter, I implement a tentative clailn that the linking strategy by means of

event― headedness provides a general framework for understanding empirical variations

in argument altemations.Speciflcally, it will be positively argued that a surface

diversity in the possibility of argument altemations can be cxplained in telllls of

different modes of event head assignment among speakers and among languages,

instead of making reference to event stlutcture ambiguity of altemation verbs. For

illustration, four dilnensions of linguistic phenomena in connection with the locative

altemation will be discussed in order: specch errors, dialectal variations, intralingual

variations and cross― linguistic variations.Hopei11ly9 our discussion sheds fresh light on

parametric approaches to the lexical knowledge ofnal比 lral language.

5。 1。 Speech Errors by Children

ln the fleld of language acquisition, it has been obseⅣ ed that children have a

systematically different model of gralnlnar than adults at a certain phase of their

language acquisition(Pinker 1979,1984,1989).The acquisition of syntactic properties

of verbs is one of the clearest cases in which the no― negative― evidence probleln arises

(Green 1974,Baker 1979).Children leam how a predicate encodes its grammatical

arguments and how an altemative realization ofthe arguments is available from only the

gralnlnatical sentences that he or she has heard.

BoweIΠlan(1982)reportS that her two daughters persistently make eⅡ ors in their

spontaneous speech with particular verbs related to the locative altemationo Some ofthe

data she collected are given in(5。 1)and(5.2).

(5.1)ao POutt poutt poun Mommtt I′ θ″″″you.[Mother:You poured me?]Yeah,

with waten[=pOur water on you]  (E,2;H)

b. I don't want it[=her toast]becausc I響フiIIc″ it of orange juice.[=spilled

orangejuice on it]  (E,7;2)

c.Ib″η ι″this[=a tOy]tO me.[=I bumped myselfwith this]
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(5。 2))  a.

Once thc Partridge Family got s″ ル
“
.[MOther puzzledo The whole

family?]No,all their sm五   (C,6;5)    (BowC111lan 1982:338)

My other hand's not yukkyo Sce? 'Causc I'In going to″ θ″
`力

it on your

pants.[=touCh yOur pants with it]   (E,3;0)

Can I夕II SOlne salt into the bear?[=f11l the bear(a bear_shaped salt

shaker)with SOme salt] (E,5;0)

I'm going to cθ ッιF a SCreen over me.[=COVer myselfwith a screen]

(E,4;5)

She's gonna′滋c力 it on my foot.[=pinCh my foot with it]  (C,4;9)

I didn'tノ〃water up to drink it.IfIIC″ it up for the■ ower to drink it.[=

■1led the watering can up(with Water)] (E,4;1)

Teri said if this[=rhinestone on a shirt]Were a diamond then people

would be trying to″ι the shirt.[=trying to rob me(ofthe shirt]]

(E,5;3) (BOWellllan 1982:338)

In(5.1)′θνr_type verbs,which only take a theme as the direct ottect in adult grammaち

mistakenly appear in the wJル ーvariant,while in(5.2)ε θソθr―type verbs,which only take a

location as the direct ottect in adult grammar,appear in the locat市 e varianto The issue

must be much broader than the simplest solution to label them as accidental errors in

their verb use,since it has been found that eⅡ ors with cθソθr―type verbs in(5。 2)are far

more frequent than eⅡ ors with′θνr―type verbs in(5.1).

The same result has been obseⅣed from psycholinguistic experil■ ents to reveal

the ability of children to understand and produce some locative verbs. For example,

Gropen et al.(1991)argue that children tend to make eⅡ ors with sentences containing

ノ〃rather than′ θνr.Thirty out of forty― eight suttect Children,aged 2;6to 5;11,describe

locative events in picれ lres(eog.,of a woman f11ling a glass by pouring water)by using

ノ〃in the ungrammatical forln(i.e。 ,ノJJ″α′θr j“′θ ttθ  g′硼s),whereas Only two children

describe the same set ofpicmres by using′ θνr in the ungrammatical foml(ioc.,′ θνr ttθ

gルss wJル ″αたr).

The susceptibility to syntactic eFors can be measured by a semantic task as well.

d.

b.

C。

ｄ

　

　

ｅ
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Another experilnent by Gropen et al.(1991)COnflrlns that children tend to understand

ノ〃nOt as a″ sν J′ verb to make a container ill but as a“ αη″θr verb like′θνro As might

be expected,those children who lnisinterpreted verb meanings are more likely to make

syntactic eⅡors with these verbs.Froln these obseⅣ ations,we may assume that,at least

for children,the event strtlcmre denOted byノ 〃iS regarded as entailing that of′θνr or its

equivalent(except itS Inanner component),but nOt vice versa.

IInportantly9 the tendency for children to produce errors of the type in(5.2)

declines with their age.According to Gropen et al。 (1991),the pOtential eⅡors involving

ノJJ With the incorect theme ottects gOes from 53%of children in the younger group

(aged fOm 2;6 to 4;5)to 34%in the oldcr group(aged frOm 4;6 to 6)with Only 3%in

adultso The data suggest that this type of specch eⅡ ors becomes relatively less as

children,who once conised the meaning ofノ 〃With′θνr,become to lcam that pouring

water is not the only way to make a glass hllo Gentner(1982)also Suggests that the

younger children,but not the older children or adults,have difflculty in distinguishing

appropriate instances ofverb ineaning。

Children are indeed slow in flxing the standard meanings of verbs. Gentner

(1978)arguCS that some of the errors in acquiring verb me〔 mings fall into a systematic

pattem.In particulat children have more difflculty acquiring the lneaning components

relevant to``change of state"than those relevant to“Inovement"or``change oflocation".

To apply this upshot to locative verbs, when a child acquires the event stlucture

associated with a change of state in a location(iee。 ,bθ),he Or she would have already

acquired the event strllcmre assOciated with a movement of a theme(i.e.,“ θソθ).In

other words,the movement part of the verb meaning must be lexicalized in locative

verbs earlier than the change― of―state part.Then,it nal比 lrally follows that those children

whose vocabulary has not been stable yettend to use cθ ソθr―type verbs lnistakenly in the

locative variant of the locative altemation.Acmally9 0ur linking strategy automatically

provides an accurate account for these flndings by assulning that the event head

parameter associated with a change of state of εθソθr―type verbs has not been specifled

in child gralnlnat so that the two result subevents entailed by those verbs can be both a

target ofargument realization,giving rise to the ungral■ lnatical argument altemation。
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Thus,a valid reasoning behind these phenomena scelns to be as followso At the

flrst phase,children acquire a movement component for verbs like εθソθr that expresses

a locative event,as in(5。 3).

(5。 3)  cover(Stage l)

QUALIA=CONST=y:cover

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

The qualia strllcmre in(5。 3)is similar to that for verb like′ θνr in adult gramman We

are clainling that this representation is shared by all locative verbs,including Ψ rcソ and

ρθνr,at a very early stage of child gralnlnar.Then,the semantic component associated

with a change of state in a location will be coniated.

(5。 4)  cover(Stage 2)

QUALIA=CONST=y:cover

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

be(e3*,z,cOVered)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

In this stage,cθソθr―type verbs lnake no difference froln locative altemation verbs,such

as Ψ r`ッ and Jθαtt lt is thus quite namral that erors in cθ ソθr―type verbs in(5。 2)are of

frequent occuFenCe in this phaseo Finally9 event head according to the lexical semantic

focus ofthe verb will be added to the representation.

(5。 5)  cover(Stage 3)

QUALIA=CONST=y:cover

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

be(e3**,z,COVered)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)
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In this stage,cθソθr―type verbs can no longer appear in the locative variant,since e3 is

exhaustively selected to the mapping to the syntax,as wc have demonstrated in section

4.2。  Froln this point of view, event― headedness, which provides the infollllation of

foregrounding and backgrounding on particular subevents,Inay be considered as a sort

of``lexical parameters"entrenched with our linguistic experience.

As a namral process of acquiring verb lneanings,children seeln to have strLlggled

for acquiring the corect parameters about event heads for a particular language. In

English,many younger children apparently do not acquire event hcads of εθソθr―type

verbs coHiectlyo Thus,signiflcant proportion of native speakers of English lnisinterprets

the meaning ofノ 〃aS ifit entails relevant manner of motion verbs,such as′ θνr・ As the

meaning ofノ 〃and′θνr is getting estあlished,howevet they leam that there are many

other l■ eans than′θνrJηg to achieve the event ofノ 〃J“g.Then,children no longer use

ノ′′tO describe a situation in which a liquid is just pouring into a container.In short,the

different behavior of θθソθr― and」 pθνr―type verbs in the locative altemation is lexical

compartmentalization of these verb meaningso Speciically9ノ JJ in the locat市e variant

will be lexically blocked out ifthe relevant manner of motion verbs(eog。 ,`ル″,ルJbbた ,

′θνの Specifles the movement of a theme,which flnally results in a state change in a

location to be」Llllo The exact inanner of lexical acquisition awaits l■ rther research,but

the empirical data with respect to speech eⅡ ors by children is just expected to bear out

the lexicalization pattenl of locative verbs and our linking strategy。

5。 2。 EDialectal Variations

Another piece of evidence in favor ofthe clailn that event― headedness constinltes

a parameter of our lexical knowledge comes from dialectal variations in the possibility

of argument altemations.

In the context of the locative altemation,Klishilnoto(2001a)reports an interesting

fact that εθソθr―type clors in the fom of(5。 2)are regarded as hlly acceptable in some

dialects of BIritish Englisho Therefore,those speakers have the following pattems with

regard to the locative altemation.
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(5。 6)Brj′お乃E4g′お乃βθ
“
θ ttα′θθリ

a. John sprayed paint on the wall.

b. John sprayed the wall with paint.

c.  John poured water into the glass.

d.*John poured the glass with water.

e. John f11led water into the glass.

l  John f11led the glass with waten

As to the verbs ψrの and′θνr,the speakers in question display the same judgment as

average English speakerso However,they sharply contrast to other speakers in that they

treat verbs likeノ′′as locat市e altemation verbso Notice crtlcially that for those speakers

who accept(5.6c),(5.6d)is still totally unacceptable.

A nattlral account for this fact aHrives soon in our linking strategy.Indeed,the

paradigm in(5。 6)can be explained in just the same way as speech eⅡ ors by children

discussed in the last section. In fact,the only difference between those speakers who

accept(5.6c)and thOSe who do not is the dialectal lnode of event head assignlnent on

the subevent associated with a change of state in a locatione With this in lnind,consider

the lexical semtttic representation ofノ ′′in(5。 7),whiCh iS designed for those speakers

who accept(5。 6c):

(5。7)■11(fOr sOme British English speakers)

QUALIA=CONST=y:■ 11

FORMAL=move(e2*,Lz)

be(e3*,z,f11led)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

this representation,e2and e3 hold relatively the same prol■ inence relation,so that

representation is quite silnilar to typical locative altemation verbs.I am not sure for

tilne being what factor of event― head assignment lacks for the speakers in question,

ｈ

ｔｈｅ

ｔｈｅ
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but one clear argumentation is that different lexical semantic representations are not

necessary in accordance with the altemating and non― altemating versions ofノ 〃,whiCh

leads undesirable redundancies in the lexicon.Our linking strategy9 endowed with a

generative model of the lexicon,gives an explanation to these dialectal variations of

argument altemations without recourse to the differencc in the event strllcmre of the

verb,but to the accessibility to the pattems of argument realization.By this approach,

we can still maintain that eⅡ ors in′θνr―type verbs,as in(5。 6d),are never acceptable in

all dialects in English,since′ θttr―typc verbs do not cntail a change― of―state subevent,

which is necessary for the realization ofthe И′J′乃―variant。

5。 3。 The CIcαF Alternation

The view that event―headedness constiれ ltes a parameter of the lexical knowledge

can be extended to the c′ θαr altemation in English.

(5.8) Clear∠ Jたrηα′Jθ
“

ao Henry cleared dishes from the table.

bo  Henry cleared the table of dishes. (Levin 1993:52)

In this altemation,verbs that denote a removal of a theme participate in the semantically

inverse type of the locative altemation. In(5.8b),the``ablative"preposition θ√(H00k

1983)is used instead of the preposition wJ′ 乃in the wJ′ 乃―variant of the fPr彎 |′θαグtype

locative altemationo The class members of the c′ θαr altemation are relatively small。

Lcvin and Rappaport Hovav(1991)Only Cite three verbs,namely ε′θαr,θ′θαη and θ′ηク,

associated with this altemation,while Fraser(1971)and H00k(1983)readily extend the

coverage of altemation verbs to include励 άJη and s′r″ as a class memben

Apparently,argument realization for the verb ε′θαr receives the same explanation

as the 5ジ)rり/Jθαグtype locative altemation,discussed in section 4.2.Now,let us suppose

that the lexical semantic representation ofθ ′θαr is something like(5。 9):
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(5。 9)  clear

QUALIA=CONST=z:clear

FORMAL=remove(e2***,y9z)

be(e3***,z,Clear)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

The verb θ′θαr entails two result subevents just like¥フ rり/Jθαグtype locat市 e altemation

verbso ln effect,the fbllowing sentences are both somewhat contradictory。

(5。 10)a.#]Bill cleared the dishes from the table,but no dishes on the table rnoved.

b.#Bill cleared the table ofthe dishes,but no dishes on the table lnoved.

(5。 11)a.#Bill cleared the dishes from the table,butthe table was messy afterwards.

b.#Bill cleared the table ofthe dishes,but the table was lnessy aftenⅣ ards.

Notice that ε′θαr speciies a source argument(z)by itS deverbal noun follllo Therefore,

e2and e3 of the verb are both supposed to be lexically headed.Also,sin9e θ′θαr is a

deattectival verb,containing the constant denoting the flnal state of the action,e3must

be headed l■ rthen

One more thing to be noted as to verbs in the c′ θαr altemation is that they must

specify a speciic result of the action denoted by the verb.In fact,all verbs in the c′ θαr

alterllation seem to require a physical holistic effect(c.g。 ,ε′θαr,静QJ4,θη ク)or a

psychologicaljudglnent on the flnal state ofthe location(e.g.,θ Jθα4).ThiS iS Solnewhat

evident from the following examples.

(5。 12) a.#Bill Cleared the dishes from the table,but there were some dishes left on

the table.

be#]Bill cleared the table of the dishes,but there were some dishes left on the

table.

Thus,the situation of εJθαr is exactly the same as the one for cθ ソθr―type locative verbs,
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which do not participate in the locative altemation.

Recall that the lexical semantic conditions for verbs to enter into the locative

altemation are that the verb entails two result subevents, and that both of the result

subevents have relatively equal prolninence in the contexto Therefore, under strict

application of our linking strategy via cvent― headedness,c′θαr―type verbs,by namre,

ought to bchave silTlilarly to cθ ソθr―type verbs in te]Ins of the locative altemation.

However,the fact that they enter into the c′θαr altemation in(5。 8)suggeStS that e2 and

e3 of the c′ θαr―type verbs have relatively equal prolninence to be headed,as in(5。 9).

One possible factor to put an extra cvent head on e2 ofε′θαr―type verbs is the negational

nature of the relational predicate 晨多″ηθνθ. Actually; i資 フ″ηθソθ Can be decomposed into

“
θソC力

“
Or“θttbθ α′,bOth ofwhich are not a namral way ofconceptualization ofthe

outer world in te]Ins of a billiard― ball model discussed in section 2。 2.3.2.In any case,let

us sil■ply assume for the tilne being that e2 of θ′θαr receives some special semantic

focus to obtain the relatively equal pronlinence to e3。 Of course,this is just a stipulation,

depending on the parameterization of lexical knowledge,but if it receives some hrther

support to prove itse11 0ur linking strategy can extend to the ε′θαr―type locative

altemation.The fact that only a small number of verbs in English participate in the cJθ αr

altemation deflnitely tells its peculiar nature.

Despite the uniqueness of the θJθαr―type locative altemation,the main point of

our linking strategy holds perfect for other verbs of removal that do not participate in

the c′θαr altemationo There are in fact two pattems of non― altemating verbs in the c′θαr

altemation.

(5。 13)a.The thief stole the painting from the museum.

b.*The thief stole the lnuseunl ofthe painting.

(5.14)a.*The dOctor cured pneulnonia froln Pat.

b. The doctor cured Pat ofpneumonia.

(Levin 1993:52)

(Levin 1993:52)

According to Lc宙 n(1993),verbS Of Stealing(e.g。 ,Sたα′,sηαた乃),Verbs of remo宙 ng

(eog.,旅 3″ηθソθ,メしJθ′θ)and verbs Of vanishing(eog.,θ ναενα′θ,ιχρθのCan appear only in
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the locative variant of the c′ θαr altemation.On the other hand,verbs of cheating(C.g。 ,

cttθα′,rJの,Verbs of depr市 ing(c.gっ ∂ヒρrJソθ,“ b)and Verbs of cu五 ng(c.gっ θν″,/rgθ ,

θαSC)Can Occur only in the a/― Variant。
1

The unavailability ofs′ θα′in the a/― variant receives a straightfo「Ⅳard explanation

in our linking strategyo Consider the lexical semantic representation ofs′ θα′in(5。 15):

(5。 15)  steal

QUALIA=CONST=stealing_manner(― →el)

FORMAL=remove(e2,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(Cl*,X)

The verb s′θα′lexicalizes no change of state subevent.The absence of a change― of― state

subeventin s′ θα′can be conf1111led by the following cancelability test。

(5。 16)a.#The thief stole the painting from the muscum,but it didn't move at all。

bo The thief stole the painting fronl the museunl,but the museum was not

damaged at all(beCause the painting was ofno valuc).

Thus,it is quite namral that s′ θα′cannot occur in the a/― variant,just as′ θνr―type verbs

cannot appearin the wJ′乃―variant.

The reason why verbs of depriving cannot appear in the locative variant is also

very simpleo ConsideL for example,the lexical semantic representation of“ b in(5。 17):

(5。 17) rob

QUALIA=FORMAL=remove(e2,y9z)

be(e3*,z,robbed)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

The verb 
“
b entails two result subevents, namely a movement subevent and a

change― of―state subevent.This can be indicated by the cancelability test as below.
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(5.18)a.#They rObbed the bttlk ofits lnoney9 but the l■ oney didn't move at all.

b.#They robbed the bank ofits lnoney9 butthe bank lost no lnoney aftenⅣ ard.

As for the event― headedness,the verb“ b does not have a deverbal noun associated with

a theme or a locatione Accordingly9 e2 is not headed lexicallyo E3,on the other hand,

must be headed, since it contains a constant that denotes a result state of the action.

Therefore,“ b can only appear in the a/― variant,with e3 exhttst市 ely selected to be

mapped onto the syntax.The result syntactic strtlcmre fOr“ b willthus be as(5。 19).

(5.19) ソP

＼

← Qだ aCt(el*,X)

/＼

The stmcmre(5。 19)haS the same syntactic

ψ rのィ/Jθα′type locat市e altemation.In fact,

a/―phrases in the a/― variant are optional when

to be expressed。

(5。 2C))

In this way9 our linking strategy to the oPrり /Jθα′type

be extended to the cJθαr―type locative altemation.

← QF:be(e3*,z,robbed)

conflgurations as the¬〃J′カーvariant of the

just like wJ励 ―phrases in the wJル ーvariant,

a stolen item is not contextually necessary

VP

/＼

/＼
V robbed

V′

ａ

　

　

ｂ

Two men robbed Fred(ofhiS Watch)at hiS Hydc Park home.

The bank was robbed(ofitS InOney)yeSterday。
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To conclude,c′θαr―type locative altemation verbs have its peculiar source in the

lexicalization pattems in Englisho lf the approach taken in this section is on the right

track,it follows that cθ ソθr―type verbs and θJθαr―type verbs share their event strtlcmre

conflgurations,but they crtlcially differ in the manner of event head assignment,and

thus the distribution in the locative altemation.A number of arguments discussed above

allnost inevitably lead us to presuppose that they are only different in the event head

assignment on the rnovement subevento This can be counted as an instance in which the

manner of event head assignment constimtes a lexical parameter even within the same

language.

5。 4。 Lexicalization Patterns in Japanese

The lexicalization pattems of Japanese verbs provide■ ュrther evidence in favor of

the clailn that event―headedness constinltes a parameter ofour lexical knowledge.

Somewhat comparable with the English locative altemation is the distribution of

Japanese locative verbs sθ sθgν `pOur'in(5.21)and″ ZJ″αsク 'f111'in(5.22).

(5.21)a. Tar00_wa koppu― ni mizu― o sosoi― da.

Taro― Top  glass― ]Dat water― Acc pour―Past

``Taro poured water into the glass."

b.*Taroo― wa  koppu― o  Hlizu―de  sosoi― da.

Taro― Top glass―Acc water― with pour―Past

Lit.``Taro poured the glass with waten"

(5.22)a.Tar00-Wa koppu― ni mizu― o mitasi― ta.

Taro― Top glass―Dat water―Acc f111-Past

Lit.``Taro f11led water into the glass."

bo  Taroo―wa  koppu― o  lnizunde  nlitasi― ta.

Taro― Top  glass―Acc water―with f111-Past

``Taro f11led the glass with waten"

English counterpart Jρ θνr,the Japanese verb
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sοsogν `pour'can appear in the locative variant,but notin the l″ J′乃―variant。 On the other

hand,example(5。 22)indiCates that the Japanese verb“ j′硼ν`■11'appears in the both

variants in the locative altemation,which is clearly a distinct behavior from its English

counterpa■ ノJ′ .

Just like′ θνr in:English,sθ sθg" `pour'deflnes a manner of continuous liquid

flow,without entailing any about a result state ofthe containen

(5.23)a.#Tar00_wa koppu― ni mizu― o sosoi― da―ga, mizu― wa nagare― nakat― ta.

Taro― Top glass―D)at water― Acc pour―Past― but water― Top flow― not― Past

``Taro poured water into the glass,but the water didn't■ ow."

bo Taroo―wa  koppu― ni  lnizu― o  sosoi― da―ga, (ana―ga    aite― ite)

Taro― Top  glass― lDat water― Acc pour―Past― but  hole― Nonl open― Perf

koppu―wa  kara―no-lnama  dat― ta.

glass― Top  empty―remain  Cop―Past

``Taro poured water into the glass,but the glass relnained empty(becauSe it

has a hole)."

Thus, the lexical semantic representation of sθ sogν `pour' can be considered to be

exactly the same as that of′ θνr in English.

(5.24) sosogu`pour'

QUALIA=CONST=pouring_manner(― →e2)

FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

Then,it is quite natural that sθ sθgν `pour'(and Other verbs ofthe same semantic class)

cannot appear in the l″J′乃―variant in(5。 21b).

In contrast,the Japanese verb″ ηJ′αsν `f111'specifles a result state of the container

without specifying any speciic kind ofmotion ofthe themeo Atthe same time,however,

“

j′αs夕 `f111' acmally entails a movement subevent, whichever variant in the locative
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altemation they appear in.

(5。 25)a.#Tar00_wa koppu― ni mizu― o mitasi― ta―ga, mizu― wa nagare― nakat― ta.

Taro― Top glass―D)at water― Acc f111-Past―but water― Top■ ow― not― Past

Lit.``Taro f11led water into the glass,butthe water didn't flow."

b.#Taroo― wa  koppu― ni  nlizu― o  lnitasi― ta―ga,  koppu― wa  kara―■o―mama

Taro― Top  glass― ]Dat water― Acc f111-Past     glass― Top elnpty―relnain

dat―ta.

Cop― Past

Lit.``Taro f11led water into the glass,butthe glass remained empty."

(5.26)a.#Tar00_wa koppu― o mizu― de mitasi― ta―ga, mizu―wa

Taro― Top glass―Acc water―with f111-Past― but water― Top

nagare― nakat― ta.

flow― not― Past

``Taro f11led the glass with watett but the water didn't■ ow."

b.#Taroo― wa  koppu― o  Hlizu― de  lnitasi― ta―ga,  koppu― wa kara―no―Inama

Taro― Top  glass― Acc water―with f111-Past― but  glass― Top  empty―remain

dat―ta.'

Cop― Past

“Ttto f11led the glass with wateち butthe glass remained empty."

Thus,the lexical semantic representation of“ J′銀〕ν`flll'should be as(5.27)beloW.

(5。 27)mitaSu`量 11'

QUALIA=FORMAL=move(e2*,y9z)

be(e3*,z,f11led)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Just likeノ′′in English,η zJ′αsν `f111'is supposed to lexicalize two result subevents in the

forlnal qualia,which bear the relatively equal prol■ inence relation in order to participate
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in the locative altemation. I am now not in a position to reveal the exact namre Of

event― head assignment in Japanese,but the representation like(5。 27)is esSential for the

behavior of ηzJ′αsν `f111'in the locative altemation.Indeed,all Japanese verbs that enter

into the locative alterllation semantically correspond to English εθソθr―type verbs(eog。 ,

Oθν``COVer'',彬αrγ ``decorate").2 The Situation is quite similar to the one for those

English speakers who accept cθ ソθr―type verbs in the l″ J′乃―variant,which is discussed in

section 5。 2。

The reasonable conclusiOn froln these facts about Japanese scems to be that the

mode of event decomposition between English and Japanesc are not rnuch different,but

they differ crllcially in language― speciflc lnanners of event― head assignment(Ci Fukui,

Miyagawa and Tenny 1985).In other words,it as a quite namral assumption,Japanese

verbs share many lexical semantic properties with their English counterparts, the

interface theory inevitably requires that“ J′αsν `f111'andノ〃be identical in their event

strucl比lre conflgurations,even though they are different in the possibility of the locative

altemationo ln particular,we nced at least to assume that the event― headedness between

two result subevents entailed by the verb″ηJ′αsν `f111'should be relatively equal,so that

the verb participates in the locat市 e altemation shown in(5.22).

Another language―particular difference between]English and Japanese in terlns of

event― headedness comes froln the fact that Japanesc has many morphological rnarkers

to indicate an event head on a particular subevent。

Kageyama(1996)argueS that some afflxes in Japanesc have a property to der市 e

causative transitive verbs from their intransitive counterparts。
3

(5。 28)a. ―θ―: tat― u `go up' →  tat― e―nl `build', susuln― u `proceed' → susum― e―rLl

`advance',narab― u`stand in a line' 一→ narab― e― J鳳 `arrange',totono― u

`be settled' →  totono― e―rLl`Settle'

―as― : nar― u `sound' 一) nar― as―u `ring', tob― u `flyintr' →  tob― as―u `flytr',

zure―rtl`slip' 一→ zurasu`slide,her― u`decreaseintr'her― as―u`decreasetr',

kawak― u  `dryintr' 一→  kawak― as―u  `drytr', ugok― u  `Inoveintr' ~→

ugok― as―u`movetr'

b.
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C。  ―OS― :Oki―rll`occur' →  ok― os― u`give rise to'

In our analysis, these transitivization afflxes can be viewed as an event― head

assigner on the subevent in the agentive quale.For example,the intransitive verb′ θたθrν

`lneltintr' can be transfol「 ned into the transitive verb ′θkasγ  `Inelttr' by adding the

transitivization afflx― αs― On the verbal stem.

(5。29)a.Koori―ga toke―ta.

ice―Nom  meltintr― Past

``Thc icc lnelted."

bo Taroo―ga  koori― o  tok― asi―ta.

Taro― Nom ice― Acc lneltntr― TR―Past

``Taro lnelted the ice."

Thus,the lexical semantic representations of a causative/inchoative pair of verbs,such

as′θたθrν `meltintr'and′ θλαsν `melttr',can be drawn as followse

(5。 30)tokerLl`meltn甘 '

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9melted)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

(5.31)tokaSu`mel婦 '

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9melted)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Clearly,the presence or absence of an event head on the agentive qualia ofthese verbs

reflects their syntactic strtlcture.Also,the Japanese transitive locative altemation verb

“
J′αsν `f11ltr'iS derived from its intransitive fom η2J′ Jrν `f11lintr'by the afflxation of the

transitivization afflx― αs―,With its lexical semantic property to enter into the locative

altemation lnaintained.

In contrast to English,there are also cases in Japanese in which an event head on
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the agentive quale is elilninated by lnorphological afflxation.In fact,such afflxes as― θ―

and―αr― induce intransitivization oftransitive causative verbs(Kageyama 1996).

(5.32)a.― e― :kir―u`cut'→ ki卜 e―m`be cut',nuk― u`pull out'→ nuk― e―m`come

out', or― u `bendtr' 一→ or― e―rLl `bendintrt war― u `breaktr' ―一〉war― e―rLl

`breakintr',yabur―u`tear' → yabur― e―Iu`be tonl'

b.  ―ar― : atume―rLl `C01lect 一→ a慣】n―ar―u `gather', uc― rll `plant' 一→ uw― ar―u

`be planted',maze― H鳳 `Inix' 一→ maz― ar―u`be lnixed'91則lrnc―rLl`Stuff'

→ れ1ln― ar―u`be choked'

Novy,let us assume that thesc afflxes have an effect to remove an event head froln the

agentive quale of a predicateo For example,the Japanese transitive verb wα rν `breaktr'

will be intransit市 ized by the afflxation of―θ―on its verbal stem,as shown in(5。 33).

(5。 33)a.HanakO_ga mado― o   wat― ta.

Hanako―Nom window―Acc  breaktr―Past

``Hanako broke the window。 "

bo Mado― ga   war― c―ta.

window―Nom breaktr― INTR― Past

``The wlndow broke.'

Thus,the lexical semantic representations ofthe pair ofverbs wα rν `breaktr'and l″ακr"

`breakintr'can be described as follows.

(5。 34)warLl`break廿 '

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9broken)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

(5.35)warerLl`breakin甘 '

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9broken)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)
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It is worth noting that there seen■ to be yet other effects of verbal afflxation in

Japanesc.For example,when the verbal afflx― θs― attaches to trLle unaccusatives,such as

θたθrν `occur',a headed agentive quale will be coniated to derive causative transitive

predicates,such as θたθsν `cause'。 Then,the transitivity altemation is obseⅣ ed between

these two verbs.

(5。 36)a. Ziko― ga okot― ta.

accident―Nonl occur―past

``The accident happened。 "

b. Taroo― ga  zlko―o ok― osi― ta.

Taro―Nom accident― Acc occur―CAUSE― Past

``Taro caused an accidente"

The lexical semantic representations ofthese predicates can be described as follows.

(5。 37) okorll`OCCur'

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(el*,X,

(5。 38) okosu`Cause'

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,光

AGENTIVE=act(el*,

in the world)

in the world)

X)

As rnentioned in section 3。 4,tlute unergatives such as θたθrν `occur'do not lexicalize an

agentive quale,as in(5.37),but the verbal afflx― θs― provides a headed agentive quale

on the verb semantics,as in(5。 38).

In this wise,Japanese verbal afflxes affect the agentive qualia of predicates in

some ways. I do not aware so far of any instance in which they affect on the follllal

qualia of predicates.Instead,I Inay clailn that in Ja/panese,the coniation of the follllal

qualia of predicates is induced by the lexical process of``compounding".For example,

trtle unergatives,such as“ αたク`cry',can be interpreted as having a result of the action
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by undergoing compounding with predicates, such as ttα rαsν `cause to swell', that

specifles the forlnal quale lexically。

(5.39)a. Tar00_ga nai― ta.

Taro― Noln cry― Past

``Taro hit Hnako。 "

b.  Taroo―ga  me― o   harasi― ta.

Taro― Nonl eyc―Acc causcotooswell― Past

``Taro had his eyes swollen."

co  Taroo― ga  me― o   naki― harasi―ta.

Taro― Nonl eye―Acc cry― cause.tooswell― Past

``Taro had his eyes swollen from crying."

The lexical semantic representations of ηαたフ`cry'and ttα rαsν `cause to swell'are given

in(5。40)and(5.41),reSpectively。

(5。 40) naku`Cry'

QUALIA=CONST=crying_manner(― →el)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

(5。 41)httaSu`'causeotooswell'

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9swollen)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

Here, these two representations can be coniated by morphological compounding to

derive the compound verb″ αたJ―乃αrαsν `cry― cause.toeswell'in(5。 42).

(5。 42)haki―harasu`cry―cause.to.swell'

QUALIA=CONST=crying_manner(→ el)

FORMAL=be(e2*,y9swollen)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)
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This is another exalnple of``cO― colnpOsition"(Pust可 OVSky 1995)via the uniflcation of

agentive qualia of predicates to extend their lexical semantics generatively(sce Section

6.2。 3).

In English,thesc lnorphological effects cannot be obscⅣ ed,silnply because there

are no verbal afflxes in Englisho Therefore,it is namral that Japanese develops its own

way of event head assignment by utilizing its lnorphologyo Japanese locative altemation

verbs discussed above are one ofthe good examples to indicate this pointo Also,it seelns

valid to infer that ёvent head assignment in Japanesc has something to do with its

morphological processes, such as afflxation and compounding. Although Japanese

morphological system is far too complex to discuss exhaustively in this thesis,it would

be safe to conclude that the results of this section lnay be incorporated into our linking

theory in teⅡ田[s of eVent―headedness.
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Chapter 6:Generative Devices for Argument Alternations

The argument in chapter 4 clearly indicates that lexical semantic representations of

predicates do not alter when no logical semantic difference is obseⅣ ed through the

altemation.In this chaptett l demonstrate how far this statement can be lnaintained with

respect to other argument altemations in Englisho Speciflcally9 1 will arguc that many

argument altemations in English are to be induced by two types of generativc deviccs in

the lexicon。 One ofthe devices is``lexical rllles"that are applied to semantic arguments

of predicates,while the other is``lexical operations"that are applied directly to qualia

StrLICture of predicateso ln the end, it will be concluded that various argument

altemations in English can be captured in our linking strategy along with the change of

semantic values of arguments and the shift of pattems in argument realization,without

recourse to individualized lexical semantic representations to syntactic constrllctions。

6。 1。 Lexical Rules

ln this section, four lexical rllles that tte applied to semantic arguments of

predicates will be discussed.All of the rLlleS must provide their own grounds in our

cognitive faculty, so that the motivation of the rLlleS is fairly universal, although the

effect inay vary froln language to language. I will show how those rLlleS affect the

semantic valuc of arguments,in order to show how various argument altemations in

English are brought about。

6。 1。1.Argument Abstraction

The flrst lexical semantic rLlle On arguments is the``abstraction"of arguments.

This rule is operative to trigger the argument altemations where the valency ofcausative

transitive verbs appears to decrease with a particular semantic shift to be obseⅣ ed.For

example,lct us consider the middle altemation in(6。 1):

(6。 1) И &員θИルθr“α′Jθ
“

a. The butcher cuts the lneat.
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bo Thel■eat cuts casily。 (Levin 1993:26)

In contrast to the active transitive sentence in(6。 la),the sentence patterll in(6。 lb)is

called ``Iniddle", since the sentence is ``active" in its morphology of the verb, but

``pass市 e"in its meaning.In the middle variant,the logical o可 ect Ofthe verb is surfaced

as the grammatical sutteCt,although there is no pass市 e or other morphological marking

on the verb that indicates the extemalization of the intemal argumente lt appears,

therefore,that ttθ
“
θα′in(6.lb)iS in fact realized as the sutteCt position at a base

StrLICmre(Diesing 1992),but I Will claim that both vttiants in the middle altemation

share the same underlying syntactic conflguration, cxcept the scmantic valuc of the

agent argument.

It has been argued that rniddle sentences denote a different semantic concept from

their coHiesponding active sentences in teⅡ ns of``genericity"(Keyser and Roeper 1984,

Fagan 1992).In faCt,the understood agent in(6。 lb)can be interpreted only genericany.

Therefore,Iniddle sentences are advisedly used to describe a general property of the

SutteCt rather than a speciflc event.Becausc of this selnantic property9 1niddle sentences

are not compatible with puncmal til■ e adverbs, progressive aspect, and perception

verbs.

(6。 2)a.?Yesterday9 the lnayor bribed easily9 according to the newspapen

b.*Bureaucrats are bribing easily.

c。
*I saw bureaucrats bribe casily.   (Keyser and Roeper 1984:384-386)

These characteristics have been ascribed to the property of the lniddle variant as an

individual― level stative predication, which depicts a generic property of the suttect

independent of a particular duration of time(MatSumoto and Fttita 1995,Kageyama

2006,Kudo 2008).

The chttacteristic description in middle sentences is motivated by the speaker's

SutteCtiVe event constrLlal that re■ects in acmal linguistic expressions in principled

ways(Langacker 1991)。 Speciically9 the mot市 ation of middle fommation must be a
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description of the inherent property or``inction"of a theme argument,regardless of the

ability and volition of a possible agento Hence,the derivation of the iniddle variant shall

be induced by a lexical rLlle that defocuses an agent argument to bc understood as an

ilnplicit one,so that the′ θ′θη′Jα′Jゥノof a change of state/1ocation in the theme argument

is highlighted.Following Fagan(1988),I suggest that this defocusing of agent argument

can be achieved by changing a speciflc agent into some arbitrary referent that can be

paraphrased by such a generic noun phrase as′ θθρJの J″ gθ″θrαJ(ci Fellbaum 1985).

In order to accomplish this defocusing of arguments,let us assume that the lexical

semantic l■ 1le``argument abstraction"is applied at the lexical semantic representation of

a predicate as in the following lnannen

(6。 3)И rgν

“
θη′Иbs′rαε′Jθη

Q:P(C,X)⇒ Q:P(e,Xarb)

The tenn αrb in(6.3)designates a set of feanres,such as[十 human,十 generic,土plural],

which identifles semantic properties generally refelTed to as``arbitrary interpretation"

(Rizzi 1986)。 Syntactically9 abstracted arguments are realized as an implicit argument

called``arbitrary pro"(henCefO■h,′
“

αrb),whiCh is an empty counterpart of arbitrary

semantic arguments.

Now,witness the effect of argument abstraction in terlns ofthe lniddle altematione

First,consider the lexical semantic representation ofε 夕′in(6。4):

(6。4) cut

QUALIA=CONST=i:cutlery

FORMAL=be(e2*,y9璽 )

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)

The verb εν′holds the semantic representation that is typical ofverbs of change of state.

By the application of argument abstraction,the agent argument of εν′is abstracted away9

as shown in(6.5a).SinCe Our linking strategy requires that arguments of εν′be rnapped
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to its appropriate syntactic position,as in(6。 5b),the underlying syntactic conflguration

in(6。 5c)is prOVided.

Qだ aCt(el*,X,i)⇒ Qだ act(el*,Xarb,i)

QA:aCt(el*,Xarb,i)― →
[νP Xaめ [ッ

′ソVP]]

QF:be(e2*,y9cut)一→
[vP y[v′ V Cut]]

ソP     ← Qだ act(el*,Xaめ,i)

＼
proarbχ

/＼
VP ←~QF:be(e2*,勇 cut)

/＼
the meaち V′

/＼
cut

From(6.5c),ル θ
“
θα′Will be moved out of VP in order to satisfy the requirement that

the suttiect position in English be f11led by an overt element。
l Since′

晨フαrb iS incapable

ofbeing the grammatical sutteCt,it may stay at the speciier ofソR While ttθ
“
θα′will

move up to the subieCt position instead.Thus,the peculiarity of surface syntactic fom

oflniddle sentences results.

As for the realization of′
“
α″ら,Stroik(1992)provides a strong piece of evidence

that an implicit agent ofthc lniddle variant should be present syntactically.

Books about{oneself/*hersel母 never read poorly。

Books about{*oneSelf/herselfl read quickly for Mary。 (StrOik 1992:136)

(6.5)

(6.6)

ａ

　

ｂ

C。

V

ａ

　

　

ｂ

The proper license ofthe reflexive pronoun θ″θsθJ/in(6.6a)suggests that there is some

null argument in the clause that seⅣ es as a possible antecedent ofthe pronouno The null

argument in qucstion must be an implicit agent created by argument demotion,because
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the re■exive pronoun needs to be co― indexed with the overtヵ r―phrase argument,ル 盈ファ,

in(6.6b),whiCh iS logically linked to the implicit agent。
2

This analysis of rniddle follllation ilnlnediately predicts that verbs that participate

in the Ⅱliddle altemation must be causative transitives; othe「 Ⅳise,no overt argument

will be mapped onto the syntaxo ln fact,Iniddle forlnation is best considered to be a

lexical derivation,since all verbs in the middle variant have their transitive uses even

though they rnay lack their intransitive uses,and there is no verb that appears only in the

lniddle varianto With this in lnind,consider the following paradignl:

(6。 7)ao CryStal breaks easily。       (Levin 1993:241)

b. Copper rods bend easily.   (Levin 1993:242)

co ldaho Potatoes bake beautinlllyc    (Levin 1993:244)

do Cotton clothes dry easily.   (Lcvin 1993:245)

(6.8)a.*French fabrics adores easily.

b.*The answer knows easily.  (Lc宙 n1993:26)

(6。 9)a.*ThiS metal won't pound.

b. This lnetal won't pound iat.(Levin 1993:26)

Middle sentences are typically forlned with verbs of change of state,as shown in(6.7).

In cotttrast,stative verbs in(6。 8)are inCOmpatible with the middle forlnation,since they

do not have an agentive argument to be abstracted.Verbs of silnple action in(6。 9)are

also not compatible with the l■ iddle variant,unless some result state is indicated by a

resultative predicate(Rapoport 1993)。 Our apprOach to the middle altelmation can treat

this condition appropriately by necessarily stating that lniddle folttnation is restricted to

those verbs that have both agentive and folttnal roles in their qualia structure.

In passing,it is worth lnentioning that argument abstraction has a secondary clect。

Recall that lniddle verbs are individual― level predicates,and thus lnust be stative,even

though the coHiesponding active verbs can be eventivee This lncans that the evenmality

of the original active sentence will be lost in the course of lniddle forlnation.I suggest

that this semantic shift is induced by the suppression of event arguments through the
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alterllation.Given that event arguments,by deflnition,spccify a concrete expression of

an event(Davidson 1967),it seCms perfectly reasonable to posmlate that if participants

or particular settings(eog.,tilne,placc)of an event are abstracted away9 the concreteness

of the event itself will be bJν rκグ in parallelo Accordingly, if event argulnents of a

predicate become somewhat deflcit as a result of argument abstraction, the derived

sentence must be understood as an instance of individual― level predication(Kageyama

2006,Kudo 2008)。
3

The same explanation as the lniddle altemation can namrally be extended to the

characteristic property of agent altemation given in(6.10).

(6.10) Cttα rα c′θrお′Jθ Pκフθrヶ ゴAgθη′∠ルθrηα′jθη

a.  That dog bites people.

bo That dog bites.    (Levin 1993:39)

In this altemation,the affected theme argument ofthe verb,which has been considered

not omissible,is missing.Sentence(6。 10b)Shares the same semantic property as middle

sentences in that it describes a general property of the suttcct rather than a speciflc

evento ln this respect,(6。 10b)ShOuld be distinguished fronl the sentence derived by

``indeinite otteCt deletion"(e.g.ル bη αJraαζ夕α′θ tt Jν
“
εり),sinCe it is clear that the

latter describes an actual event happening at a given tilne and place.

In the characteristic property of agent altemation,what is abstracted away is an

intemal argument of causative transitive verbs,namely the theme argument.Consider

the lexical semantic representation of bJた in(6.H),whiCh is another example of verbs

ofchange of state:

(6.11) bite

QUALIA=FORMAL= be(e2*,y9bitten)

=aCt(el*,x)

Based on the analogy of the lniddle fol肛nation,

AGENTIVE
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argument of bJ′θ can be described as follows。

(6。 12)a.QF:be(e2*,y9bitten)=〉 QF:be(e2*,yarb,bitten)

b・ QA:aCt(el*,X)→  [ソPX[ν′ソVP]]

QF:be(e2*,yarb,bitten)→ [vP yarb[v′ V bitten]]

c.   ソP      ←―QA:aCt(el*,X)

＼
the dob        ソ

/＼
ソ     VP      ←~QF:be(e2*,yarb,bitten)

/＼
proarレ     V′

/＼
V       bitten

Applied at the level of lexical semantic representation,the rLlle Of argument abstraction

changes a speciic theme argument into some arbitrary referent,as in(6。 12a).By Our

linking strategy g市 en in(6.12b),the Syntactic stmcmre(6.12c)should COme out.From

(6。 12c),′乃θ Jbg moves out ofソ P in order to occupy the suttect pOSition ofthe sentence.

Then,the graΠ IInatical relation of the sentence does not differ from its active transitive

counterpart,cxcept that the theme argument is realized as rソθαrb.

Naturally,the same restriction as lniddle forlnation is obseⅣ ed in this altemation.

First,there is a complex event constraint on the altemation verbs.

(6.13)a.Tigers Only kill at night.   (Gloldberg 2001:506)

b.John is always ready to please.    (Rizzi 1986:501)

(6。 14)a.*W01Ves only attack at night.

b.*Fans are always ready to ettoy。

(6。 15)a.*A new broom sweeps.

b.  A new brooln sweeps clean.
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As the contrast between(6。 13)肛ld(6。 14)showS,the characteristic―property― of―agent

variants are only folttned from causative transitive verbs that canonically take an

affected theme argument as their logical o可 ecto Again,verbs of simple action cannot

take part in the alterllation,as shown in(6。 15),unleSS the result state of the action is

specifled by a resultative phrase.

Second,the characteristic― property― of―agent variant constittltes another semantic

class of individual― level predication.Therefore,the sentences are not compatible with

punctual time adverbs,progressive aspect,and perception verbs.

(6。 16) *The tiger killed atthat moment。

*The tiger is killing(nOW).

*I saw the tiger kill there.

These results lnust indicate that lniddle

through the same process of fonnation,

mle given in(6.3).

(Kageyama 2006:104)

and characteristic― property― of―agent variants go

and thus can be dealt with by the same lexical

ａ

　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

6.1。 2。 Argument Demotion

The secOnd lexical semantic rllle on arguments is the``demotion"of arguments.

Argument demotion has been occasionally argued in Relational Grammar(Perlmutter

and Postal 1984),butthe mle l proposc here is moreあ stract in the sense that demotion

may be applied on every type of argument variables in qualia strLICmreo suppose that the

mle“argument demotion"in(6.17)demotes the most prominent semantic argumentin a

subevent,so that the second lnost prolninent argument is realized in the syntax。

(6。 17)∠ rgν

“
θ
“
′Dθ

“
θ′Jθ4

Q:P(e,X,y)⇒ Q:P(e,X∧ ,ガ

The symbol ∧represents a syntactically inert argument that is notionally silnilar to
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``chOmeur''in Relational Grammar(Perlmutter and Posta1 1977).

Consider now how the argument demotion works for argument altemations.Here,

we take up the instmment sutteCt altemation in(6。 18)as an eXample,which involves

the instrLlment sutteCt Variant in(6。 18b).

(6.18)ルs′rν

“
θ
“
′Sνりθε′∠′たrηα′Jθ

“
a.  David broke the window with thc halnlne■

b. The halnlner broke the window. (Levin 1993:80)

In(6。 18b),the Obliquc argument,which is semantically characterized as inst■ lment,can

be realized as the sutteCt Ofa sentenceo This altemation has been considered to involve

the agent demotion,since the oblique suttect iS Only possible when the agent argument

isあsent(e.g.*動θ ttα
““

θr b“ル励θ wJηあw″ DαソJの・

Let us assume that the lexical semantic representation of b″ αたassociated with

the context in(6。 18)is something like(6.19).

(6。 19)  break

QUALIA=CONST=i:instmment

FORMAL=bc(e2*,y9broken)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)

Note especially that an instrument argument(i)iS COntexmally added in the constitut市 e

quale of the predicate,so that the instrLlrnent phrase l″ Jル ′乃θ ttα″っ″ηθr can be realized as

a trlle attunCt in(6。 18a).ThiS instmment argument is incorporated into the agent市 e

quale of the verb,providing an event head on the causing subevent.Then,the lexical

mle ofargument demotion is applied as follows.

ａ

　

ｂ

Qだ aCt(el*,X,i)⇒ QA:aCt(el*,X∧ ,i)

QA:aCt(el*,X∧ ,i)一→
[νP i[ν

′ソVP]]

QF:be(e2*,勇 broken)→ [vP y[v′ V brOken]]

(6e20)
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ソP ← Qだ aCt(el*,X∧ ,i)

＼
the haminerJ

/＼
VP ←~QF:be(e2*,y9broken)

/＼
the windoNv V′

/＼
V broken

By the ttplication of argument demotion in(6.20a),the agent argument(x)of the verb

is suppressed to be syntactically inert(X∧ ).Accordingl勇 the instrtllnent argulnent(i)in

the agentive quale is selected to be mapped to the syntax,as shown in(6。 20b),sO that

the instrLIment sutteCt Variant in the fom of(6。 20c)comes Outo Clearly9 one of the

necessary conditions on the application of argument demotion is that the instrLlinent

argument is incorporated into the agentive quale of the predicateo This is only possible

when the instrLlment argument is interpreted as an ottect that the agent argument works

on directly。

Evidence of our treatment of the instrLlment sutteCt altemation comes from the

semantics of instnlrnents.Various smdies On the notion ofinstl■ lrnent have lnade a sharp

distinction between``intermediary instrLlments''and``facilitating instrllments''(ヽ も Cik

1976,Marantz 1984).According to Levin and Ra/ppa7po■ (1988)and Ra7ppapo■ and

Levin(1992),verbS like Ψθ
“

and sαηグonly take inteHnediary instruments,whereas

verbs like θα′and sθθ only take facilitating instrLlrnents. Interestingly,only verbs that

take intemlediary instrtlments a1low the instrtlmental suttectS.

C。

(6。 21) a。

b.

(6。 22)a.

b.

Doug opened the can with the new gadget.

The new gadget opened the can. (Levin and Rappaport 1988:1071)

Julia sanded the floors with the old lnachine.

The old machine sanded the■ oors.  (Levin and Rappaport 1988:1072)
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(6。 23)a.Bill ate the meat with a fork.

b.*The fork ate the meat。    (Lc宙 n and Rappaport 1988:1072)

(6.24)a.Mira saw the crack with the magnifying glass.

b.*The magnifying glass saw the crack.(Lc宙n and Rappapo■ 1988:1072)

Notice that some verbs can appear with either intcHnediary or facilitating instrtllnents,

but,as expected,only the inteⅡ nediary instrtllnents can be expressed as suttect。

(6.25)a.Bill 10aded the trLICk With a crane.

b. The crane loaded the truck.        (Levin and Rappaport 1988:1072)

(6。 26)a.Bill 10aded the trLICk With a pitchfork.

b.*The pitchfork loaded the trLICk.   (Levin and Ra/ppapo■ 1988:1072)

Thus,whether instrLlment attuments can be expressed as sutteCt Or not relates crLICially

to the semantic type of instrLIInents.

An argument in favor of our approach is found in relation to the derivation of― θr

nolninals.Levin and Rappaport(1988)and Rappaport and Levin(1992)arguC that no

instrtlmental― θr nolninal is derived froln verbs that only take facilitating instrLlinents.

(6.27) cutter,dryet heatett opener,peelet printet slicer,stapler

eateち jumpet rLInnCt scet swimmet walket writer

The―θr nominals in(6。27a)have an instrLlmental interpretation,in addition to a nollllal

agentive interpretationo The― θr nonlinals in(6.27b),on the Other hand,can only have an

agentive interpretation, lacking an instrLImental interpretation. The existence of an

instmmental interpretation of― θr nominals in(6.27a)indiCates that those instrtlment

arguments must be regarded as extemal arguments of a verb that is able to perfo111l the

action autonomously. In other words,thosc arguments are necessarily associated with

the agentive qualia of predicates, and thus must be proJected in the syntax when the

agent argumentis demoted。

ａ

　
　
ｂ
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The mechanism of argument demotion is not restricted to the instrLlment sutteCt

altemation,but also goes for the other oblique sutteCt altemations,such as the namral

force sutteCt altemation in(6.28),theあ Stract cause suttect altemation in(6。 29)and the

raw material sutteCt altemation in(6。 30).

(6.28)助′νrαJ ttκθ Sν″θθ′ИJ′θr4α′Jθη

a. I dried the clothes into the sun.

b. The sun dried the clothes.  (Levin 1993:80)

(6.29)∠ bs′rαθ′Cανsc Sν″θε′∠ルθr4α′Jθ
“

ao Hc established his innocence with the lette■

bo The letter established his innocence. (Levin 1993:81)

(6。 30) Rαw L麟′θrJα J Sνりθε′Иルθr4α′Jθη

ao  She baked wonderful bread from that whole wheat■ oun

bo That whole wheat■ our bakes wonderhl bread。    (Levin 1993:82)

The obLque suttectS fOund in(6.28b)and(6。 29b)can be naturally understood as other

instances of instrllments,since we can say」 νscグ ′力θ sν″′ο
`ル
ァ′乃θ εJθ′乃θs and Hc νsθグ

″乃θ ′θ′′θr′θ cs′αb′お乃 乃漁ヌ J“ηθεθη′ as well as Dα νJグ πsθグ′乃θ ttα″γηθr′θ b″αル′乃θ

″Jしわ″.

In(6。 30b),what is realized as the suttect iS a material for the theme to come into

existenceo Recall that verbs of creation involve a material argument in their qualia

strllcture.Just like instrLlrnent arguments,Inaterial arguments shall be registered in the

constitutive quale of a predicate,and incorporated into the agentive quale as the ottect

that an agent acts upon directly。

(6。 31) bake bread

QUALIA=CONST=m:material

FORMAL=be(e2*,y:bread,in the world)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,m)
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Therefore,when the agent argument(x)is demOted,the material argument(m)Will

necessarily be mapped onto the syntax,so that the material sutteCt COnstnlction in

(6。 30b)suCCesshlly comes out.When the instrLlment argument(i)iS alSO incorporated

into the agentive quale of the predicate,argument demotion must be doubly applied in

order to suppress both agent and instrlllnent arguments at the same time.

6。 1。 3。 Argument Substitution

The third lexical semantic rLlle that has an effect on arguments is the rllle

``argument substitution", which alters the semantic valuc of argument variables

schematized in(6。 32).

(6.32)∠ rgν

“

θ″ 助 bs′ J″″ Jθη

Q:P(e,X,y)=⇒ Q:P(e,z,y)

This operation is effective only when the identical argument variables are distributed

across lnultiple qualia roles in a predicate.Thus,a good candidate for this rLlle iS verbs

of self― propelled lnotion,such as wα Jた and rνκ,discussed in section 3.4.

Consider the lexical semantic representation ofwα ル in(6。 33),where the semantic

valuc of an agent(iee.,the suttect Of αCの and a theme(i.e。 ,the suttect Of“ θソθ)is

identical:

(6.33)walk

QUALIA=CONST=walking_manner(― →el)

FORMAL=move(e2,x,ガ

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

The realization ofthe fomal quale ofwα ′たdepends on the semantic focus in the context,

though the result is often syntactically vacuous.Sentence(6。 34a)has the fOHnal quale

being mapped onto the syntax,as indicated by the overt path phrase l成 ,/θ z″g乃 ′乃θ dbθr,

whereas only the agentive quale is realized in(6。 34b).

ｏ
ｆ

　

ａｓ
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(6.34)a. John walked through the doo■

b. John is walking(in plaCe).

Given that one of the identical variables that results in a syntactically lower position

will be controlled by the othet the realization of the sentencc(6.34a)is deSCribed as

follows.

(6。 35)a.QA:aCt(el*,X)→  [ッPX[ソ′ν VP]]

QF:mOVe(e2*,x,ガ →
[vP X[v′ Vy]]

b・   ソP     ← QA:aCt(el*,X)

＼
JohL

/＼
ソ     VP      ←~QF:mOVe(e2*,x,y)

/＼
PROχ      V′

/＼
V    through the doo与

In(6。 35b),the agent argument帥乃η)in the specifler ofソ P controls the theme argument

(PRO)realiZed at the specifler ofVP宙 ac― command relation.

This lnuch being said,let us now consider how argument substittltion affects the

argument realization of l″ α′た. Since the hndamental effect of the rLlle iS to give a

variable another valuc,ifit applies to the theme argument of wα ル,PRO in(6.35b)can

have concrete referent in linguistic expressions.Then,witness the following derivation:

(6.36)a.QF:mOVe(e2*,x,y)=⇒ QF:mOVe(e2*,z,y)

b・ QA:aCt(el*,X)一 →
[ッPX[ッ

′ソ VP]]

QF:mOVe(e2*,z,y)一 →
[vP Z[v′ Vy]]
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C.     ソP ← Qだ aCt(el*,X)

＼
Joh鴫

/＼
ソ     VP      ←~QF:mOVe(e2*,z,y)

/＼
the dogz        V′

/＼
V    through the doo与

As described in(6。 36a),the rllle of argument substitution changes the referent of the

theme argument(x)intO a different valuc(z).The substitute argument will be realized

as the direct otteCt Of the verb,giving rise to the sentence like力 乃41〃αlたcグ ″乃θあ g

励
“

″g乃 励θィカθr in(6。 36c).Here,励θ
`力

g must be interpreted as an entity that is forced

to l■ove by the order from the agent。

Notice that the effect of argument substilition should not be equated with the

causative/inchoative altematiOn of ergative verbso The process of argument substitution

is only possible for``fake unergat市 es"(e.g.,wα ル,ノν暉 ,rν4,“ακ乃,ノン),Where two

identical valuables distributed across different qualia roles to make a causative event

interpretation.

(6.37)a. John walked the dog through the doore

b.The trainerjulnped the horse over the fence. (Liefrink 1973:139)

c. The psychologist ran the rats through the lnaze.

(BrOuSSCau and Ritter 1991:54)

d.  The general rnarched the soldier to the tente

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:lH)

e.A helicopter iew them home.    (Kageyama 2006:54)

On the other hand,``pure unergatives"(eog。 ,S効の ,′Jり,″ル,ルタg乃 ,εθνg乃),whiCh dO
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not entail any result subevent in the fol日 nal quale,

substitution.

cannot be a target of argument

(Kageyama 2000:46)

(Kageyama 2000:46)

(6。 38)ac*

b.*

C。
*

d.*

e.*

(6。 39)

The teacher studied his students very hard.

Mother played the kids in the park.

Susan talked John before a huge audience.

The clown laughed the children.

The doctor coughed the patient.

These empirical data constitute irther evidence for the modes of split intransitivit光

discussed in section 3。 4,and our linking strategy.

One of the iniuential supports for the der市ation in(6。36)comeS frOm the fact

that directional path phrases,which are purely optional in their intransitive use of fake

unergatives,become obligatory in their transitive causative use.

The generallnarched the soldiers??(to the tents).

The riderjumped the horse?(oVer the fence).

We ran the mouse*(thrOugh the maze).

ａ

　

ｂ

　

　

ｃ

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:lH)

Notice that even if these path phrases need not be expressed in certain circumstances,

they are always understood in the transitive causative use of these verbso Since our

linking strategy predicts that the transitive causative use of fake unergatives is only

possible when the follllal quale of the verb takes part in the argument realization,it is

entailed that the path argument(ioee,ノ in(6。 36))InuSt be realized as a PP in the syntax

along with the substinlted theme argument.

As a logical possibility9 it is also possible to apply argument substitution to the

agent argument of self― propelled lnotion verbs.I suggest that this is what happens in the

induced action altemation in(6。 40).
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(6.40)コレ励ガεθグ∠ε′Jθη∠ルθr4α′Jθ
“

ao Thc horsejumped overthe fence.

bo Sylviajumped the horse overthe fence. (Levin 1993:31)

In this altemation,the agent argument ofthe verb is substinlted fOr a different valuc,but

the theme argument remains the sameo This altemation is also prilnarily found with

verbs of self― propelled motion, which have the identical arguments in their qualia

StrLICtture.

In the induced action variant in(6。 40b),the agent argument is understood as an

entity that assists the lnovement of the theme argumento Therefore,the sentence is only

well―forlned in the simatiOn where the theme ttgument has some difflculty to ilill the

activity by itsell This property has been pointed out by several rescarchers,as in(6。 41).

John iew{the falcon/*the sparks}. (CrLISe 1972:521)

The trainerjumped{the hOrse/*the athlete}over the fence.

(Liefrink 1973:139)

The nursc burped{the baby/?the patient/*the doctor}。  (SInith 1978:107)

(6.41) ａ

　

　

ｂ

C.

While substituting the theme argument has a sensc of coerced causation,this altemation

ilnplies that the substittlte agent helps or supports the action or lnovement of a theme.

The difference unambiguously resides in the original qualia valuc ofidentical arguments,

though l suspectthatthere seclns no way to discem them without a context.

The argument realization of the induced action altemation is also straightfo]Rvard。

In fact,it isjust the same as what we saw in(6。 36),cxcept that in the induced action

altemation the agent argument in the agentive quale is substituted.

QA:aCt(el*,X)→ 〉 QA:aCt(el*,Z)

QA:aCt(el*,Z)― →
[νP Z[ッ

′ソVP]]

QF:mOVe(c2*,x,y)一 →
[vP X[v′ Vy]]

ａ

　

　

ｂ

(6。 42)
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C。 ソP ← QA:aCt(el*,Z)

Sylvi〔し

← QF:mOVe(e2*,x,y)

＼

/＼
VP

/＼
the horseχ       V′

/＼
V    over the fenc%′

In(6。 42a),the agent argument(X)iS SubStituted for some other referent(z)that Can help

the action denoted by the verb.As in(6。 42c),the Substimte argument is realized at the

specifler ofソ P in the syntax.

The substimte argument appearS tO inherit some semantic property ofthe original

argumento Thus,namral fOrces and instrtlments can never be the suttect Ofthe induced

actlon varlant.

(6。 43)ae*The f10ods lnarched the aHny hrther north。   (CrLISe 1972:521)

b.*{The lightning/The whip}jumped thc horse over the fence。

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:112)

Under our analysis, this phenomenon can be accounted for by the general semantic

constraint that these inanimate suttectS Calnot be interpreted as an appropriate agent of

marching(*rttθ ノθθグ
“
ακttθグηθr′乃)and jumping(*7物θW乃″ノνttθグθソθrルθノυ″θθ)

in the norlnal context.This constinltes irther evidence for the clailn that argument

altemations induced by argument substittltion are essentially different from the

causative/inchoative altel■ ationo The transit市 e suttectS Ofthe fo三二ller correspond to the

intransit市 e sutteCtS,but those ofthe latter to the intransit市 e ottectS.

Kageyama(2000)argues that the same mechanism can go for certain types of

lexical causativization in Japanesco According to hiln,some transitive causative verbs in
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Japanese,such as′α′θrν `make something stand up'and 4α rα bθrν `stand something in a

row',are forlned by the sufflxation of― θ―which induces the argument substinltion at the

level of lexical semantic strLICture of their corresponding intransitive verbs,such as′ α′ν

`stand up'and“αrα bν `stand in a row'。

(6.44)ao Tar00-ga  guraundo― ni  tat― ta.

Taro― Nonl ground― ]Dat   stand― Past

``Taro stood on the ground."

b. Taroo―ga  guraundo― ni  hata―o   tat― e―ta.

Taro―Nom ground― Dat  iag―Acc stand― E―Past

``Taro put up a flag on the ground."

If this obseⅣ ation is valid, it may lead us to posれ 1late that the rl119 of argument

substitution, grounded on our cognitive faculty9 is universally a/pplicable to a certain

extent,although its lnorpho― syntactic effect lnay vary froln language to language(ci

Kageyama and Yumoto 1997).

6。 1。 4。 Argument Binding

The forth, and the last, lexical semantic rLlle On arguments is the``binding"of

argumentso Following Kageyama(1996),who adVOCates that the same phenomenon as

binding arguments in syntax is also operative in the lexical semantic representation,I

propose that the lexicon has the rLlle Of``argument binding"in(6。 45),whiCh applies to

the qualia strLICmre Ofpredicates.

(6.45)∠ rgν

“
θ″ BJ4清″g

Q:P(e,X,y)⇒ Q:P(e,X=Z,ガ

By argument binding,the argument χ is bound by and co― indexed with the argument z

(X=Z).Because ofthe nalure ofbinding,the binding argul■ entl■ust be solnewhere in the

same lexical representation,namely the qualia stlulcmreo The lexical rule that l propose
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in(6。45)is notiOnally the same as Kageyama's``anti― causat市ization",but its outcome in

the syntax will be incontrovertibly different.

Kageyama(1996)argueS that the nlle like argument binding is responsible to the

causative/inchoative altemation given in(6。 46).

(6.46) Cα νsα′JソC/多zεttθα′Jソθ∠ルθrηα′Jθ″

a.  Janet broke the cupe

b. The cup broke.    (Levin 1993:29)

Kageyama's clailn is that arguments that are bound in the lexicon will be``suppressed"

in the sense that they become syntactically inerto Consequently9 if the l■ lle of argument

binding applies to the extemal argument of a causative predicate,the bound extemal

argument will be suppressed lexicall光 so that the only intemal argument can be realized

in the syntax,giving rise to the inchoative variant ofthe altematione

CrLICiall光 however,there sccms to be no con宙 ncing reason in Kageyama's(1996)

linking strategy why the bound argument does not have any syntactic realization.In fact,

unlike passives,the inchoative variant of the causative/inchoative altemation does not

have a PRO in the syntax。

(6.47)a.

b.

(6.48)a.

b.

*The door opened by John.

The door was opened by John. (Kageyama 1996:143)

*The buildings bumed to coHlectinsurance.

The buildings were bumed to coHiectinsurance.

(Keyser and Roeper 1984:407)

In order to capture the casc,Kageyama's approach is forced to assume that suppression

by argument binding is different in its quality from that in the case of passivizatione ln

effect,he needs to presuppose different levels of representations,LCS and argument

strtlcture,for two distinct levels at which argument suppression is applied.In section 3.2,

we have already established the mechanisln of the causative/inchoative altemation in
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tems of selectional inapping via event― headednesso ln our approach,therefore,there is

no need to depend on different l■ echanislns for capturing the argument realization of

causative/inchoative pairs of sentences.

In view ofthe circumstance,I rather suggest that the rLlle Of argument binding is

responsible to the phenomena that include“ reflexivization"in the syntax.For example,

when the agent argument of a causative verb binds its theme argument,nollllal reflexive

sentences are produced。

(6。49)a.JOhn cut himsell

bo They killed thelnselves.

c. Mary washed herseli

d.  I dressed mysel■

In(6。 49),the agent argument ofthe verb binds semantically the theme argument,so that

the latter will be realized in syntax as a re■ exivё pronoun.

It is also possible that the theme argument of a causative verb binds semantically

its agent argument. This scems what is happening in the so― called re■ exive diathesis

altemations,including the viJual re■ exive altemation in(6。 50).

(6。 50) 万r′ναJ Rσ 7θε′JソθИルθr4α′Jθη

a. The butcher cuts the lneate

bo This lneat cuts itsell      (Levin 1993:84)

Recall the lexical semantic representation ofε ν′in(6。 51)。

(6.51)  cut

QUALIA=CONST=i:cutlery

FORMAL=be(e2*,y9璽 )

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X,i)
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The rtlle of argument binding binds the agent argument(x)in the agentive quale with

the theme argument(y)in the fom■ al quale,where the fo11ller Causes a change of state in

the latter,so that it gives rise to a peculiar interpretation as if a theme brings about its

change of state by itsel■ The argument realization of the vi■ual reflexive variant in

(6。 50b)will be as follows.

(6.52)a.QA:aCt(el*,X,i)=⇒ QA:aCt(el*9X=y9i)

b・ QA:aCt(el*,X=y9i)― →
[ソPX=y[ν

′ソVP]]

QF:bC(e2*,光 cul)→ [vP y[v′ V璽]]

c.   1/P      ←―QA:aCt(el*,X=y9i)

＼
the lnea場 =ノ      ソ

′

/＼
ソ    VP     ← QF:be(e2*,勇 璽 )

/＼
the meaち    V′

/＼
V     cut

By viJhe of argument binding in(6。 52a),twO arguments with the identical semantic

valuc are m町〕ped to the syntax,as in(6。 52b)。 Of the two instances of ttθ
“
θα′in

(6.52c),the 10Wer occulcnce will be spelled― out as the reflex市e pronoun(ioe.,Jおθ:り

according to the syntactic constraints on argument binding.

An ilnmediate consequence of this analysis is that verbs with a silnple event

strtlcture cannot participate in the vilttual reflexive altematione

(6。 53)a.*JOhn danced hilnsel■

b.*The ambassador aHived hilnsel■

c.*The washing machine was sold itsel■      (Fellbaum 1989:126)
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Predictably9 the result syntactic strLICture of argument binding needs a complex verb

phrase as in(6。 52c).TherefOre,trLle unergatives,truc unaccusatives and passives are all

excluded from the altemation.

In our approach,it can also be correctly predicted that argument binding does not

apply to verbs that strongly imply the existence of an agente

(6。 54)a.*SOft WOod saws itsel■

b.*These rolls slice thelnselves.

c。
*Smooth surfaces paint over thelnselvese

(Fellbaum 1989:128)

Since verbs in(6.54)semantiCally require the active involvement of an agent, in the

sense that a theme cannot be understood as an entity that perforlns the action by itselt

the agent arguments of these verbs may resist to be bound by other arguments at the

level oflexical semantics.

FurthelHnore,the rLlle Of argument binding gives a silnple account for the fact that

inteHnediary instruments can never be the sutteCt Ofvilual reflexive variants.

(6.55) *ThiS pipe smokes itsel■

(Ci ThiS pipe slnokes easily.)

(Fellbaum 1989:129)

Since intellllediary instrLlrnents appear in the agentive quale,they cannot bind the agent

argument in the qualia strLICture,though they can be the sutteCt Of middle sentences

when the agent argument is demoted via argument demotion and the theme argument is

abstracted away via argument abstraction.

The virtual renexive altemation seems to have other special properties that rnay

not receive an instant solution in our approach(sec Fellbaun■ 1989).It iS also supremely

difflcult to limit the set of verbs that participate in this altemation(ci Le宙 n1993).In

short,the mle of argument binding is lnerely a necessary condition for the forlnation of

the vi■ ual re■exive variant in(6。50b).In particular,we do not have any satisfactory

explanation to the restrictions on the applicability ofargument bindingo The exact namre
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ofthis altemation awaits further research.

6。2.Operations on Qualia

Another aspect of the clailn that argument altemations without a logical semantic

shift do not involve an extension of the semantic strtlcmre Of predicates resides in the

variety of argument linking itsell ln this section,three lexical operations that affect on

the qualia stluclLlre of predicates are introduced,all of which should be counted as a

generative device that provides a hndamental patteHl ofargument realization.

6。 2。 1。 Constitutive Specirlcation

ln section 2。 3。2.3,we saw that arguments in the constitutive qualia of predicates

can be realized in the syntax as trLle attuncts.The typical casc of such arguments is time

and location associated with the action denoted by the verb.

(6.56)a.John sleptlate on Tuesday.

bo Mary saw Billin Boston.   (PuStaOVsky 1995:66)

In(6。 56),arguments that provide a property of the event are realized in the sentence in

order to specify the situation being described.We call this linking pattem``constimt市 e

speciflcation",since the infoHnation expressed as trtle attunCtS needs to be specifled in

the constitutive quale of a predicate.

Arguments in the constimt市 e quale ofthe direct ottect Can be realized in syntax

in allnost the same mannen This operation gives a straightfolward explanation to the

body―part possessor ascension altemation,given below。
4

(6。 57) 3ο冴ソーPα r′ Pθssθssθr/scθ″sJθη∠Jたr“α′Jθκ

a.  Selina touched the horse's back.

bo Selina touched the horse on the back. (Levin 1993:71)

Consider the lexical semantic representation ofゎ νεtt in(6.58):
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(6.58) touch

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(e2*,y9touched)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

It is now obvious that ifthe valuc ofthe theme argument(y)of′ θνεtt is deteⅡnined by

the NP ttθ  ttθだθζ bαεた,the nollllal transit市 e sentence as in(6。 57a)comeS Out.When,

on the other hand,the value ofthe theme argumentis assigned by the NP′ 乃θ ttθだθ,the

VP′θνε乃″θ ttθだθ in(6.59)will be cOmposed。

(6。 59) touCh thC horse

QUALIA=CONST=y:the horse

EQuALIA=CONST=Inane,hoo鳥 neCk,back,ctc。 コ

FORMAL=be(e2*,y:the horse,touched)

AGENTIVE=act(el,X)

Hcre,the theme argument in the constimt市 e quale(i.e。 ,励θ ttθだθ)has its own qualia

stmcl比lre including its constinltive quale.Suppose that constitutive speciflcation applies

to this semantic strtlcmre ofthe vPo Then,the embedded constinltive quale of′ 乃θ ttθだθ

can be a target ofthe operation nowo Thus,various speciflcation of the body― part of′乃θ

乃θだθ can be possible.

(6。 60)Selina tOuched the horse on the{mane/hoo7neck/back/foot/nose/head}.

This analysis corectly predicts that the specifled body part of the horse should

have an appropriate semantic relation with the ottectO In effect,an attunct PP must be a

part ofthe ottect,but not vice versa.

(6。 61)#Selina touched the{mane/hooyneck/back/foot/nose/head}on the horse.
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Sentencc(6。 61)doeS nOt have the same meaning as(6。 60):it Only has a strange reading

thatthe event oftouching the horse is perfonmed upon the horse's body.

Our analysis also predicts that a PP specifled by the constitutive speciflcation is

syntactically optional.

(6。 62) Selina touched the horsc(on the back).

The horse kicked Penny(in the shin).

Alison poked Daisy(in the ribs).

The optionality of an attunct PP essentially results from the semantic shallowness of

attunCt phrases,in the sense that the core lneaning of the sentence never changes with

or without them.In fact,if a verb denotes some change of state in the otteCt NR

constimtive speciflcation lnay not be applied.

(6.63) horse brokc Penny in the shin.(ci The hOrse broke Penny's shin.)

glass cut Rachel in the toe.(Cf The glass cut Rachel's toe.)

(Levin 1993:72)

The entailment in the sentence rhc ttθ κsθ bttθたθ」Pθ
“
ηノis crucially different froln that in

the sentence rhθ ttθだθbЮたθ Pθ44ソ ζ sttJ4.Therefore,constitutive speciflcation cannot

be applied to give rise to the altemation in(6.63).

The same lnechanisnl can be readily extended to the possessor― attribute factoring

altemation in (6。 64), whiCh involves two possible expressions of a possessor and a

possessed property.

(6.64)Pθ ss6Sθ r_/′′rJbν′θ」%ε′θrJJ写 ∠Jたr4α′Jθκ

ao They praised the volunteer's dedication.

b. They praised the volunteers for their dedication. (Levin 1993:73)

The possessor attribute factoring altemation involves the different preposition from the
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body―part possessor ascension altel■ ation in(6。 57).HoweVet these alternations can

treated equally9 since attribute is just another instance ofproperties associated with

possessor,which can be a target ofconstinltive speciflcation.

6.2.2。 Telic Role Realization

ln section 6.1.1,we discussed argument altemations that involve the description

ofcharacteristic property ofthe suttecto A similar semantic characterization is pertinent

to the characteristic―property― of―instrLlment sentences given in(6。 65).

(6。 65)a.ThiS pen doesn't write.

b. These shears clip well.

c. This machine records well.

do This oven cooks well. (Levin 1993:39)

Novち conSider the argument realization in the characteristic―property― of‐instnlrnent

altel田[ation in(6.66),whiCh involves the characteristic― property― of―instrLllnent variant in

(6。 66c).

(6.66)Cttαrαεたrお′Jc P/υθrヶ グルS′rν

“
θ″′ИJ′θ

“
α′jθη

ac  l cut the bread with this knife.

b. The knife cut the bread.

co This knife doesn't cut。      (Levin 1993:39)

Clearly9(6。 66b)is a Silmple instance of argu]ment delnotion discussed in section 6.1。 2。

Also,sentencc(6。 66c)appears at flrst sight to constittlte another instance of argument

abstraction discussed in section 6。 1.1。 In fact,we rnight give a correct description ofthe

argument realization in(6.66c)by means Of abstracting the theme argument from

(6.66b),sinCe characteristic― property― of―instrLllnent variant,as well as the middle and

characteristic― property― of―agent variants, is acmally an instance of individual― level

predication,as shown in(6.67).
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(6.67)a.*ThiS knife didn't cut at that time.

b.*This knife is not cutting.

c。
*I saw this knife didn't cut.

However,this seems not the case,becausc in some instances of characteristic property

of instmment vttiants the direct ottect may nOt be omitted,which sharply contrasts

with other characterizing sentenccs that involve′
“
θαrb in the syntax.

(6.68) This key won't open*(the 10Ck).

This hammer won't break*(the WindOw). (Levin 1993:39)

Therefore,I suggest that the characteristic property of instrtllnent variant is derived by

refeFing tO the perforlnatory property of the suttect instrLlment,rather than by some

lexical rules on arguments.

In order to arrive at a feasible assumption,lct us consider the lexical semantic

representation ofた ηクをin(6。 69):

(6。 69)knife

QUALIA=CONST=edge,blade,ctce

FORMAL=x:instrLlment

TELIC=cut(c,x,y)

AGENTIVE=produce(c,Z,X)

As an intellllediary instrtlment,たηクセhaS itS Chiefusc in cutting the ottecto According珪 ん

the telic quale of the iteln can predicate a cutting event,with the item itself involved as

the most prolninent argument.Suppose that the operation called``telic role realization"

makes reference to the inforlnation in the telic qualia directly9 and realizes its argument

variables in the surface forln as in the following lnanner。
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(6.70) 2,′Jθ Rθ′θ RθαJ″α′Jθ
“

QT:P(C,X,y)=⇒ [ソPX[ッ
′ソ [vP V y]]  O iS an intellllediary instrtlment)

By this operation,we achieve the semantic namre Ofthe sentence as well as its syntactic

struclLlreo Since teHc roles of a noun,by deflnition,deflne a built― in function ofthe itenl,

the sentence derived by telic role realization must be a property description of the

SutteCt.

As an il■lnediate consequence of this operation,characterizing sentences cannot

be fol「ned when the situation being predicated is not considered to be an expedient use

ofthe item.

(6。 71)a.ThiS knife won't cut(a rope).

b.?This knife won't cut open(a letter).

ce??This knife won't kill(peOple).

d。 ?*This knife won't break(the window).

e.*This knife won't break open(the 10Ck).

As shown in(6.71),there are gradations in the acceptability of characteristic property of

instrllIIlent Sentenceso lt namrally follows that telic quale of an item can be equipped

with somewhat iexible infolHnation according to the context。

Our analysis on the characteristic property of instrLlrnent altemation seems to be

CrLICial to other argument altemations where certain oblique phrases appear as the

SutteCt OfCharacterizing sentences.

(6。72)二θεα′Jθ4 Sνりθε′Иルθrηα′Jθη

ao  We sleep flve people in each room.

b. Each room sleeps flve peoplec      (Levin 1993:82)

(6。 73)Sν
“

げ拗
“
り S"″θε′∠ルθr4α′Jθ

“
a. I bought a ticket for S5。

b. $5 will buy a ticket.       (Levin 1993:83)
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Eαε力
“

θ
“

in(6.72b),whiCh may contexmally be referred to as a guest room,should be

considered as a space whose main purpose is for a person to sleep in.Also,S5in(6。 73b)

can be considered as an interlnediary instrLlment to buy goodso Telic role realization is

applicable,therefore,when these itelns are predicated of by relational predicates in the

telic qualiao As a result,the sentences in(6.72b)and(6.73b)must be interpreted as an

example ofindividual-level predication.

6。 2。 3。 Agentive Role Unirlcation

“Co―composition"is a lexical semantic operation that shifts a verb lncaning from

one to another(PuSteJOvsky 1995).ThiS Operation is only possible under the uniflcation

of qualia values in predicates and their argumentso ln section 4.3, we discussed the

argumcnt realization in the bencfactive altcmation in tcrlns of the uniflcation of the

agent市 e qualia ofa verb and its otteCto There are other instances in which some qualia

uniflcation is necessary to understand their argument realization.

One example of such cases is provided by the cognate ottect alterllation g市 en in

(6。 74).

(6.74)Cθg″αたθケθε′∠ルθttα′Jθ″

ao Sarah slniled.

bo  Sarah slniled a chaming snlile. (Levin 1993:95)

In this altemation,basically intransitive verbs, such as verbs of nonverbal expression

(e.g.,Cり ,わνg乃,s“ Jた,s4θクθ)and verbs of manner of speaking(cog。 ,“ν
“
bル ,Sε″α

“
,

wttJ平フθr,ノθJの,take a``cognate ottect"(ioe.,ZerO― der市ed otteCt)aS their direct otteCt.

Verbs that participate in this altemation are typically trLle unergatives which have a gap

ofthe ottect pOSition in the syntax.5

The irst thing to notice on this altemation is that cognate ottectS in themselves

are semtttically equal to``resultant ottects''that comes into existence as a result ofthe

action denoted by the verb(Quirk et al。 1985).In faCt,Cognate otteCtS denote a created
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0可 eCt named by the zero― der市ed verbe This fact can be apparent by the agent市 e quale

ofthe ottect NR

(6.75)smile(nOun)

QUALIA=CONST=mouth,teeth,ctc.

FORMAL=x:expression

AGENTIVE=smile(e,y)

The agentive quale ofthe noun sFzJJθ  should be its zero― derived verb s″ zJJθ in(6.76).

(6。 76)smile(Verb)

QUALIA=CONST=smiling_manner(― →el)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

The lnanner speciflcation by the constinltive quale of sη zJJθ provides an interpretation

that the verb in(6.76)and itS COgnate ottect in(6。 75)share the same agent市 e qualia.

Under this condition,the agentive role uniflcation can be applied to derive the VP sη zJ′θ

αs“ JJθ in(6。 77).

(6.77)smile a smile

QUALIA=CONST=smiling_manner(―→el)

FORMAL=be(e2*,y:a smile,in the world)

AGENTIVE=act(el*,X)

The overall semantic strllcmre in(6。77)repreSents the one for verbs of creation,in

general.

On the ground that colりlate ottects are in fact resultant ottects,they resist free

pronominalization,since the same ottect Cannot be created twice.

(6。 78)a.*JOhn baked a cake and then l baked it.
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b.*John smiled a smile then Mary smiled ite(MasSam 1990:181)

In this view of cognate ottectS,it is also explained why it is necessary that the agent of

cognate otteCtS must be coreferential with the agent ofthe matr破 verb.

(6。 79)Gabriel sneezed{a/hiS/*her}he■ y Sneeze.(MasSam 1990:173)

Since cognate otteCtS are created by the action ofthe agent,possessive pronouns that do

not agree with the agentin gender and number are semantically excluded.

The claim that cognate ottectS are actually a grammatical o切 ect of a verb can be

conflrl■ ed by the fact that adverbial phrases cannot inteⅣ ene be●Ⅳeen a verb and its

cognate otteCt,as shown in(6。 80).

(6.80)a. Lct Ben run(*quickly)a little rtln.

b.Ben sneezed(*that way)a g10riOus snceze.(MaSSam 1990:166)

According to Stowell(1981),verbS and their grammatical o可 eCtS must be attacent in

order to assign a strLICmral caseo Then,no adverbial phrase can be inteⅣ ened between.

The data in(6。 80)demOnstrate the same point.

Moreovet verbs and their cognate ottects Can undergo some VP operations,such

as″乃θ″g乃―Inovel■ ent in(6.81)and VP― preposing in(6。 82).

(6。 81) SInile a happy snlile though Chris did,everyone could see that her happiness

was forced。                    (Macfarland 1995:103)

(6。 82)I wanted chris to smile a happy smile that day9 and smile a happy smile she

did that way.                    (Macfarland 1995:104)

According to Reinhart(1983),theSe Operations can only be applied to a strtlcmral unit

coniesponding to a VP in the syntaxo Thus,it is strongly suggested from the above data

that verbs and their cognate ottectS Syntactically fom a VR
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Our analysis of the cognate ottect altemation nicely accounts for the fact that

cognate ottCCt Variants can be fomed with unergat市 e verbs,but not with unaccusat市e

verbs(Lc宙 n and Rappa7po■ Hovav 1995).

(6。 83)a.Harry lived an uneventhHife.

bo Bill sighed a weary sigh.  (JOnes 1988:89)

c. Rosamond cried a good long cry9then she felt betten

do Reverend Tully prays a solemn prayen    (Massam 1990:164)

e.  Louisa slept a restill sleep.

l  Malinda snliled her rnost enigmatic slnile.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:40)

(6。 84)a.*The glass broke a crooked break.

b.*The actress fainted a feigned faint。 (Lcvin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:40)

c.*She arived a glamorous arrivale

d.*Thel叩 ple fell a smooth fall.(Levin and Rappa/port Hovav 1995:148)

c.*Karen appeared a striking appearancc at the departrnent party.

f*Phyllis existed a peacenll existence.

(Lcvin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:150)

g.*The statue stood a heroic stance in thc lniddle ofthe colnlnon.

h*The city sprawled an extensive spraⅥ/1 around the bay.

(Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995:152)

Since unaccusatives do not have any info]肛 nation in the agentive qualia,they cannot be

a possible candidate for agentive role uniflcation.6

Noticc hrther that cognate otteCtS are restricted to the zero―der市ed forln of

unergative verbs(Baron 1971).

(6。 85)a.*He died a suicide.

b.?*Hc smilcd a silly grin.    (MaSSam 1990:165)

c。
*Mary laughed a sad slnile.
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d.*The dog howled flerce barks。

e.*Ellen sneczed a dry cough.  (Takalni and Kuno 2002:144)

1*Ton■ slept a sound slumbe■

As shown in(6。 85),NPs that are not morphologically related to cognate ottects CannOt

be a grammatical o可 ect ofthe cognate otteCt Variant,cven though they are semantically

silnilar to cognate ol切 eCtSo This is a natural consequence of our analysis,since agentive

rolc uniflcation is only possible when the inforlnation in a particular qualia role is

practically identical.7

Finally9 a semantic inction ofthe cognate ottect altemation is worth mentioning

here.Notice that the original verb s“ Jル in(6。 76)and the der市ed VPs“ガθαs“ Jル in

(6.77)have the same logical meaningo Accordingly9 there must be some pragmatic

restrictions on the uniflcation of agentive qualia:othenⅣ ise,the result of the operation is

semantically vacuouso ln this respect,it is well― known that cognate ottectS need some

atteCt市 al modiflcation(Quirk et al.1985,D破 on 1991).COgnate otteCtS Without a

modifying phrase are clearly ungrammatical。

(6.86)a.*Willy Sneczed a sneeze.

b.*Neil laughed a laugh。

c。
*「Fhe actress smiled a smile. (Rice 1988:209)

This fact may receive a simple explanation.Functionally9 verbs in the cognate ottect

variant denote an action,while cognate ottectS Specify an actual manner of the action.

Thus,ifthere is no lnodiflcation on cognate ottects,they have no use to be produced.

This obseⅣation ilnlnediately leads us to speculate that the motivation for the

cognate otteCt altemation is a modiication of the action named by the verb.Actually9

cognate otteCtS appear to have the same semantic inction as manner adverbs.

Bill laughed a hearty snlile.(=Bill laughed heartily.)

Tom slept a sound sleep.(=Tom Slept soundly。 )
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Concomitantltt modality adverbs which express a psychological attitude of the speaker

cannot modify the event in the cognate otteCt Variant.

(6。 88)*HanS Smiled an e宙 dent smile.(MasSam 1990:174)

It is pttЁicularly important to notc herc that there seems a language―particular

constraint on the cognate otteCt fOnnation.In practice,there is a restriction in English

on the number of manner adverbs in a clause,as shown in(6.89a).Therefore,it follows

that the English language needs to make use of agentive role uniflcation to foHn the

cognate otteCt Variant,in order to enrich the modiflcation strtlcmre in the NR as in

(6。 89b).

(6.89)a。
*She smiled warmly happily (Omur0 1991:68)

b.  She snliled a wallll,happy slnile.

I suggest that this is the lnotivation ofthe cognate ottect fbrlnation in English.

As compared to English,consider thO simation in Ja7paneseo As shown in(6.90a),

where two manner adverbs can modify the action denoted by the verb atthe same time,

Japanese does not have such a restriction on manner adverbs as]Englishe As expected,

Japanese does not have a cognate otteCt Sentence such as(6。 90b).

(6。 90)a.TarOo― wa atatakaku siawasesooni

Tlaro―Top  wattElly   happily

Lit.``Taro slniled walnly happily。 "

b.*Taroo― wa  atatakai  siawasesoona

Taro― Top  walin    happy

``Taro sIIliled a wam,happy slnile."

hohoen― da.

slnile― Past

hohocII11-o

slnile― Acc

hohoen― da.

slnile― Past

If the argumentation above is on the right track,it is concluded that English develops a
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grammatical method of agent市 e qualia uniication by composing a cognate otteCt Ofthe

verb in order to cover the richer lnodiflcation on the action that cannot be expressed by

manner adverbse This reasoning explains why a cognate otteCt,Which is semantically

vacuous as it is,needs some rnodiflcation phrases obligatorily。

It seems that the analysis of the same sort can be extended to other altemations,

including the X's way altemation in(6。 91)and the resultative altemation in(6.92).

(6.91)χζ物 ∠′′θrηα′Jθη

a.  They shopped around New York.

bo They shopped their way around New York. (Levin 1993:99)

(6.92)Rωνルα′JソθИ′たr4α′Jθ″

a.  Pauline hal■ lnered the rnetal.

b.P〔mlinc hammered the metal iat。   (Le宙 n1993:100)

In(6。 91b),the verb sttΨ ,the NP ttθ Jr wη and the PP α
“

ν
“
グМ3w乃戒 all share the

agentive property that requires the movement of a theme,so that they can be a target of

semantic composition by lneans of qualia uniflcation.A partial lexical representation of

the non― subcategorized otteCt iS given in(6。 93).

(6。93)way

QUALIA=FORMAL=x:distance

AGENTIVE=movc(el,x)

Also,the atteCtiVal phraseノα″in(6.92b)needS SOme causing event in order to achieve

the result state of something being iat.

(6。 94) ■at

QUALIA=FORMAL=be(el,シ 旦笙)

AGENTIVE=Pact(e,x)
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Since these phrases are semantically compatible with the main predicates,they can be

composed in the qualia stnlcmre Of predicates by such an operation as agentive role

uniflcation.
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Chapter 7:Conclusion

This thesis has been an attempt to provide an adequate lnechanisln of argument linking

from the lexicon to syntax under the theory of Generative Lexicono The chiefmotivation

for adopting a generative l■ odel ofthe lexicon is conceptual,but it actually enables us to

describe lnuch empirical phenomena conceming argument realization and altemations。

In chapter 3,we obseⅣed a new set of theory for argument realization that does

not depend on any thematic role speciflcations but only refers to the relative pronlinence

of semantic arguments with respect to a relational predicate in the qua五 a strLICmreo The

theory we have developed is αbs′rαε′in the sense that it does not include a prilnitive set

of thematic arguments,but tums to namral semantic classes of event participants.The

theory is sys′ θ
“
α′Jc as well in that general linking rtlles are strictly constrained to allude

to appropriate syntactic positions of each argument by virtue of the difference in types

of qualia roles.As wc have seen in section 3.4,not all lexical items caHら ″a value for

each qualia role.This is the particular way for us to treat syntactic differences among

those predicates.

If this argument is coFeCt, linking can be viewed as an ``approxilnation" of a

lexical semantic representation to a syntactic representation.The semantic strLICture is

an acquired concepmal cOmplex based on our cognitive faculty(JaCkendoff 1990b),

while the syntactic stmcmre is an innate language faculty which is highly constrained

by itself(ChOInsky 1986).JackendOff(2002)argueS that selnantics is a co]mpositional

system independent of and far richer than syntactic stnlcture. Follllal Semantics

(Chierchia and McConnell― Ginet 1990,Cann 1993)and COgnitive Grammar(Lakoff

1987, Langacker 1987) are bOth established as theories of meaning as a rich

combinational system. Instead of relations of donlination and linear order found in

syntax,semantic strLICture has such relations as logical connectives,inctions that take

arguments,quantiflers that bind variables,and relation of assertion to presupposition.

Thus,semantics has an inventory of basic units and oflneans to combine theln that is

distinct froln syntaxo There lYlust be,therefore,interface rLlleS that connect semantic and

syntactic components in parallel architectlre of gralnlnan
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The linking strategy discussed in chapter 4 is just one example in those lines of

arguments.It would lnean that semantic representation of predicates in telills of qualia

stnlcture is by far flne― grained than syntactic strtlcture of a verb phrase.In particulaち

recent syntactic researches under Chomsky's(1995)Minimalist Program attempt to

capmre every single phenomenon in the syntax in terlns of strictly restricted sets of

generative apparatus,such as Merge and Move,and motivations called``feamres"。 On

the other hand,semantic investigation,especially one by lneans of the qualia strtlcture,

has been given much richer descriptive powers out of recognition that we must take in

consideration certain pragmatic factors and world knowledge in order to understand

acmal linguistic utterances in the context.In this study9 therefore,the lexicon is viewed

as one of gralnlnatical l■ odules,which equips its own conditions and rLlleS apart from

syntax。

All the proposals l have lnade throughout the thesis should be regarded as being

extremely tentative,for our present knowiedge ofthe lexicon is ridiculously small.Thus,

the thesis lnust be titled a prelil■ inary smdy in the sense that fumre research is necessary

to reveal lnany unanswered questionso ln particulat the adequateness oflexical semantic

representation and syntactic representation is a prilnary concem for the research of

interface conditions.In addition,our research has left many aspects of cross― linguistic

variations of lexical knowledge,though only the tidbit is given in chapter 5。 Finally,the

exact nature of generative devices discussed in chapter 6 needs to be linguistically

motivated to be established.Nevertheless, the thmst of the present work is to amply

demonstrate that the Generative Lexicon is a reasonable way to pursuc these problemso I

believe that flndings in this thesis give rise to new approaches of investigation in the

fleld of lexical semantics.I also hope that discussions in this thesis lay a foundation for

substantial researches into the interface between syntax and the lexicon.
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Notes

(Chapter l)

1. An apparent example,in which phonology lnight affect the organization of other

components,is that phonological difference of verbs is relevant to the possibility of

the dat市 e altemation.The general obseⅣ ation(With Some exceptions)iS that only

verbs with initial― stressed stems of two syllables or fewer lnay occur in the double

OtteCt COnst■ lction(Green 1974)。 ThuS,Verbs like gJソ θ and sθηグ pellllit the double

OtteCt COnstrtlction,but such near synonyms as db4α ′θ and′rα

“
助セr do not.

(i)  ao We{gaVe/dOnated}$10tO UNICEF.

b.We{gave/*donated}UNICEF$10.

(五 )  a.We{sent/transferred}SOme stock to Bill。

b.We{Sent/*transferred}Bill SOme stock.

2.  Yet other altemations seem to be dealt with by a silnilar explanation to the locative

and dative altel田 ationso These include the illf11ling alteltttation in(i)and thc ilnage

impression altemation in(五 ).

(i)Fulilling Altemation

ao Thejudge presented a prize to the winnen

b.Thejudge presented the winner with a prize.

(五 )Image lmpression Altemation

(Levin 1993:65)

a.Thejeweler inscribed the nalne on the ring.

bo Thejeweler inscribed the ring with the name. (Lc宙n1993:66)

In fact,the illf11ling altemation and the image impression altemation show lnany

surface silnilaritics to the dative altemation and the locative altemation,respectively.

Some verbs that participate in the nllf11ling altemation also participate in the dative

altemation.I sumise thatthe same account for the dative and locative altemations is

effective to these altemations as well,though we will not go over the details in this

thesis。

3.  There is a well― known distinction between ``strong" and ``weak" resultatives

(WaShi0 1997).StrOng resultatives have verbs that do not entail a result state of the

action,and a resultative phrase describes the state achieved by the referent ofthe NP
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2.

predicated of as a result ofthe action named by the verb.

(i)   a. They ran their Nikes threadbare.

b. The knocked the man senseless.

On the other hand,weak resultatives have verbs that entail a result state ofthe action,

and a resultative phrase only specify the state entailed by the verb.

(五 ) a.The meat froze solid.

bo  She washed the dishes clean.

Languages vary according to the standards that both,cither or neither of them they

haveo For example,English and Gennan has both,Japanese and ltalian have only

weak resultatives,and French has neithero No language has only strong resultatives。

(Chapter 2)

1. In Japanese, a silnilar analysis had been done by Kindaichi(1950)。 For the

development ofthe smdy Ofverbal aspect in Jttanesc,sce Okuda(1977),Moriyama

(1988),Kudo(1995)and Kinsui(2000),amOng others.

Some researchers (ceg。 , Depractere 1995)clailn that ``(un)bOundedness'' and

``(a)telicity"should be scmpulously discriminated.Howeveち I regard these two

notions equally as a measure to deterlnine whether or not an event or a situation

being described has an inherent or intended endpoint(ci]Declerck 1979).In effect,

the distinction lnatters little to our discussion of argument realization.

Stative predicates can be compatible with an J″ ―phrase when it occurs in the JLlture

tense(e.ge■フηθS wJJJル 7θw ttJ“ J“ ノソθノθαだ・(Keams 2000:206))。 HoWevet the

J4-phrase in such a sentence only denotes the tilne to be taken to become the state

described by the predicate,but not the tilne to be taken to flnish it.Actually9 this

holds trlle with every type of predicates that Vender classifles,so we will leave this

interpretation out of consideration.

PuSt可 OVSky(2001)shares the same critical lnind to the previous analysis of the

event stlucture,but reaches the different conflguration of events froln the one we

propose in(2.25)。 His eVent stmcmre fOr accomplishment verbs,such as bν J尾

dcs′ =勢 and εJθα4,can be schematized in our notation as follows.

3。

4。
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( i ) e5

/＼
e4 e3

/＼
e2

Howevet this event conflguration is untenable,silnply because there seclns to be no

linguistic phenomena that require an event strllclLlre in which action and process

need to be combined to leave result out.In contrast,there are many examples that

require an event stlucl比 lre in which prOcess and result should be combined,as in the

casc ofunaccusative verbs to express an inchoative event.

Note in this regard,howevet that there seem to be some variations in the possibility

of event― head assignlnent according to the semantics of goal phrasese

(i)   a. JOhn ran into the store for an houn

b.#John ran to the store for an houn

Just as the resultative advelも ial ttθ

“
θ does in(2.39a),the PP J“ ′θ′乃θs′θκin(ia)

has an effect of bringing an event head to the flnal state of the event,providing the

interpretation that John was at the store for the given period oftime.In contrast,the

PP′θ ′乃θs′θμθ in(ib)dOeS nOt exhibit the same effect, and the only possible

interpretation of theノ br_phrase in(ib)iS the certain period oftime when John was

repeatedly going back and forth to the store by rLInning,though this interpretation is

pragmatically anomalous。

PuSt可 OVSky(1995)arguCS that the constittltive qualia also include the infoHnation

that refers to what something is consti慣 ■ed ofthe otteCt(i.e.,regular``is_a/」 a五_Of'

link).We leave this issue open,since we do not recognize any linguistic phenomena

in argument realization and altemations that are relevant to this relation.

(Chapter 3)

1.  Such a syntactic hierarchy has been captured in the literalLlre in te111ls Of

rammatiCal relation as in(i)Or mOrphological case as in(五 ).

(i)  Suttect>0可 ect>indirect ottect>Obliquc

(五 )   nOnlinative>accusative>dative>obliquc cases

el

5。

6。
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2.

Howevet since the UPAH is only relevant to the underlying syntactic strLICture and

says nothing else to the surface morphosyntactic realization of arguments, these

syntactic notions cannot be uscill for our linking strategyo Furthellllore, mOst

researchers who advocate some syntactic hierarchy that coHiesponds to the

prolninence of arguments presuppose the existence of a thematic hierarchy(Belletti

and Rizzi 1988, Jackendoff 1990b), and thus depend on thematic role labels on

arguments.

Here,I adopt the split VP strLICture,following Chomsky(1995),in whiCh the wholc

verbal prtteCtiOn is constimted Ofソ P and VR However,our theory of argument

realization connotes that whether or notソ P prttects an extemal argument is

detellllined lexically rather than syntacticallyo Speciflcally,any predicates including

the agentive qualia(InOre preciseltt headed agentive qualia)will prdect aソ P that

has an extemal argument in its specifler position.

Notice that only the most prominent argument in the agentive quale of θν′will be

mapped onto the specifler of νP, given that there is only one syntactic slot for

extemal arguments in theソR One lnight ask how the instrllment argument ofε ν′will

be``saturated"syntactically, since samration lnight be necessary to constraint the

number of grammatical arguments of a predicate(Grimshaw 1990).Here,I suggest

that there is a null realization of instl■ lrnent argument, and that an accurate

logico― semantic representation of the sentence with εν′is something like``I cut the

bread(with the knife。 )''。
In fact,the instrLlment argument can only appear in the

sentence as an attuncto The corelation between tt agent and an instrtlment will be

demonstrated in the lnstrLlment sutteCt COnstrLICtiOn,where an instrtlment instead of

an agent a/ppears in the sutteCt pOSition(see seCtiOn 4。 1。 2).

Note in this regard,howevet that the instrLlment sutteCt in(3.23b)needS SOme

explanation,since the most prolninent argument in the event lnust be the agent that

uses an instminent.See section 6。 1.2 for the discussion on this point.

There is a discrepancy in judglnents on the atelic interpretation in(3.33a).The

standard view is that the sentence cannot be atelic,but Jackendoff clailns that it can

be,as demonstrated by the following examplee

3。

4.

5。
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(i)?Bill 10aded the trLICk With dart for an hour,

In section 4.2,we will arguc that locative altemation

completion ofthe event,supporting Jackendoff's side.

but there was still room for it.

(JaCkendOff 1996:346)

verbs actually do not entail a

(Chapter 4)

1。  Strictly speaking, the concepmal strtlcmre Of z in the two qualia roles must be

differento Speciflcally9 the second argument of″ πθソθ must be a path containing an

entity as its embedded valuc(ioe。 ,[path AT[endty Z]]),While the irst argument of bθ  is

an entity itself(i.e.,[entity Z])。 For silmplicity sake,I do not distinguish these two

values by different variables indices.

2.There are only a few locat市 e altemation verbs(e.g。 ,brνs乃)that denOte an

instnlrnent rather than a theme in their derived nonlinal forlns。 Of course,the result

lexical semantic schema for those verbs is just the same as normal locat市 e

altemation verbs.

3.  For verbs of imrc having,caused possession of a theme will be achieved in the

■■1刀Lre,and thus successful transfer is not entailed at the utterance tilne.

(i)  a.The bOss{offered/promised}a rise to us,but wc haven't got it yet.

b. The boss{Offered/prolnised}us a rise,but wc haven't gotit yet。

However,it seems that the suttect at least needs to intend it to happen in reality.

(五 )  a.#The boss{offered/prolnised}a riSe tO us,though he least expected

it to happene

b.#The boss{offered/prolnised}uS a rise,though he least expected it

to happen.

Then, we can presume that these verbs have roots that involve a ``sublexical"

modality component which restricts the possible worlds in which successful transfer

holds(ci Koenig and Davis 2001).

4. Rappaport Hovav and Levin(2008)argueS that verbs of giving do not lexicalize a

semantic component associated with a caused motion,since they do not occur with

the adverbs αJJ′乃θンッαッand ttαル αソwhiCh Specify the extent ofthe path.
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( i ) a.*Susan gave the ball{allthe way/halttyay}tO Bil10

b.I sent the package{all the way/halttay}around the world to the

Antarctic. (Rappaport Hovav and Lcvin 2008:138)

However,the incompatibility of verbs of giving with these adverbial phrases may

have another explanation.(Dne possibility Hlight be that thesc adverbs require

conceivable physical extension ofthe path phrase,as they acmally SCem to doo Then,

it is nal比lral for the path adverbs to be incompatible with verbs of giving,because

verbs of giving all have a speciflcation of their semantic fleld as ``possession",

which is clearly not physically obseⅣ able.

5。  Sθ刀グand′乃
“

w differ in their tolerance of path expressions(Ra/ppaport Hovav and

Levin 2008).

(i)   a.*Fred sent the box{bChind the factory/under the awning/towards

Carson}.

b. Fred threw the ball{behind the tree/under the porch/towards

third base}。 (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2008:136)

This can be attributed to the difference in the property of their″πθソθ inctiono We

leave this issuc open.

6.  There are still other semantic classes of threc― place verbs in Japanese。 One ofthe

classes includes verbs of illf11ling, such as ηzJ′αsν `f111', which coresponds to

cθソθr―type verbs in Englisho We will discuss the argument realization ofthese verbs

in section 5.4 in connection with a cross― linguistic variation of lexicalization

pattems between English and Japanese.

(Chapter 5)

1。  There seelns to be a dialectal variation as to the acceptability of ε夕″―type verbs in

the locative varianto ln fact, some English speakers readily accept the sentence

pattem in(5。 14a).The Situation is just the same as cθソθr―type verbs in the locat市 c

variant,discussed in section 5.2。 This constimtes,therefore,another instance of the

evidence in favor ofthe clailn in this chapten

2。  Japanese does not have a removal type of the locative altemation in a strict sense,
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since it lacks an』 blat市e postposition coresponding to Englishり l HoWever,some

verbs like たα′αzνたιrν `clear' can take both a theme and a location as the direct

OtteCt,Which implies that Japanese acmally has a similar phenomenon to the cJθ αr

altemation in English.

3.  The morphology of verbal afflxes in Japanese does not always correspond to their

semantics,duc to many unknown characteristics ofrnorphology in moderll Japanese.

See Kageyama(1996,2000)and Matsumoto(2000)fOr sOme discussion.

(Chapter 6)

1。  In(6.5c), we diSCard Diesing's(1992)analySiS that the sutteCt Of all

individual― level predicates is basc― generated in the sentence sutteCt poSition directly。

Sec Matsumoto and Fttita(1995)for the altemat市 e syntactic der市 ation of the

lniddle constrllction along the line discussed here.Notice, howevet if we adopt

E)iesing's idea,while abandoning our linking strategy9 wc have an immediate answer

to the question why expletives are not inserted in the suЦ ect pOSition of lniddle

sentences instead of rnoving the theme argument theretoo We leave this issue open

for i■1コ[re research.

2. Interestingly9 when the semantic content of ilnplicit agent is overtly indicated by the

力r―phrase attunct,the generic interpretation of middle sentence may be cancelled.

This effect can be due to the ``reinterpretation" of the agent argument at LF.

Therefore,the generic agent rnay be co― indexed with the speciflc agent indicated by

the力 r―phrase, as shown by(6。 6b), and thereby be ovenⅣ ritten at LF.This fact

constimtes anOther evidence to support the clailn that the implicit agent of lniddle

sentences is syntactically present.

3.  In this respect,one lnight clailn that event argument suppression may take place in

syntax.In fact,some researchers(Cog.9 Keyser and Roeper 1984,Roberts 1987,

Stroik 1992)propOSe a purely syntactic solution to the middle altemation.Howeveち

as far as English is concemed, there seelns to be no chance of defending this

approach,since any syntactic operation(e.g。 ,passivization)Inay not induce such a

systematic suppression of event arguments as lniddle forlnation.After all, the
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lexically established properties of nliddle sentences can never be derived without

、 such a lexical operation as argument abstraction discussed here.

4。  Japanesc has a silnilar altemation.

(i)  a.Tar00-wa Hanako― no― te―ni    kisu―o si― ta.

Taro― Top Hanako― Gen―hand―]Dat kiss― Acc do―Past

``Taro kissed Hanako's hand."

b.(?)Tar00-wa Hanako―ni  te― ni    kisu―o si― ta.

Taro― Top Hanako― ]Dat hand― ]Dat kiss― Acc do― Past

``Taro kissed Hanako on her hand."

I believe that the same analysis as English is applicable to this altemation.

5. The so― called``reaction obiect"Variant,as in(i),Inay be considered as a subset of

the coglate ottect Variant.

(i)   a. Pauline slniled her thanks。

bo  Sandra beamed a cheer]all welcome.

c. She mulnbled her adoration. (Levin 1993:98)

First,reaction ottect variant can be paraphrased by the coHlesponding cognate otteCt

variant(eog.Pαν′Jηc s“ J′θグαs“ JJθ c/乃θr′乃αnks).SeCOnd,verbs that take part in

the reaction otteCt COnstrLICtiOn is almost the same as verbs that take part in the

cognate otteCt COnstrtlction(ci Levin 1993).

6。  An apparent counterexample to this restriction is the verbグ ′θ.

(i) JOhn died a grtlesome death.  (Jones 1988:89)

The verbグ Jθ is usually considered as an unaccusative verb,but it readily appears in

the cognate obiect Variant.I do not have a clear explanation for this facto See Levin

and Rappaport Hovav(1995)and Takalni and K:uno(2002)for sOIne discussion on

this issuce

7.In this sense,the cognate ottect cOnstrLICtiOn is sharply distinguished from the

sentence in which regular transitive verbs happen to have the cognate obiecto ThOSe

verbs impose no morphological restriction on the fom ofthe ottect NR

(i)  a.Sam danced{a jig/a piece from Swan Lake/something invol宙 ng

lots ofpiroucttes}.
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bo Bill dreamed{a mOSt peculiar thing/that he was a crocodile}.

(JOneS 1988:89)
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